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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING, SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 
 
School of Chemistry 
 
Doctor of Philosophy 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF RESONANT INELASTIC X-RAY SCATTERING 
SPECTROSCOPY 
 
By Sarah Hobbs 
 
This research focuses on the development of Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering 
spectroscopy (RIXS) as a tool in homogeneous catalysis by looking at 3d transition metal 
compounds and specifically Cr(salen) epoxidation catalysts.  Previous studies have 
demonstrated the sensitivity of transition metal K-edge X-ray absorption pre-edge and 
edge features to their chemical environment, but the exact origins are unassigned.  The 
aim of this study is to bring together a collection of complementary, and some novel, X-ray 
techniques to assign these features and obtain more detailed structural and electronic 
information on the systems under investigation. 
Novel high energy resolution data on transition metal complexes have been obtained and 
the pre-edge region has been simulated with the FEFF9 multiple scattering code.  The 
increase in spectral structure compared to normal XANES allows for a more detailed 
analysis and as such, provides detailed insights in the electronic properties.   L-edge XAS 
data obtained using soft X-rays enabled the determination of crystal field parameters, 
which were compared with other X-ray (RIXS) and optical absorption techniques. The 
novel RIXS experiments provide L and K-edge spectra unaffected by lifetime broadening 
or background from the main absorption edge. 2D images of X-ray emission as a function 
of absorption are obtained, revealing the relationship between them and providing direct 
and detailed information on the presence and position of molecular orbitals. These 1s2p 
RIXS experiments make use of hard X-rays enabling in-situ experiments, which are 
important in the field of catalysis, making it a promising tool to monitor the changing 
electronics of the metal centre as well as ligand coordination during the catalytic process.  
Whereas the electronic differences on the Cr metal as a function of salen ligand are not 
revealed by the current RIXS experiments, which is likely due to resolution issues, new 
preliminary insights in the different catalytic Cr intermediates of the epoxidation reaction 
have been obtained.   iii
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Primarily this research project is about the development of a relatively new X-ray 
spectroscopy technique called Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering Spectroscopy (RIXS).  
The RIXS technique itself is new and not very well known, but it builds upon the existing 
processes of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES).  
As the combination of XAS and XES via the scattering approach in RIXS is new, it requires 
huge developments in theory.  The instrumentation, however, is recent and is now more or 
less there but may require further developments in the way of resolution.   
  
As chromium is the metal of choice throughout this investigation, we start by performing a 
detailed study of reference chromium materials of known oxidation state and structure.  
This involves X-ray absorption and emission experiments using these references with the 
aim of gaining complementary information that will help in analysing and interpreting the 
data obtained from the RIXS technique.  These findings will be used in the next step when 
the same techniques are applied to the solid Cr(salen) catalyst materials. 
 
The last part of the project is to look into the catalytic applications of the RIXS technique 
by studying the well-established, but mechanistically still debated, epoxidation reaction 
with Cr(salen) catalysts (analogous to Jacobsen’s Mn(salen) catalyst).  We hope to gain 
information about the active species in the reaction mechanism that is, so far, unexplored.  
This will enable future research to predict, and therefore tailor, catalytic activity and the 
design of catalysts.  The RIXS technique can then be used as a tool in catalysis to obtain 
electronic information on the catalytic intermediates in-situ. 
 
As the topic of X-ray absorption and X-ray emission spectroscopy will be used throughout 
this thesis, there will be a whole chapter dedicated to the background and theory behind 
these techniques (chapter 2).  We will start this introduction chapter by covering some 
fundamentals of catalysis, highlighting the importance of this area of study.  Then we will 
move on to look at the epoxidation reaction in more detail; which is the catalytic reaction 
employed in this research project.  Finally we will briefly explain how different X-ray 
absorption and emission techniques can help in developing the catalysis (understanding 
and performance) before finishing the chapter with the overall aims of this research 
investigation and what we hope to achieve. 
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1.1  Thesis Overview 
 
Chapter 1 contains an overview of the research project.  It then moves on to look at some 
of the main subject areas in detail; catalysis, salen materials as catalysts and their other 
uses, and finally a brief introduction to X-ray spectroscopy and its application in this 
project.  
 
Chapter 2 then moves on to take a detailed look at all the different types of X-ray 
spectroscopy employed throughout this research both in terms of experiment and theory.  
This includes all X-ray absorption techniques, X-ray emission techniques and the 
combination of the two - Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) spectroscopy. 
 
Chapter 3 covers the synthetic side of the project; this includes synthesis of the salen 
ligands and the associated complexation reactions including the characterisation data.  
This chapter also includes the parameters used in the theoretical simulations of the X-ray 
absorption and emission spectra. 
 
Chapter 4 contains the reference studies; this is a large part of the project and is the initial 
step in the study.  The reference study consisted of carrying out a range of X-ray 
absorption experiments on Cr reference materials of known structure (mainly and 
chlorides).  The data were then theoretically calculated to try to identify what we can learn 
about the electronic structure and geometry of the compounds from these techniques. 
 
Chapter 5 builds on the data obtained in chapter 4, this is the next step of the project and 
looks at the same series of experiments but this time the subjects are the Cr(salen) 
materials.  These spectra are then also calculated using theoretical programs to see if we 
can make any electronic or geometry assignments based on chapter 4 and the calculations. 
 
Chapter 6 is the final experimental phase of the project and this time it is the catalytic 
process involving the Cr(salen) materials that is under investigation.  This is the 
epoxidation of alkenes.  The reactions are monitored in-situ to see if any advances can be 
made in the identification of the active species and the reaction pathway occurring. 
 
Chapter 7 contains the final conclusions and recommendations for further work to support 
and develop the research. 
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1.2  Catalysis 
 
In the process known as catalysis, a relatively small amount of catalyst material augments 
the rate of a chemical reaction.  Unlike other reagents that participate in the chemical 
reaction, a catalyst is not consumed by the reaction itself 1.  It may change considerably 
during the course of the reaction, but at the end it returns back to its starting composition 
and is available to repeat the cycle 1.  The catalyst speeds up the rate of a reaction by 
reducing the activation energy required 1, this is the minimum amount of energy required 
to allow the chemical reaction to proceed.  It does this by providing a new pathway in 
which the transition state has a lower Gibbs energy of activation.  The catalyst does not 
change the Gibbs Free energy of the overall reaction, so reactions that are 
thermodynamically unfavourable are not made favourable by a catalyst 1.  Catalysts are 
also able to speed up the rate of reaction in a selective manner 2 i.e. changing the obtained 
product selectivity; this is an extremely desirable quality.  This is again achieved by 
reducing the energy of the transition state, in this case the one that leads to the desired 
product.  Because of this ability to speed up some reactions and not others, a catalyst 
enables a chemical process to work more efficiently and often with less waste.  Hence, 
catalysts are important in the industrial chemistry 1, 3.   
 
Catalysts can be divided into two main types; heterogeneous and homogeneous.  In a 
heterogeneous reaction, the catalyst is in a different phase from the reactants and in a 
homogeneous reaction, the catalyst is in the same phase as the reactants 1.  Homogeneous 
catalysis is often considered to be more open to analysis, this is due to the fact that species 
in solution are easier to characterise as there are no surface effects 1.  The downside is the 
need to separate the catalyst from the reaction solution at the end.  In industry 
heterogeneous catalysts have a much greater economic impact; in this case there is no 
need for time consuming extraction processes and the catalysts are robust at high 
temperatures 1. 
 
Fundamentally both types of catalysts are similar; generally in the catalytic process one or 
more of the reactants associates with the catalyst species at active sites 1.  There is then an 
interaction between the catalyst and the reactant molecules which makes them more 
reactive.  This might involve an actual reaction with the surface, or some weakening of the 
bonds in the attached molecules.  Then the reaction happens, at this stage both of the 
reactant molecules might be attached to the catalyst, or one might be attached and hit by 
the other one moving freely in the gas or liquid.  The product molecules are dissociated 
and this leaves the active site available for new molecules to attach to and react with.  A Chapter One   Introduction 
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good catalyst needs to bind the reactant molecules strongly enough for them to react, but 
not so strongly that the product molecules involve the catalysts species.  Substances that 
slow a catalyst's effect in a chemical reaction are called inhibitors. Substances that 
increase the activity of catalysts are called promoters, and substances that deactivate 
catalysts are called catalytic poisons 1.  Mechanisms of catalysis have a certain amount of 
uncertainty associated with them and developments are continually accepted in the light 
of new experimental evidence.  The uncertainty is often caused by the fact that many 
catalytic intermediates are highly reactive and often present in concentrations too low to 
be detected spectroscopically 1. 
 
In this study we will be focusing on homogeneous catalysts with all species in solution, but 
the principle and possibilities of the analogous heterogeneous systems are covered, 
including an example of a research group who have tried developing this opportunity of 
anchoring homogenous catalysts onto a surface.   
1.2.1  Isomerism 
 
Isomers are compounds with the same molecular formula but different structural 
formulas 4.  Isomers do not necessarily share similar chemical properties, but in some 
cases where they also share the same functional groups, similar properties may be 
observed.  There are two main forms of isomerism: structural isomerism and 
stereoisomerism (spatial isomerism).  In structural isomers the complexes have the same 
number and type of atoms, but the atoms and functional groups are joined together in 
different ways 4.  Structural isomers have different IUPAC names and may or may not 
belong to the same functional group 5.  This group includes chain isomerism whereby 
hydrocarbon chains have variable amounts of branching; position isomerism which deals 
with the position of a functional group on a chain; and functional group isomerism in 
which one functional group is split up into different ones 4.  In stereoisomers the bond 
structure is the same, but the geometrical positioning of atoms and functional groups in 
space is different. This class of isomers includes enantiomers where different isomers are 
non-superimposable mirror-images of each other, and diastereomers when they are not 6.  
That covers the different classes of isomers; stereoisomers, enantiomers and geometrical 
isomers. 
 
Diastereo-isomerism is again subdivided into cis and trans isomers, which have restricted 
rotation within the molecule (typically isomers containing a double bond) and 
"conformational isomers" (conformers), which can rotate about one or more single bonds Chapter One   Introduction 
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within the molecule 6.  In our case we will be looking at the epoxidation of trans alkenes, 
but there is much debate as to the effectiveness of using cis vs. trans alkenes.  For 
compounds with more than two substituents E/Z notation is used instead of cis and trans.   
 
In octahedral coordination compounds, facial and meridional isomerism occurs. The 
isomers can be fac- (with facial ligands) or mer- (with meridional ligands) 6.  Although 
conformers can be referred to as stereoisomers, they are not stable isomers, since bonds in 
conformers can easily rotate thus converting one conformer to another which can be either 
diastereomeric or enantiomeric to the original one 6.  While structural isomers typically 
have different chemical properties, stereoisomers behave identically in most chemical 
reactions, except in their reaction with other stereoisomers 6. Some stereoisomers also 
differ in the way they rotate polarized light. 
 
One of the main goals for the types of catalysts studied here (Cr(salen) epoxidation 
catalysts) is to produce a pure enantiomer.  Enantiomers are two isomers that are mirror 
images of each other; a mixture of both of these enantiomers is a racemic mixture 6.  In 
synthetic chemistry and the pharmaceutical industry it can be imperative to obtain 
products that are pure and of the desired isomer 7, the ‘enantiomeric excess’ (ee) of a 
substance is a measure of how pure it is.  In this case, the impurity is the undesired 
enantiomer (the "opposite-handed" mirror image of a chiral compound).   These isomers 
are chiral, meaning that they possess a non-super imposable mirror image.  Chirality is 
often caused by the presence of an asymmetric carbon atom (a carbon atom with four 
different groups attached) 6.  Chirality is a mathematical approach to the concept of 
"handedness".  Molecular chirality is of interest because of its application to 
stereochemistry in inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, 
biochemistry, and supramolecular chemistry.  The importance of stereochemistry in drug 
action is gaining greater attention in medical practice.  Many of the drugs currently used 
in psychiatric practice are mixtures of enantiomers 8.  For some therapeutics, single-
enantiomer formulations can provide greater selectivities for their biological targets,  and 
improved therapeutic indices than a mixture of enantiomers8.  We will be looking at 
catalysts that have the potential to produce optically pure isomers (or at least favouring 
one isomer) and for which it is key to understand it function in detail in order to improve 
catalysts efficiency and produce targeted catalysts. 
 
Optimisation of catalytic systems requires a fundamental and detailed understanding of 
the processes taking place at the catalyst.  This means the determination of the structures 
of the catalytically active sites and species 9.  We hope to use a combination of techniques Chapter One   Introduction 
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in this study to bring us closer to achieving this aim.  Some of the techniques commonly 
used to characterise catalyst species are: UV-vis spectroscopy; this technique involves 
photons in the UV-visible region and is commonly used in the quantitative analysis of 
solutions containing transition metals and highly conjugated organic compounds.  The 
absorption of ultraviolet/visible radiation by a molecule leads to transitions among the 
electronic levels, for this reason this technique is also referred to as electronic 
spectroscopy 10.   
 
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is an extremely powerful tool for analytical purposes, although 
IR is useful for both qualitative and quantitative analysis it is best used in conjunction 
with complementary techniques.  When looking at IR spectra it is possible to identify 
characteristic bands that correspond to certain functional groups, this is because the 
absorption of infrared radiation for particular functional groups occurs over definite, and 
easily recognisable, frequency intervals 11.  The positions of these characteristic group 
frequencies can be affected by their environment, for example the electronegativity of 
neighbouring groups and the spatial geometry of the molecule (steric effects) can affect 
the bond angles 11.  The absorption bands seen in the spectra can arise from both 
functional groups and the skeletal back bone of the molecule.  The intensity of a band due 
to a particular functional group also depends on how many times that functional group 
occurs in the sample, the solvent used and also on the neighbouring atoms 11.  With so 
many factors influencing the spectra it is important that you either know which bands you 
are looking for (which is ok with reference samples) or you need to use a combination of 
techniques. 
 
With XAS/ XES we are able to obtain information that is similar to that obtained in the 
standard characterisation techniques with the added advantage of element specificity.  
Combining XAS/ XES data with techniques like UV-vis will yield a wealth of valuable 
information about the electronic structure of unknown species. 
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1.2.2 Asymmetric epoxidation 
 
 
Figure 1  A simplification of the epoxidation reaction, showing the alkene 
starting material and the epoxide product. 
 
The Sharpless epoxidation 12 reaction is an enantioselective chemical reaction to prepare 
2,3-epoxyalcohols from primary and secondary allylic alcohols.  The catalytic asymmetric 
epoxidation of isolated alkenes has been an important goal of synthetic chemistry since 
the work of Sharpless 12a, 13.  This is because of the synthetic uses of the products, 
producing enantiomerically pure products is of importance, especially in drug synthesis 7, 
14.  For this reason the use of catalysts effective in asymmetric synthesis is on the increase.  
Currently this is an increasingly popular application for the salen family of materials, they 
have shown to be effective for this purpose.  The first use of chiral metal-salen complexes 
for catalytic asymmetric epoxidation seems to have been the vanadium catalysed oxidation 
of sulphides reported by Fujita 15.  Later the use of cobalt-based catalysts for styrene 
oxidation was reported by Nishinaga 16.  But it was not until Jacobsen 17 and subsequently 
Katsuki 18 reported the chiral manganese-salen catalysts that significant success was 
achieved in catalytic asymmetric alkene epoxidation. 
 
The asymmetric epoxidation is an important reaction in organic synthesis and therefore of 
great interest to the pharmaceutical industry 19.  Epoxides are valuable intermediates for 
the stereo-controlled synthesis of complex organic compounds, and their utility has 
expanded dramatically with the advent of practical asymmetric catalytic methods for their 
synthesis 13.  If we can identify the structural, geometric and electronic causes behind the 
differences in rate and selectivity, this opens up the possibility of tailoring catalysts for 
specific applications.  Most of the work carried out in the area of asymmetric epoxidation 
of alkenes has been based on either metal-porphyrin or metal-salen complexes 17a, b.  After 
the initial reports by Jacobsen 17 and subsequently Katsuki 18 there was a lot of 
development work carried out by Jacobsen 17b; who has shown that the epoxidation of 
certain cis-disubstituted alkenes can be achieved with high ee in a system with bleach as 
the oxygen source.  He has also shown that trans-epoxides can be generated with high ee 
starting with the cis-alkenes 20.  Stereoselective synthesis, which aims to control 
configurations of the products, has been a remarkable success story 21.  Chapter One   Introduction 
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1.2.3 Salen catalysts 
 
The study of these metal(salen)-mediated epoxidation reactions is becoming increasingly 
popular 22 both in terms of determining the mechanistic pathways 23 as well as the 
practical improvements 24.  The biological activity of many pharmaceutical compounds 
and agrochemicals and the nature of many fragrances and flavours are associated with 
their absolute configuration 7, 14.  The demand on the pharmaceutical industry to make 
chiral drugs in their enantiomerically pure form is growing.  This is because of the varying 
effects of one enantiomer over the other in certain compounds; it is often desirable if not 
crucial that one form is produced over the other 7, 25.  In this context chemical industries 
are increasingly more engaged in ‘Chirotechnology’ 26.  Asymmetric catalysis is an 
economical way to introduce asymmetry, and most asymmetric catalysts consist of metal 
complexes with chiral ligands 27.  Discovering new asymmetric catalysts is a challenge that 
combines organic, inorganic, organometallic and bio-mimetic chemistry 27.  In order to 
develop efficient transition metal catalysts, there are a number of things that need to be 
considered, such as; design and synthesis of chiral ligands, matching of ligands with the 
right metal or suitable substrate and searching for the appropriate reaction conditions 27.  
The ability to carry out such work represents a critical aspect for developing highly 
efficient chiral catalysts.  The family of chiral salen ligands are, in the opinion of some 
scientists, the most powerful chiral ligands currently utilised 27.  This is due to the fact that 
they are easy to synthesise and modify by small substitutions on the framework itself.  
This opens up a wealth of opportunity in terms of steric and electronic tuning of the 
compounds. 
 
As well as salen materials, similar studies have been carried out using Schiff bases.  These 
are compounds with a functional group that contains a carbon-nitrogen double bond with 
the nitrogen atom connected to an aryl or alkyl group, not hydrogen 28.  Schiff bases are 
popular due to the fact that, like the salen family, they are appealing frameworks for a 
tailored catalyst design 29.  Chiral Schiff bases are sterically well defined and kinetically 
non-labile.  The synthesis of a large variety of Schiff bases is relatively easy, and when 
coordinated to a metal the introduction of stereogenic centres near the metal makes the 
transmission of the stereochemical information more feasible 30. 
 
We will focus on the use of salen materials as asymmetric catalysts in this study.  The use 
of metal complexes with chiral salen ligands in asymmetric synthesis has been wide 
spread over the past decade or so29b, but the general scientific interest in the metallo-salen 
complexes has been apparent for more than 80 years.  There have been numerous studies Chapter One   Introduction 
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with different transition metals at the catalyst centre, these include; ruthenium, zinc, 
titanium, vanadium, cobalt, aluminium, chromium, manganese.  The choice of metal often 
depends on the desired application; for example Mn-catalyzed asymmetric epoxidation 
and Co-catalysed hydrolytic kinetic resolution processes are currently practiced on 
industrial scale 31; whereas Co(salen) catalysts are effective in epoxide ring opening 
reactions 31.  Most of the previous work referenced in this study is based on the 
mechanistic work on manganese and chromium based catalysts.  For this study we will 
also be focusing on chromium systems and the comparison to its manganese analogues. 
 
Perhaps the most prominent of all reactions studied has been the manganese-salen-
catalysed asymmetric epoxidation of conjugated z-alkenes; these have been studied 
extensively by Jacobsen and Katsuki 32.  The pioneering study into these Cr(III)-Schiff 
base complexes was published in 1970 by Coggon et al.  More recently Jacobsen et al have 
described an alternative approach to the preparation of chromium-Schiff base species with 
the aim of obtaining a high level of reproducible catalytic activity in several asymmetric 
reactions 33.  The first reported application of chromium-salen materials was as the 
promoting agent in catalytic reactions, which was published by Kochi and co-workers in 
1983 34.  Chiral Cr(salen) complexes were considered less effective in performing 
enantioselective epoxidation reactions until Gilheany and co-workers discovered that the 
epoxidation of trans-olefins could be efficiently carried out in the presence of 
stoichiometric and catalytic amounts of stable oxo Cr(salen) complexes and 
iodosylbenzene as the oxygen source 35.  This reaction forms the basis of our research into 
the catalytic process.  There have been numerous mechanistic pathways proposed for this 
reaction (figure 3), with different pathways proposed to explain different results.  To 
understand these observations we must look to the structural and electronic information 
from these studies to try to assign a mechanism to the reaction. 
   
The general catalytic effectiveness of salen systems has already been explored with both 
manganese and chromium as the transition metal centre, and the validity of these 
materials as efficient catalysts has already been proven.  However, in order to find out 
more about the reaction mechanism itself, we need to look at the chromium series alone.  
The manganese-based system shows a wider spectrum of reactivity 36 and therefore has 
generally been found to be more useful practically.  On the other hand, the stoichiometric 
variant of the chromium system is easily studied since the oxo complex is isolable 36, 
whereas the manganese analogue is only observed as a short-lived intermediate 37.  We are 
also able to study the stoichiometric reaction with the chromium series; this means that 
we eliminate any catalytic effects. Chapter One   Introduction 
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However, the major difference between the Cr and Mn analogues is in their different 
substrate selectivity in asymmetric epoxidation.  Manganese salen complexes show high 
enantioselectivities in the epoxidation of Z alkenes, but E alkenes are poor substrates 38.  
Chromium-salen complexes show the opposite characteristics 39, and for this reason we 
will look at trans alkene epoxidation for the Cr series. 
 
When using β-methylstyrenes as substrates, O’Mahony and co-workers produced the first 
example 35a of higher asymmetric induction in the case of the trans(E)-alkene over its 
cis(Z)-counterpart using chromium-salen-oxo complexes as the catalyst.  Other minor 
differences between the two metals include the greater effect of O-donor ligand additives 
in the chromium series; the type of oxidant, which is more variable in the manganese 
series; and the nature of the substituents on the salen rings: Chromium requires electron 
withdrawing substituents for reasonable rates, but these need not be bulky, in contrast to 
the manganese case 39a.  It has been found that the stereochemistry of Cr-catalysed 
epoxidation was strongly dependent upon the solvent and the donor ligand used, differing 
from that of the Mn-catalysed epoxidation 40.  It is known that the stereochemistry of 
radical reactions is not strongly affected by polarity of the solvent used.  The Mn-catalysed 
epoxidation gives the same enantiomer, regardless of the solvent used 40.  However, the 
stereochemistry of the ionic reactions is affected by the polarity of the solvent.  The 
stereochemistry of the Cr-salen catalysed epoxidation was found to be highly solvent 
dependent 40.  To achieve highly enantioselective asymmetric epoxidation further 
modification of the Cr-salen catalyst and optimisation of the reaction conditions are 
required 40.   
 
It has been discussed that the chromium mechanism is in fact different to manganese 
(electrophilic vs. radical) with rates for trans-alkenes greater than cis and with better 
diastereoselectivity.  Epoxidation with Mn-salen complexes as a catalyst has been 
proposed to proceed through metallaoxetane and radical intermediates in tandem 18b, 41.  
In contrast, epoxidation with a Cr-salen complex in acetonitrile has been proposed to 
proceed via a cationic intermediate 42.  We have used acetonitrile as the solvent but 
previous catalytic studies have shown that dichloromethane had similar results and did 
not appear to affect the catalytic results 35a, 43.    The scheme for the Cr mediated alkene 
epoxidation is shown below. 
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Figure 2  Reaction scheme showing the Cr(salen) mediated alkene epoxidation of 
trans-alkene, proceeding via a cationic intermediate 
 
 
Figure 2 shows the species involved in the Cr mediated epoxidation, this is the reaction 
that we will be studying later on in this research project.  In the first step the cationic Cr 
species is formed, we then substitute the Cl atom for a different ligand (Ph3PO in our case).  
The alkene is then added for epoxidation.  The chromium-salen catalysed epoxidation is of 
particular interest because i) the stoichiometric variant of the reaction gives a rare 
opportunity to study stereo-selection in a catalytic process in the absence of factors related 
to the catalytic cycle; ii) the chromium mechanism is completely different to manganese 
(electrophilic vs radical) with rates for trans-alkenes greater than for cis and with better 
diasteroeselectivity 35a; iii) additives seem to affect the rates and product mix which leads 
us to the concept of ligand accelerated catalysis 44 so that if the additives were chiral, 
better selection might be possible 35a.  These findings have implications for the mode of 
stereoselection in epoxidation using metal-salen complexes.   
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Figure 3    Approach trajectories towards the Cr=O bond43. 
 
From previous studies there are a few approach pathways often considered for the 
epoxidation of alkenes; one of the more popular ones being the side-on approach model 17a, 
b, 18c, 45.  The other pathways of approach that have been postulated are shown in the 
diagram in figure 3.  Each of these has been proposed at one time or another to explain the 
different experimental results observed with different substrates. 
 
The side-on approach results in a less hindered approach for the cis-alkene, the 
metal(salen) framework is a rigid, non-labile, structure that happens to be fairly flat 
(regardless of the metal centre) and so this is the route that is less sterically hindered for 
the alkene.  For this reason the fact that cis-alkenes showed the best enantioselectivity in 
epoxidation was not surprising.  This idea was originally proposed by Groves 17a, 46 and 
became a useful working model in the design of transition metal based epoxidation 
catalysts 17b.  If in fact the side-on approach mechanism is taking place then it can be 
assumed that the epoxidation of trans-alkenes with high ee’s will always provide a 
challenging problem.  One of the pieces of evidence to support the fact that the 
mechanisms are different for the Cr and Mn catalysts is the fact that the Cr(salen) catalysts 
are effective in the epoxidation of trans-alkenes, meaning that there must be a method of 
approach other than side-on 35a. 
 
The work by O’Mahony et al called into question the side-on approach model for 
chromium systems because for chromium, higher asymmetric induction was observed 
with the trans-alkene 43.  They therefore proposed another explanation for these Cr 
systems to explain the fact that Cr(salen) catalysts are effective at epoxidising trans 
alkenes, i.e. that the Cr complex was non-planar with a stepped conformation, allowing for 
a better steric interaction.  This gained some support by other research groups 41b, c Chapter One   Introduction 
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47.  It has also been postulated that the mechanism may consist of two molecules of 
catalyst being involved in the rate determining step 48.  Paddock and Nyugen proposed bi-
metallic (di-nuclear) pathways for the production of cyclic carbonates 49.  In the 
manganese series, and within the side-on approach model, all possible alkene trajectories 
to the oxo-complex have previously been used as a basis for explaining enantioselectivity 
32.  Jacobsen 22c, assuming a flat geometry, considers alkene approach to the metal-oxo 
bond along either pathway ‘a’ or ‘b’ (see figure 3).  Which one occurs depends on the 
nature of the imine bridge and on the presence or absence of large groups at the X-
position, pathway ‘b’ applying to the tetra-tert-butyl catalyst (Jacobsens catalyst) 43.  Early 
on in the development of this area of study, Katsuki proposed approach ‘c’ to explain a 
number of results that were not adequately accommodated by approach ‘b’ 50.  This theory 
held when he proposed the non-planar (stepped) geometry of the complex 41b.  It is more 
difficult to retain pathway ‘b’ in a non-planar geometry because the most commonly 
proposed deviation from planarity is the stepped conformation.  Pathway ‘b’ suffers from 
some unlikely steric interactions 43.  Figure 3 also contains an alternative approach; 
pathway ‘d’,  Houk suggested this approach ‘d’ for a non-planar complex’ 51.  In the study 
by Colm P. O’Mahony et al the approach mechanism that is favoured for the chromium 
system is pathway ‘d’ with the stepped (non-planar) conformation of the complex 32. 
 
A non-planar geometry was postulated, assuming a greater deviation from planarity in the 
Cr series than in the Mn series, this was to explain the better results for trans-alkenes 43.  
Also the fact that the substituents at the Z- position had an affect on the enantioselectivity 
43 suggested that they had more than a simple blocking role.  O’Mahony et al proposed 
that when molecular models are examined there is a natural pathway of approach (based 
on steric factors) for the trans-alkene along ‘d’, which favours high enantioselection for 
the observed enantiomer 43.  It is also thought that approach along ‘c’, similar to that 
suggested by Katsuki 18c, 50 may be in operation at the same time 43 as this also gives the 
correct sense of stereoselection.   
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Figure 4  An example of the Cr(salen) complexes that are under investigation in 
this study.  The figure highlights the different locations for substitution 
on the salen ring. 
 
 
The first difficulty when examining the Cr series is that the reaction rates are slow with the 
unsubstituted salen ligand complexes and only alkenes that are electron rich are 
epoxidised, as the reaction mechanism is thought to be an electrophilic attack of the 
chromium on the alkene 42.  This can be avoided by introducing electron withdrawing 
groups into the structure, essential for reasonable rates in the Cr series 35a, 42.  The need for 
stereoselective reactions to take place close to the stereocontrolling influence limits the 
distance through which stereocontrol can take place to some four or five bond lengths 30.  
This should be fine in our case as the changes to the structure are located four bonds from 
the Cr atom. 
 
The work by O’Mahony et al found that in the stoichiometric asymmetric epoxidation of 
E-β- methylstyrene with chromium-salen oxo complexes (with donor ligand L), 
enantioselectivity is increased by halo-substitution at the 3,3’- (Z) and 6,6’ (W)- positions 
and decreased at the 4,4’ (Y)- and 5,5’ (X)- positions on the salen rings 43.  They also found 
that by changing the substituent at the 3-3’ (Z) positions it is possible to alter the reaction 
time and the selectivity. It was initially thought that adding bulky alkyl groups in the Z- 
position lead to high ee whilst the presence of electron withdrawing groups (halogens) was 
essential for good reaction rates.  In contrast to the previous observation it has since been 
found that any Z- substituent was sufficient to induce high ee, rather than specifically a 
bulky one 43.  The introduction of a chloro substituent in the Y-position has been found to 
cause either no change or a reduction in selectivity 43.  The same study also shows that a 
halogen in the X-position is either irrelevant or detrimental.  It is as yet unclear as to why 
these effects are observed, this may be something that can be explained by studying the 
electronic structure and the interaction of the molecular orbitals in these ligand structures. 
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In the presence of Ph3PO as the donor ligand (L) attached to the Cr(salen) framework (see 
figure 2), the larger halogen substituents at the salicyaldehyde portion of the salen 
framework have an increasingly negative effect on ee 43.  The work by Ramin et al found 
that the substitution (at the salicyaldehyde part of the salen structure) position seemed to 
have a stronger influence on the activity than the structure of the side chain itself 52.  What 
they observed was that substitution in the ortho (Z or 3) position of the hydroxyl group on 
the salen framework hampered the reaction much more than substitution in the meta (Y 
or 4) position.  The influence of a group in the ortho ( Z or 3) position is much bigger than 
a corresponding substitution in the para (X or 5) position, though the double tBu 
substituted catalyst showed no additional decrease in activity compared to the mono-
substituted catalyst 52.  Similar results were also achieved by Lu et al 53.  This implies that 
the impact of substitution could be more related to steric factors than to the solubility or 
the electronic properties of the different ligands.  So far we have seen evidence of both; 
some studies show that different enantioselectivities are observed with different types of 
ligands and some are showing that any substituent in a certain position has the same 
effect. 
 
Reaction conditions have also been found to have an effect on the outcome of the catalytic 
process.  For example O’Mahony et al highlighted that the addition of Ph3PO as the donor 
ligand (L) significantly increases selection with 3,3’- or 5,5’-substituents but not with 4,4’- 
or 6,6’- substituents.  Also the use of a nitrate counterion was observed to be beneficial in 
most cases 43.  The different counterions will have an effect on the axial M=O bond 
strength, a weaker M=O bond will in theory lead to a faster oxidation rate of the alkene 27.  
So in line with the observations of a beneficial effect of nitrate and Ph3PO as donor ligands, 
they probably cause a weakening of the M=O bond.  The donor ligand (L) can also have an 
effect on the enantioselectivity, as well as the substituents at the 3-3’- positions on the 
salen ring.  Ph3PO (L) was found to be the best behaved donor ligand (L) by Colm P. 
O’Mahony et al, being the most consistent in raising the ee 43.  The increased 
stereoselection in the system could also be due to the attainment of a conformation that is 
promoted both by Z-substitution and by the donor ligand, L.  In complexes with suitable 
Z- substituents, the conformation without L reaches an optimum, and the effect of L is 
thus minimal 43.  These conformations are caused by the steric influence of the 
substituents at the salen framework; this can then have an effect on the approach of the 
alkene.  A number of asymmetric catalytic oxidation reactions can be controlled by the 
presence/absence of coordinating additives.  This shows the importance of weak bonding 
interactions on the effectiveness of salen and [M(salen)] frameworks.  Some observations 
by Imanishi and Katsuki 40 of the interesting stereochemistries in Cr-catalysed epoxidation Chapter One   Introduction 
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in different solvents of varying polarity led to the following explanations i) Cr-complex 
gives different active species in toluene and acetonitrile and ii) Cr-catalysed epoxidations 
in toluene and acetonitrile proceed through different intermediates 40.  It has already been 
established that treatment of Cr-salen complexes with iodosylbenzene in acetonitrile gives 
the corresponding(salen)Cr=O (oxo) species.  On the other hand an iron(III)-porphyrin 
complex has been reported to form a complex with iodosylbenzene (PhIO) in 
dichloromethane 54.  This led them to believe that a similar thing may be happening in the 
case of Cr.  Identifying the structure of the intermediate is of high importance.  The 
possibility of studying the stoichiometric reaction for the Cr series and isolating the 
intermediates makes it possible to gain insights into the reaction mechanism and 
differentiate between the previously proposed mechanisms 43.   
  
Katsuki and coworkers have introduced a new class of chiral metallo-salen complex in 
which the salen units are folded 55.  This folding amplifies the asymmetric induction in the 
catalytic reactions.  The chirality induced by the folding of the salen skeleton is controlled 
by the stereogenic centres of the ethylenediamine moiety 27. 
 
1.2.4 Other Uses for Salen Materials 
 
Although cationic [Cr(salen)] complexes can be utilised as precursors for the synthesis of 
chromium-oxo species 56, their utility in promoting other asymmetric catalysed reactions 
has been demonstrated too 29b.  For instance, chiral cationic tetradentate [CrIII(salen)] 
complexes are able to catalyse the asymmetric hetero Diels-Alder (HAD) reaction between 
1-methoxy-3-[(trimethylsilyl)oxy]buta-1,3-diene and carbonyl compounds in a highly 
stereocontrolled manner 57.  Cr(salen) complexes are highly effective catalysts for a 
number of different synthetic processes, the first of those being for the ring opening of 
epoxides.  Another area in which Cr(salen) materials play an important role is the 
copolymerisation reaction of carbon dioxide and epoxides 58.   There has been much 
emphasis in this area of research due to the economic and environmental benefits of 
carbon dioxide as a C1 feedstock.  The air-stable, chiral (salen) Cr(III)Cl complex has been 
shown to be an effective catalyst for the coupling of cyclohexene oxide and carbon dioxide 
to afford poly(cyclohexeneylene carbonate).  The work by Darensbourg et al suggested the 
involvement of a concerted attack of epoxide at the axial site of the chromium(III) 
complex where the growing polymer chain for epoxide ring opening resides 58, this is 
similar to approach pathway ‘d’ (figure 3).  [Cr(salen)Cl] is also effective in promoting the 
asymmetric ring-opening of meso-epoxides by TMSN3 59.  The supposed asymmetric ring-Chapter One   Introduction 
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opening mechanism involves an activated epoxide coordinated to the [M(salen)] complex.  
Among all the organometallic systems screened, [Cr(salen)] emerged naturally as the 
more efficient catalyst even if coordination geometries of the analogous systems are quite 
similar 60.  Another synthetic application is in the preparation of propylene carbonate 
dioxide as a building block 52.  Homogeneous chromium-salen complexes were reported as 
active homogeneous catalysts for carbon dioxide fixation 49, 58, 61.  A next step can be to 
develop heterogenous salen catalysts by exploring the concept of immobilisation.  The 
work by Ramin et al 52 demonstrates the effectiveness of grafting these complexes onto 
silica supports using different immobilisation techniques.  In this work they began by 
testing a series of homogeneous salen catalysts with different salen ligand structures.  The 
most promising homogeneous complexes were then grafted onto a silica support using 
different immobilisation methods.  Studies were then carried out to test the activity and 
re-usability of the heterogeneous catalysts.  The turn over frequency of the immobilised 
catalyst turned out to be higher to that of the free catalyst 52.  One suggested reason for this 
behaviour may be the fact that in the immobilised complexes the active site of the catalysts 
is isolated, whereas the homogeneous complexes may partly agglomerate during reaction.  
Homogeneous catalysts with comparable catalytic activity were reported in literature to be 
more active only in the presence of additional solvents 49. 
 
Enormous possibilities are still open in this area; the design of particular architectures 
that constrain the salen units in cooperating actions should enhance the stereochemical 
communication.  In theory a chiral space suitable for any kind of reaction could be created 
27.  The wide range of possible applications of such an area of the enantioselective catalytic 
redox processes is obvious because the properties of the metallo-salen complexes make 
the preparation of a large variety of chiral organometallic reagents possible 27.  The scope 
of introducing immobilisation for effective heterogeneous complexes has been 
demonstrated by Ramin et al.  Their work shows the increase in turnover frequency for the 
immobilised catalyst in comparison to its free analogue, for propylene carbonate 
formation.  This could be due to the site isolation of the immobilised complex (the 
homogeneous catalyst may partly agglomerate during the reaction).  The study identified 
that only covalently-bound complexes exhibit reasonable stability under reaction 
conditions.  The ease of catalyst separation from the reaction mixture makes this an 
attractive possibility even in the case of retaining the already good activity achieved with 
the homogenous complexes. 
 
The aim for this research project is to prepare a number of systems containing different 
salen complexes and/or different donor ligands.  Both these variables have been reported Chapter One   Introduction 
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to affect the reaction 62.  The salen complexes will be varied by substitution at the X- and 
Z- positions.  It has been found that the following scheme; Z=CF3, L=Ph3PO, A=NO3 
provides the highest ee of 92% for a trans alkene using a metal based reagent 43, with the 
Z- substituent of CF3 combining the effects of both a halogen, F, and a sterically bulky 
group, of increasing ee.  The electron-withdrawing groups are required for reasonable 
rates in the Cr series; we have used a combination of substituents to observe both these 
effects.  
 
For this study it will be useful to keep reaction times up to a day or two so that we are able 
to obtain detailed spectroscopic (XAS) data over the course of the reaction.  The presence 
of a second oxo-containing ligand (donor ligand, L) such as Ph3PO or pyridine-N-oxides 
was found to be significant, changing the ee attainable by up to 30% 62.  Ph3PO (L) has 
been reported to be the best behaved ligand being the most consistent with raising the ee, 
DMSO and DMF show similar effects but the elevation is not as high 43. Ph3PO (L) has 
therefore been used as the additional ligand in all reactions. 
 
1.3   Spectroscopy 
 
Most of what we know about the structure of atoms and molecules comes from studying 
their interaction with light (electromagnetic radiation).  Different regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum provide different kinds of information as a result of different 
interactions with the sample.  Realising that light may be considered to have both wave-
like and particle-like characteristics, it is useful to consider that a given frequency or 
wavelength of light is associated with a ‘quantum of electromagnetic radiation’ (a photon).  
In order to observe intermolecular distances, we must use light having a wavelength 
smaller than the molecule itself (roughly 1 to 15 Å).  This kind of radiation is found in the 
X-ray region of the spectrum.   
 
Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction between matter and radiated energy 6, in this 
study the absorption and emission of light by matter and the dependence of these 
processes on the wavelength of the radiation.  More recently, the definition has been 
expanded to include the study of the interactions between particles such as electrons, 
protons, and ions, as well as their interaction with other particles as a function of their 
collision energy 63.  Historically, spectroscopy originated through the study of visible light 
dispersed according to its wavelength, e.g., by a prism.  Later the concept was expanded to 
comprise any interaction with radiative energy as a function of its wavelength or frequency.  
Spectroscopic data is often represented by a spectrum, a plot of the response of intensity Chapter One   Introduction 
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as a function of wavelength or frequency.  Spectroscopic techniques have been applied in 
virtually all fields of science and technology. 
 
An important step towards the understanding and prediction of catalyst behaviour is the 
determination of the structure of the active species and how this changes during the 
reaction (reaction intermediates).  Information about the electronic properties of the 
electronically excited species is also of great importance because catalyst-reactant 
interactions are often enhanced due to the charge re-distribution after the initial electronic 
excitation 64.  This is important for metal catalysis since the overall reactivity is basically a 
result of the interactions of the metal d-orbitals with the ligand valence orbitals 64.  X-ray 
Absorption Near Edge Structure spectroscopy (XANES) is a useful tool for studying the 
electronic states of metal catalysts (see Chapter 2).  Information regarding the electronic 
properties of the excited system in question (active species) is a key factor in 
understanding and predicting characteristics in transition-metal chemistry.   
 
The large penetration depth of hard X-rays means that measurements can be performed 
under, in principle, all conditions (including high temperatures and/or pressures), and it 
thus also allows for in-situ or operando experiments 65.  Recently a lot of effort has been 
put into in-situ experimentation and set-ups have been developed to allow a combination 
of techniques to be used at the same time.  This is useful as XAS gives a combination of 
different types of information and other techniques are able to provide complementary 
information to help interpret the results.  It is therefore possible to perform in-situ 
experiments in combination with complementary techniques such as; infrared 66, Raman 
67, UV-vis spectroscopy 68, and X-ray diffraction 69.  The ability to carry out these types of 
detailed investigations will enable XAS to contribute significantly in the determination of 
complex structure and its relation to function of materials.  
 
Time-resolved and in-situ measurements are important for providing a method of 
following reactions and measuring changing structures and species present during the 
reaction as it proceeds.  Such experiments are important in the field of catalysis where 
often the aim is to investigate the structure of the catalytically active site, as well as to 
obtain kinetic data from the reaction.  With the possibility of such fast experiments and 
data acquisition it is also possible to take measurements (determining electronic and 
geometric structures) for relatively short lived reaction intermediates, this is what we have 
tried to achieve later in this study.   Chapter One   Introduction 
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Specially-designed cells combined with XANES may provide insight into reaction 
dynamics and changes in electronic configuration and oxidation state.  Performing the 
reaction under different temperatures and conditions will give insight into 
dynamics.  With the development of fast, continuous-scanning 70 beamlines with the 
capability to scan an entire edge in less than a minute, time-resolved studies are now 
possible as well.  A quick-scanning monochromator continuously cycles through a 
small energy region while the absorption spectrum is measured.  This technique is 
based on a continuously moving monochromator which allows the user to obtain 
spectra with a time resolution down to the millisecond.  Third generation synchrotron 
sources are best used for quick-EXAFS since they provide a high photon ﬂux, which is 
essential for fast measurements to get satisfactory photon statistics 70c.  D. 
Lutzenkirchen-Hecht et al showed the possibility of investigating solid-solid 
transformations using time dependent X-ray absorption spectroscopy (QEXAFS) on a 
second scale 70a.  This type of measurement allows very small changes of the edge 
position to be observed with a high degree of accuracy.  A number of solid-solid 
transformations such as decomposition reactions or redox processes of heterogeneous 
catalysts occur relatively fast (within less than a minute) 70a.  In such cases time 
resolved investigations are necessary in order to gain insight into the mechanisms of 
these transformations (e.g. during changes of temperature or gas atmosphere).  
Ultrafast X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) in combination with short laser and X-
ray pulses in a pump/probe scheme has evolved into a powerful and versatile 
technique to get electronic and structural information about short-lived excited states 
of molecules in solution [86].  This approach has so far mainly been used for 
photochemical reactions but is also promising for the detection and characterisation of 
short lived catalytic reaction intermediates.  This set up is increasingly popular with 
transition metal complexes with various organic ligands [92-95] because you can 
synchronise the laser and X-rays so you get the spectrum for the tiny amount of time 
that the molecule is in its excited state.  The laser is used to excite the 
molecule/reaction, and precisely time the XAS to probe this excited state, which is 
usually very short lived.  X-ray absorption spectroscopy using energy dispersive optics 
has been widely used to study chemical processes as well as very small samples in 
restrictive environments 71.  One of the advantages of this technique is that the stability 
of the optics means that the noise level is dramatically reduced 71.  This method has 
been applied successfully in the fields of biophysics, chemistry and materials science to 
track rapid changes in the local and electronic structure of absorber atoms in 
disordered systems 72. Chapter One   Introduction 
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Due to experimental advances new developments continue to be made in the field of XAS, 
providing new and exciting opportunities.  The availability of smaller and smaller beams, 
faster data acquisition and high fluxes at third generation synchrotron light sources allow 
more sophisticated X-ray experiments to be performed.  Advances in theoretical 
understanding and the development of such approaches in the form of computer software 
have led to an increased understanding of pre-edge and near-edge regions, although a lot 
of work has yet to be done and the theory, compared to the experiments, is in its infancy.  
Many theoretical approaches to XANES spectral analyses have been developed. They can 
be mainly classiﬁed into three groups; those based on the molecular orbital (MO) 73 
methods, density functional theory (DFT) 74, and multiple-scattering (MS) methods 75.  
Among them, the MS method is the most popular. It has also been applied to the analysis 
of the spectra in the Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) region 76.  For 
example the work by Nakanishi and Ohta shows the use of the FEFF program in 
simulating the K-edge spectra of the third row transition metals 76.  The 2p XAS or L-edge 
spectra are simulated with  calculations performed using charge transfer multiplet theory 
77, this will be discussed more in chapter 2. 
 
While rapid experimental improvements broaden the range of systems and processes that 
can be studied by time-resolved XAS, continued developments on the data analysis and 
theory side are necessary to be able to extract precise quantitative chemical information 
from XAS spectra.  In contrast to the Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) 
region, for which accurate and quantitative results are generally routine, both the 
calculation and interpretation of X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) have 
remained challenging tasks.  The complications are caused by the relatively low kinetic 
energy of the photoelectron in this region, resulting in large scattering amplitudes 64.  The 
XANES region is also very susceptible to inaccuracies.  The lifetime broadening and the 
applied experimental resolution yield an overall broadening to the spectra; this causes a 
blurring of the potential fine structure at the pre-edge, making it difficult to analyse.  The 
pre-edge features are also difficult to analyse because they involve both band structure 
effects and multiplet effects, currently there is not one theoretical approach that includes 
all effects. 
 
In X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy we are looking at the 1s→4p transition, this correlates 
to the binding energy of a core electron to the nucleus.  This is different for every element 
and is what gives the technique its element specificity.  By looking at the XAS we are also 
able to obtain information on the empty density of states (unoccupied orbitals) above the Chapter One   Introduction 
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Fermi level.  In X-ray Emission Spectroscopy we are probing the 2p→1s transition.  XES 
follows the initial absorption of a photon and the core hole, which was created in the initial 
absorption process, is filled by an electron from a higher orbital.  The emission spectrum 
reflects the occupied density of states (below the Fermi level).  XAS and XES are directly 
related to each other and provide common as well as complimentary information on the 
local structure of materials.   
In this study we use a combination of XAS and XES studies in order to unravel the 
electronic structure at the metal centre, both the XAS and XES processes are element 
specific (more detail in chapter 2).  Because the energies and relative intensities of X-
ray emission lines are almost identical for a given element, X-ray Fluorescence 
(emitted X-ray radiation after the excitation process) is used routinely as an analytical 
tool for elemental analysis and particle characterisation 78.  Chemical effects on X-ray 
Fluorescence have been known for many years and often used as a probe of chemical 
bonding 79.  The largest chemical effects involve valence-core X-ray transitions, which 
carry information about the occupancy and symmetry of the orbitals involved in 
chemical bonding (see chapter 2).  For transition metal complexes, the 1s orbital is 
tightly localised on the metal centre, and a common assumption is that the 
fluorescence intensity reflects the amount of metal p-character in a particular orbital 80.  
 
In order to obtain the structural and electronic information necessary to gain a better 
understanding of the structure-function relationships of our catalysts, we need to perform 
a number of detailed X-ray spectroscopy experiments.  Such studies can give us 
information regarding specific electronic transitions within our systems.  For example; at 
the K-edge we will be probing the 1s→4p electronic transition, at the L-edge the 2p→3d 
transition and in the RIXS process we will be looking at an overall transition of 2p→3d 
(similar to the L-edge) but in this case it is a two step process consisting of a 1s→3d 
excitation and a 2p→1s decay.  This will provide complementary information to that of the 
L-edge XANES experiments.  The RIXS experiments produce 2D information; this means 
that we are able to see the dependencies of different absorption and emission features 
which will help in understanding the XANES spectra.  Chromium possesses a wide range 
of oxidation states (from -2 to +6), because of this chromium forms chemical bonds with 
atoms with very different electronegativity values, resulting in large effects on the local 
electronic structure involving the Cr atoms.  Compounds of the first row transition metals 
are especially interesting from an electronic structure standpoint as they possess 
remarkably varied physical and chemical properties81.  Spectroscopic methods provide the 
most direct means for experimentally obtaining information on the resulting electronic Chapter One   Introduction 
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structure.  Synchrotron radiation-based inner-shell spectroscopies are element specific 
techniques that are sensitive to changes in the electronic structure and the local 
coordination environment of a selected element82.  This makes X-ray spectroscopy an 
ideal technique for the study of these catalytic materials. 
 
1.4  Aim of project 
 
Transition metal elements play a crucial role in coordination chemistry (catalysis) and 
therefore the factors determining the relevant characteristics, such as; coordination 
number, oxidation state and spin state, are of great importance.  In this project we will 
employ a number of different techniques in order to obtain detailed structural and 
electronic information for the transition metal in question.   
 
Initially we will carry out a reference study of well defined chromium oxides and chlorides 
with a range of oxidation states and geometries.  We will start by exploring fairly well 
established techniques (XANES) where surprisingly little is known about the theoretical 
analysis of the complicated pre-edge region of the XANES spectra, then we will move on to 
look at relatively new X-ray techniques (RIXS).  In the case of the RIXS technique we will 
be exploring new territory, where in fact the experimental capabilities far outweigh the 
current position of the theoretical explanation of the data.  One of the aims of this project 
is to obtain and use this information to design catalysts for a specific function, or tailor 
existing catalysts to improve efficiency.  
 
The final step of the project is to look at the catalytic applications of the salen complexes 
and to see if we can monitor the subtle electronic effects using XAFS (X-ray Absorption 
Fine Structure) and RIXS (Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering) spectroscopy.  The aim of 
this step of the project is to monitor the catalysis using XAFS and RIXS to see if we can 
explain, in terms of electronic structure, the catalytic differences observed. 
 
In summary this project has two key themes; i) the first, and primary, task is the 
development and advancement of the RIXS technique in terms of the information 
obtained and analysis; ii) the second being the application to catalysis and how we can 
then maximise efficiencies in existing synthetic processes. 
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Chapter Two:  Theory of X-ray Absorption 
Spectroscopy 
 
2.1  Introduction to XAS 
 
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) is an important characterisation technique allowing  
us to obtain detailed information on the geometry and local structure as well as the 
electronic structure of materials (from valence states) 1.  The properties of materials are 
determined by the characteristics of these valence electron states; they consist of the 
partially filled conduction bands in solids and the outer d orbitals of transition metal 
compounds (for first row transition metals this will be 3 d-orbitals), and are extremely 
important in governing the chemistry of these compounds.   
 
X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS) can be divided into X-ray Absorption Near Edge 
Structure (XANES) and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS), for the 
purposes of this project we will be concentrating on XANES.  XAFS is a powerful and 
versatile technique for studying the structure of materials in chemistry, physics, biology 2 
and other fields 3.  XAS spectroscopy is an extremely useful tool for the study of the local 
geometric and electronic structure of specific elements within a material.  One of the 
merits of this technique is the fact that as well as being applied to well-ordered systems 
like crystals, it can also be applied to materials with little or no long-range order 4 such as 
amorphous powders, liquids and solutions.  Because X-rays are fairly penetrating in 
matter, XAFS is not inherently surface-sensitive, though special measurement techniques 
can be applied to enhance its surface sensitivity 5.  In many cases, XAFS measurements 
can be made on  dilute elements and even trace abundance, giving a unique and direct 
measurement of the chemical and physical state of dilute species in a variety of systems 6.  
The versatility of this technique and the high energy and intensity of X-rays generated 
from synchrotron radiation sources coupled with fast data acquisition has also allowed for 
time resolved studies of in-situ catalytic reactions.   
 
In the XAS process inner (core) electrons are excited by incident X-rays and the valence 
electron states are detected with the core electron state (core hole) as a probe 7.  The core 
hole is defined as the absence of a core electron.   We are able to obtain information on the 
valence state as the excited state consists of an electron that has been excited into a 
valence orbital, as the symmetry rules allow (Δl±1 for dipole transitions).  This makes core Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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level spectroscopy a powerful tool in studying the electronic states of materials.  There are 
several types of interactions of X-rays with matter, specifically the ones we are concerned 
with are; X-ray absorption, elastic scattering, and inelastic scattering.  Absorption occurs 
when an incident photon interacts with electrons associated with the sample and gives up 
some of its energy 8.  This causes transitions of electrons from lower energy levels to 
higher, unoccupied energy levels.  After the excitation of core electrons we are left with 
vacancies (holes) in the lower levels, which are filled a short time later by transitions of 
electrons from higher levels down to lower ones (a process called core hole filling) 7.  The 
energy emitted in this process may be released radiatively, by emitting fluorescence 
radiation at a lower energy than the incident X-rays, or non-radiatively, by kicking out an 
electron in an ‘Auger process’ 9.   
 
When looking at different types of emission process we either have elastic or inelastic 
processes.  In inelastic scattering the initial and final states are at different energies and 
the energy transferred corresponds to the energy of the electronic transition 10.  This also 
means that the incident and emitted X-ray energies are different as some energy has been 
transferred to the sample.  In elastic scattering the energy of the initial and final states are 
the same and the incident and emitted energies are also the same 11.   
 
All of the techniques considered here involve the interaction of X-rays with the samples 
being studied.  X-rays are basically a form of short wavelength electromagnetic radiation.  
The wavelength λ of all particles, including photons and electrons, is related to their 
momentum p through the De Broglie relationship 12; 
 
λ = h/p 
 
Where h is Planck’s constant.  Similarly, the particle frequency ƒ is related to the energy E 
by; 
 
ƒ = E / h 
 
In order to perform different types of X-ray spectroscopy we need to understand the 
characteristics of X-rays and how we can tune them to fit their intended purpose.  It is 
possible to tune the X-rays and their characteristics to perform a variety of detailed 
spectroscopic experiments 13.  This is done by optimising the radiation as it travels along 
the beamline, this is explained below.   
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There are various types of core level spectroscopy 14; three of the most important types are; 
X-ray Photo Emission Spectroscopy (XPS), XAS and XES.  The latter two will be the focus 
of this research, including combined XAS/XES studies.  XAS is a first order process that 
involves the excitation of electron(s), XES is a second order process where a core electron 
is excited by the incident X-ray and then the excited state undergoes a subsequent 
radiative decay by emitting photons and filling the initially created core hole.  There are 
two types of X-ray emission; normal and resonant.  In normal X-ray emission the core 
electron is excited to the continuum (the same as in XPS) and in resonant X-ray emission 
the core electron is excited near to the excitation threshold 14 (the same as in XAS).  The 
excitation threshold is the binding energy of the core level. 
 
2.1.1  X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure 
 
Firstly we will discuss the absorption process; when any material interacts with X-rays 
there are various effects.  One of these is absorption; where there is an electronic 
transition and the excited state created can relax by emitting a photon.  XAS is a 
synchrotron based characterisation technique requiring incident photons with energies up 
to about 30 keV to excite core electrons 6.  In XAS a core electron is excited near the 
threshold 14 by the incident X-rays through the electric dipole transition, in the 
experiments that we are looking at the electron is excited near to the threshold so that we 
can probe the valence states.  In EXAFS the electron is excited above the threshold and 
then it is possible to look at the interaction with neighbouring atoms 14.  These are 
transitions between energy levels in the system and they are governed by different 
selection rules depending on whether they are dipole (Δl±1) 15 or quadrupole transitions 
(Δl±2) 8-9, 16.  As the core electron state is well known, and any transitions will depend on 
the structure of the complex, the absorption spectrum provides important information on 
the geometry and the electronic properties of the system under investigation 14.  
 
The term XAS is a broad one that encompasses several different techniques including; X-
ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine 
Structure (EXAFS).  The basic physics of these techniques is the same and they can both 
be achieved from the same experiment but describe different energy regions of the XAS 
spectrum.  The differences come in the analysis where different approximations, 
techniques, terminology and theoretical approaches are often employed to simulate or 
analyse the data 3a.  This is particularly the case in the low-energy (soft X-ray) and high-
energy (hard X-ray) regimes, this will be demonstrated in later chapters. Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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The basic physical quantity that is measured in XAFS is the X-ray absorption coefficient 
μ(E) 17, this describes how strongly X-rays are absorbed as a function of X-ray energy E 6.  
Typically as the X-ray energy increases the absorption coefficient decreases and the X-rays 
become more penetrating 6.  For XANES, we are concerned with the intensity of µ as a 
function of energy, near and at energies just above these absorption edges.  Every atom 
has core-level electrons with well-deﬁned binding energies 6, the binding energy is the 
amount of energy it takes to promote a core electron to the continuum, a process known 
as the photoelectric effect (see figure 1).  We can select the element to probe by tuning the 
X-ray energy to an appropriate absorption edge.  These absorption edge energies are well-
known (usually to within a tenth of percent), and tabulated 6.  
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Figure 1  A diagram showing the photoelectric effect – core electron excitation 
by incoming photons. 
 
Figure 1 shows the excitation of a core electron by the absorption of an X-ray photon, the 
electron can be promoted to an empty state below the ionization threshold or to an 
essentially free electron above the ionization threshold; this is known as the photo-electric 
effect.  The photoelectric effect forms the basis of XAS, XPS and XES.  In general, the 
photo-electric effect changes the orbital quantum number l to l ± 1 9, 15.  In XANES we are 
looking at a transition to an empty state below the continuum.  After the initial absorption 
process (photoelectric effect) there is a resulting core hole, an atom with a core hole is 
extremely unstable and so the core hole lives for approximately 10-15 seconds 9 before it 
decays.   
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Figure 2  Decay of the excited state: X-ray fluorescence (left) and the 
Auger effect (right). 
 
There are two major decay processes; fluorescence and Auger, these are both shown in 
figure 2.  In fluorescence 9, 14, on the left hand side, another electron in the atom drops 
down to fill the core hole.  This is either a p or d electron dropping down to fill the 1s core 
hole in this case.  In Auger decay 9, 14 an electron from the 2p shell drops to fill the core 
hole (figure 2, right hand side); the resulting X-ray photon may excite a third electron in 
the material.  When the core hole is filled the energy difference between the two states is 
released as electromagnetic radiation 9.  
 
The resulting X-ray absorption spectrum that is obtained during these experiments is 
shown below (figure 3). 
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Figure 3  A typical X-ray absorption spectrum showing the different regions 
studied. 
 
Figure 3 shows a typical XAS spectrum, with the Energy (eV) on the x axis and intensity on 
the y axis.  This figure highlights the different energy regions of the XAS spectrum and 
what they are called; each region contains different information on the compound.  For 
the purposes of this research we focus on the pre-edge and XANES regions.  However, the 
EXAFS region is currently much better understood.  The XANES region is typically found 
10-50 eV above the edge, and the EXAFS region is from around 50-1000 eV 6 after the 
edge . 
 
The different absorption edges correspond to transitions from different core states; the K-
edge corresponds to an electron excitation from the 1s core state, L1 corresponds to the 2s 
and L2,3 to 2p core states.  By combining the data obtained from both experiments we 
obtain direct p and d-orbital information. 
 
Both the pre-edge region in the XANES spectra and the EXAFS features are of low 
intensity, in order to enlarge these features we must increase the concentration of the 
sample under study.  This situation is not ideal for EXAFS as we then start to see self-
absorption effects; however for XANES we are then able to enhance the pre-edge region.  
We have done this in chapter 4, using samples of a high concentration we sacrifice the 
structure after the edge so that we can focus on the XANES region.  
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2.1.2 Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 
 
The Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure refers to the oscillatory nature of the X-ray 
absorption coefficient just above the main absorption edge 17, this energy region is 
highlighted in figure 3 at about 50-1000 eV above the edge.  The K-edges of 3d transition 
metal compounds contain an Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) region 
due to scattering of the excited electron by the potential field of the neighbouring atoms 18.  
This characteristic of EXAFS can be used to determine bond distances and ligand 
coordination numbers as well as the type of neighbours (i.e. high Z and low Z).  Not only 
does the EXAFS region provide a fingerprint for any material but it also provides 
information on the atomic structure and electronic properties 17. 
 
Many of the current developments towards the understanding of the EXAFS region are 
complementary to the advances in the understanding of the ground state electronic 
structure 17.  There were a few steps leading to the understanding of EXAFS but the major 
breakthrough was from Kronig in 1932 when the oscillations in the EXAFS region were 
attributed to the influence of neighbouring atoms on the transition matrix element in the 
golden rule 19 (a short range order effect).  This theory is the most often used today to 
explain the origins of EXAFS 17. 
 
The short-range-order theory put forward by Kronig reflects the quantum-mechanical 
wavelike nature of the final and excited photo-electron state 17.  This means that the 
EXAFS oscillations are treated as a quantum interference effect between these different 
waves.  The outgoing photoelectron wave spreads through the solid and is reflected back 
towards the absorber by other surrounding atoms 17, these outgoing and scattered waves 
can then interact constructively or destructively (peaks and troughs in the EXAFS region).  
In this process the outgoing and scattered waves lose energy as they get further away from 
the absorbing atom, as they get weaker they become too weak to reflect scattered waves 
and vice versa.  This results in the fact that EXAFS can only measure the local atomic 
structure over a range that is determined by the lifetime of the excited photoelectron 17 
(this is the mean free path). 
 
It was not until the work by Sayers, Stern and Lytle in 1971 that it was widely recognised 
that information on near-neighbour distances, coordination numbers and fluctuations in 
bond distances could be obtained 20.  Currently the theoretical models available for EXAFS 
analysis are comparable to experimental reference materials 17. 
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The equation below is thought of as the standard EXAFS equation, this quantitative 
parametrisation of EXAFS has become the standard for much of the work in this area 17.  
The validity of the Kronig short-range-order theory was reinforced by Sayers et al who 
developed the EXAFS formula below 20. 
 
Χ (k) = Σ  S20  NR [ |f(k)| / k R2 ]      x sin (2 k R + 2 δc + Ф ) e – 2 R / λ (k) e -2σ2 k2 17 
 
This formula contains all of the key elements that a correct theory must have and also 
provides a convenient method for fitting the local atomic structure around the absorbing 
atom to the experimental EXAFS data 17.  The dependence of the oscillatory structure on 
the interatomic distance and energy is included in the sin(2kR) term.  The decay of the 
photoelectron wave over distance (mean free path) is captured by the exponential term, e – 
2 R / λ 17.  This is also the factor that determines the short range in a material that is probed 
by EXAFS.  The strength of the reflected interfering waves depends on the type and 
number of neighbouring atoms through the backscattering amplitude, |f(k)| 17.  There are 
also secondary factors; like the spherical-wave factors (1 / k R2) and the mean-free-path 
terms, that are important for a quantitative analysis of the EXAFS amplitude.  The phase 
factor (Ф) reflects the wavelike nature of the backscattering 17.  The phase shift, δc, 
provides a larger contribution to the overall phase 17.  This is because the photoelectron 
sees the potential created by this atom twice.  These phase shift account for the difference 
between the measured and geometrical interatomic distances.  The Debye-Waller factor (e 
-2σ2 k2) is partly due to thermal effects (causing the atoms to move around), these slight 
movements cause a dampening of the interference pattern of the rapidly carrying sin(2kR) 
term that would be seen if the atoms were un-moving17.  In the same way the effects of 
structural disorder cause an additive effect on σ2.  The Debye-Waller factor is essential in 
EXAFS but often negligible in XANES 17.  The overall amplitude factor S20 is a many-body 
effect due to the relaxation of the system in response to the creation of the core hole.  
Although S20 is weakly energy dependant it is often included as a constant 17. 
 
The essential difference between EXAFS and XANES is in the strength of the scattering, 
the energy at which the techniques cross-over is at about 30 eV or less past the edge 17.  In 
EXAFS analysis there are a number of approximations that are needed in order to 
correctly fit the model to the experimental spectrum; curved-wave corrections are needed 
at all energies 17.  Spherical approximations for the scattering potentials are needed at high 
energies (muffin-tin model), and self-consistency is to be ignored 17.  Debye-Waller factors Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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account for the displacement-displacement correlations and disorder and are very 
important in order to produce the correct amplitudes 17. 
 
There are some limitations to this technique; it only allows the user to distinguish between 
elements that are one row apart in the periodic table 2b.  The EXAFS analysis is well 
understood and agreed upon in terms of a high-order multiple-scattering theory 17, 21.  The 
theoretical interpretation of the XANES region is currently not so well understood, and 
requires different physical considerations 17.  In the XANES analysis we simulate the 
experimental spectrum rather than fitting a model to the experiment as in EXAFS analysis. 
2.2  Synchrotrons 
 
XAS spectroscopy has developed with the growth of synchrotron radiation research due to 
the fact that the XAS technique requires a source of finely tuneable energy.  Some lab-
based experiments are possible but in general most XAS experiments are performed at 
synchrotron radiation facilities.  Such facilities were originally developed for high-energy 
physics experiments, but subsequently they have been reliably adapted to produce high-
energy electromagnetic radiation such as X-rays with desirable spectral characteristics 13a. 
 
At a synchrotron radiation source an electron beam is confined in a storage ring (vacuum 
tube at UHV – the blue circle in figure 4) by a set of magnets (bending magnets), you can 
see an example of the placement of one of these magnets in figure 4 (item 3 in the key).  
When the beam is bent by dipole magnets, this acceleration causes the emission of 
radiation.  The emitted light comes off perpendicular to the direction of acceleration of the 
electrons and can be seen on the diagram as the beamlines (item 4 on the key).  The 
experimental stations are located at the end of these beamlines after further manipulation 
of the light has taken place (item 5 in figure 4).  The manipulation of the emitted light will 
be discussed in more detail below.  For a synchrotron source the electrons are close to the 
velocity of light.  The light emanating from the particles at relativistic speeds is a 
‘characteristic wavelength’ which is determined by the radius of curvature and the energy 
of the particles 13a. 
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Figure 4    Elements of a synchrotron radiation source. 
   
 
The light generated at synchrotron radiation sources is usually ‘white’ covering a large part 
of the electromagnetic spectrum, i.e. a broad range of wavelengths.  Synchrotron radiation 
spans a wide frequency range, from infrared up to the highest-energy X-rays.  The 
characteristic features of this type of radiation are; high intensity, high flux, high 
collimation (almost parallel rays), broad wavelength range, quasi continuous (or pulsed) 
and polarised.  To ensure a better match between the radiation source and experimental 
requirements different magnetic devices are necessary to provide different spectral 
characteristics 13a. 
 
Once the emitted radiation leaves the storage ring it needs to be optimised for use for the 
desired experiments, this occurs along the beamline (figure 4, number 5).  Beamlines are 
large and complex instruments that include a variety of components such as bending 
magnets, insertion devices (undulators and wigglers),  X-ray monochromators, X-ray 
mirrors, slits, ultrahigh vacuum pumps, valves and gauges, photon shutters, shielding, 
safety interlocks, X-ray detectors, UHV chambers, cryostats, reaction cells, magnets, 
motorized sample stages and data acquisition systems. 
 
All these different components look after three key aspects; controlling the radiation in the 
storage ring (bending magnets and insertion devices), optimising the radiation that leaves 
the storage ring along the beamline (optics – explained below), and optimising the sample 
environment in the experimental hutch (safety interlocks, X-ray detectors, UHV chambers, 
cryostats, reaction cells, magnets, motorized sample stages and data acquisition systems). Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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Insertion devices such as ‘wigglers’ and ‘undulators’ are often used to further enhance the 
characteristics of the emitted radiation, basically these devices change the directions of the 
electrons continuously in order to produce more radiation than with a bending magnet.  
The simplest of these is a wavelength shifter (sometimes called a wiggler). Normally a 
three pole magnet is used to provide a tighter radius of curvature as the electrons pass 
through a chicane.  A  magnet lattice which changes its direction many times forces the 
electron beam on a sinusoidal trajectory, the emission intensity is multiplied by the 
number of wiggles 13b.  This can give rise to an increase in brilliance of a factor of 100.  
Undulators are another type of insertion device that contain over one hundred magnetic 
poles lined up in rows above and below the electron beam.  The magnets force the 
electrons into a snake-like path, so that the light from all the curves adds together 22.  
 
The components that make up the optical hutch are necessary to select the required 
energy of incoming radiation, and to make sure that this energy is highly collimated and 
focussed down to the optimum beam spot size (normally to the order of mm in height and 
width).  
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Figure 5    Diagram of the optics for a typical beamline set-up 23. 
   
Figure 5 shows the layout of the optical hutch on a typical XAS beamline, the beam must 
go through all these components before it is used to measure a spectrum of the sample in 
the ‘end station’.  Each stage is necessary in order to select the correct wavelength of light 
(monochromator), reduce the beam size down as small as possible (slits) and focus the Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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beam (mirrors).  The characteristics of synchrotron sources and the experimental station 
dictate what energy ranges, beam sizes, and intensities are available.  Features like safety 
interlocks, X-ray detectors, motorized sample stages, and data acquisition systems are 
under remote computer control from outside the optics and experimental hutch, in the 
office. 
 
An XAS spectrum originates from the fact that the probability of an electron to be ejected 
from a core level is dependent on the energy of the incoming beam  9.  For this reason, the 
energy of the X-rays is varied during the experiment.  This requires a monochromatic 
beam; however the radiation generated by a synchrotron is polychromatic 9.  The desired 
wavelength has to be filtered from the polychromatic beam.  A monochromator is used for 
this purpose, and in the case of hard X-rays the monochromator is based on crystal optics.  
The incoming beam is diffracted on a crystal and the wavelength of the diffracted beam is 
given by Bragg’s law 12; 
 
nλ = 2d sin θ 
 
By varying the angle, θ, between the X-ray propagation direction and the surface of the 
crystal, the energy of the X-ray beam can be varied 24.  Typically Si crystals are used, for 
example Si(111) or Si(311) in the case of this research.  The diffraction plane determines 
the distance and as such the angle needed for a particular energy.  It also determines the 
energy resolution and because the life time broadening is usually above 1 eV 16, these 
crystals provide sufficient resolution.  In principle one crystal is enough to obtain the 
desired wavelength of the beam.  In practice, a double crystal monochromator is used in 
order to obtain an outgoing beam that is parallel to the incoming beam.  
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Figure 6    Beamline Design Specifications for I06 at Diamond Light Source 
25. 
 
Figure 6 shows the schematic for I06 at Diamond Light Source, where the L-edge 
experiments in this study were performed.  The L-edge experiments were carried out on 
the shorter branchline (not PEEM) and were carried out under ultra high vacuum (UHV) 
conditions.  This is due to the penetrating power of the soft X-rays; soft X-rays have a 
large absorption cross section with air; from about 530 eV to 1 keV the transmission 
through 10 cm of air is less than 10 % 9. This means that it is necessary to perform 
experiments under ultra high vacuum (UHV).  The use of low energy X-rays also means 
the penetration depth is decreased and in this case limited to the top layers of the sample 
increasing the risk of beam damage.  This is also minimised by performing the 
experiments under UHV.  Figure 6 shows path of the beam and the conditioning steps it 
must go through before it reaches the sample.  The section labelled ‘diffraction gratings’ is 
the monochromator which selects X-rays of a specific wavelength for the experiment, the 
exit slits then cut the beam size down so that small areas can be sampled. 
 
2.2.1 Soft and hard X-rays 
 
The X-ray region consists of soft X-rays up to 2 keV and hard X-rays at higher energies 
(>3 KeV).  Soft X-rays are so called because they do not penetrate air and so are relatively 
safe to work with; experiments in these different X-ray regions require different 
instrumentation 10, 26.  In order to get a tuneable monochromatic X-ray beam, or to analyze 
the energy of emitted X-rays, different types of devices are used depending on the energy 
regime 26.  Soft X-ray experiments use optics based on grating monochromators, whereas 
hard X-ray experiments are performed with perfect-crystal Bragg monochromators for 
both excitation and also as X-ray analysers 10, 26.  Both of these types of optics are based on Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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the diffraction of X-rays, the reason for the different instrumentation is that the 
wavelength of hard X-rays is comparable or shorter than the spacing of crystalline planes, 
which is not true for soft X-rays. 
 
The fact that different optics are required is not the only difference between the two 
experiments; the experimental conditions are much more strict for soft X-ray experiments.  
The soft X-rays are more strongly absorbed by matter; for example the attenuation length 
in air and water for 6.2 keV hard X-rays is 400 mm and 450 μm respectively 26.  However, 
the attenuation length for 620 eV soft X-rays is 0.7 mm and 0.73 μm respectively 26.  It is 
for this reason that most soft X-ray experiments are carried out under ultra high vacuum 
(UHV) conditions.  The radiation dose (amount of energy deposited/absorbing mass) is 
also much higher for soft x-ray energies for the same number of photons.  This is 
highlighted from the examples above: for 620 eV soft X-rays, where the photon energy is 
ten times smaller than for 6.2 keV hard X-rays, the attenuation length is ~60 times larger 
26.  This means that samples are more likely to be ‘damaged’ by soft X-rays than hard X-
rays. 
 
2.2.2 Detection methods 
2.2.2.1 Transmission Measurements 
 
Photons generally are emitted at X-ray, UV-visible, and infrared wavelengths.  These 
decay processes afford a number of possible detection methods, the most common of 
which are transmission, fluorescence and electron yield detection.  Transmission mode 
involves passing X-rays through the sample and comparing the incident intensity to the 
transmitted intensity.   Before this type of measurement the sample thickness must be 
considered, as absorption coefficients vary greatly across the X-ray energy range and 
among materials.  If the samples are too thick the beam may be totally attenuated at the 
edge (lose X-ray intensity after the sample), while samples that are too thin (dilute) result 
in a poor signal-to-noise ratio as there is minimal difference between beam intensity 
before and after the sample.  Figure 7 shows a typical transmission setup along the path of 
the X-ray beam, the intensity of the X-ray beam is measured before (I0) and after (I1)  
passing through the sample using gas ionization chambers or photodiodes.  The XAS 
spectrum will then show the variation of (log I0 / I1) vs. energy (eV).  A helpful calibration 
technique is to place a reference standard (red box in the figure) and detector after the 
I1 detector, this way the reference spectrum is measured simultaneously with the sample.  
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Figure 7    Beamline schematic for a typical X-ray transmission experiment. 
 
Transmission measurements can be performed on any type of sample (gas, liquid, solid) 
provided the thickness and density is controllable.   
 
2.2.2.2  Total Electron Yield Measurements 
 
The absorption of X-rays results in the emission of electrons from the sample proportional 
to the absorption coefficient  27.  The process of collecting all electrons produced is known 
as Total Electron Yield (TEY).  This is measured with electron multipliers which directly 
monitor the electrical current from the sample 28 through a lead (in vacuum), or via gas 
ionization collected by a grid close to the sample surface (non-vacuum).  Alternately, an 
electron energy analyzer may be used to discriminate between photo and Auger electrons; 
this method is Partial Electron Yield (PEY).  The limitation here is that this method is only 
sensitive to the first ~10s of nm of the sample surface 29 due to electron scattering, and 
only works for solid samples.  Auger electrons and fluorescence are competing processes 
and the ratio between the two changes depending on the element 30.  Another limitation is 
that you cannot discriminate between emission energies and so we are not able to obtain 
Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) information, which is an important aspect of 
this project. 
2.2.2.3  Fluorescence Measurements 
The last of the three most commonly utilised techniques is fluorescence mode; this is 
where instead of measuring the intensity after passing through the sample 
(transmission) the emitted photons are measured.  X-ray fluorescence is similar to 
electron-yield in that it is proportional to the absorption coefficient 27 as valence 
electrons emit photons to fill the core holes left by absorption.  Another common 
feature is that the fluorescence yield may be measured in total or partial modes, the 
latter requiring an energy-discriminating detector 24d.  For partial-yield, solid-state 
detectors such as germanium and drifted silicon detectors are often used due to their 
high efficiency and moderate energy resolution (enough to separate emission from 
different species) 24d.    Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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The fluorescence yield mode is especially well-suited for dilute samples due to its 
selectivity and bulk-sensitivity.  However, when used for concentrated samples, we see 
what is called ‘self-absorption’.  This can lower the apparent absorption coefficient and 
cause a dampening of the features in the spectrum.  This is partially due to a reduction 
in the penetration depth as the absorption increases (directly impacting the coefficient 
due to Beer's law), and re-absorption of the fluorescence photons by the same species 
before the photons can leave the sample 31.   
 
2.2.2.4  Detection Method in RIXS 
 
In the Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) process a secondary monochromator 
(crystal analyzer) with an energy bandwidth in the order of the lifetime broadening is used 
as a fluorescence detector.  In the case of the Cr K-edge this results in the removal of the 1s 
core hole lifetime broadening and therefore allows the measurement of the K-edge with 
greater resolution 32, with the removal of the 1s core hole lifetime the Cr K-edge spectrum 
is now broadened only by the 2p core hole lifetime and the experimental broadening.  The 
longer the lifetime of the core hole the smaller the broadening affecting the spectrum.  
This means that although the 2p hole has a longer lifetime the resulting broadening on the 
spectrum is smaller.  This is why it is beneficial to look at the 1s lifetime removed spectra, 
the 1s core hole lifetime is smaller than the 2p but has a larger broadening effect.  The 
uncertainty principle relates the lifetime of an excited state (due to the spontaneous 
radiative decay or the Auger process) with the uncertainty of its energy. 
 
δE ≈ ħ /τ 
 
The equation above shows the relationship of the energy to the lifetime (τ) of a system.  
The nature of the reciprocal relationship of the energy to the lifetime explains why a core 
hole with a shorter lifetime has a larger broadening and vice versa. 
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Figure 8   Detailed schematic of the Beamline setup at ID26 for the RIXS 
measurements 26. 
   
 
Figure 8 (above) shows the position of the sample in the path of the X-ray beam along 
with the positions of the ion chambers, analyzer crystals and detectors.  In the energy 
range of the transition metal K-edges these detectors are based on perfect crystal Bragg 
optics 24d.  The common Rowland geometry uses spherically bent crystals with a suitable 
Bragg reflection at a specific X-ray emission energy and the X-rays are focussed onto a 
detector 24d.  The X-ray emission is measured as the incident X-ray energy is tuned 
through an absorption edge, the intermediate state probed is determined by the incident 
energy.  The fluorescence light emitted during the decay process can be recorded using a 
crystal analyzer with an energy bandwidth similar to that of the primary monochromator 
of the synchrotron beamline 24d.  In this way both incident and emitted energies can be 
selected. 
 
The overall RIXS process can be viewed as an inelastic scattering of the incident photon at 
the central atom (in our case the 3d transition metal Cr) and is theoretically described by 
the Kramers-Heisenberg formula 33.  
 
In the RIXS experiment the incident energy (Ω) as well as the emitted energy (ω) is 
varied.  The recorded intensity is proportional to; 
 
F(Ω, ω) 
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And is thus plotted versus a 2D grid: the RIXS plane.  The Cr K-edge XANES and 
Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) experiments were carried out on beamline 
ID26 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble, France. 
 
2.3  K-edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
2.3.1 K-edge XAS Background  
 
In recent years a large amount of work has been carried out using EXAFS; the origin 34, 
interpretation and analysis 17, 35 of which is well understood 6.  The XANES region, 
however, is still somewhat ambiguous; the origins of the features appearing here are not 
fully explained and there are debates as to the origins of the features observed because 
there is as yet no theoretical approach available which describes all the effects properly.   
 
This region is often just called upon as a finger print region, especially with respect to 
chromium.  Previously the Cr K-edge XANES region of reference compounds has 
frequently been used as a finger print in terms of analysing less defined systems.  In order 
to use them as a finger print XANES spectra are taken of compounds with well defined 
geometries and oxidation states and these are then compared to the XANES spectra of 
unknowns.  There are a number of examples where this method has been employed; the 
XAS study of the Phillips catalyst by E. Groppo et al 36 where CrO3 and Cr2O3 XANES 
spectra were measured and compared to that of the Cr catalyst and used to identify the Cr 
species present.  Similarly the work by M. Santhosh Kumar et al 37 and also by F.G. 
Requejo et al 38.  The purpose of these types of study is to deduce coordination geometry 
and oxidation state by inspection of pre-edge features and edge shifts.  These studies show 
that even without a detailed theoretical analysis the pre-edge and edge structures can be 
used to derive useful electronic and structural information. 
 
In X-ray absorption a core electron is excited to an empty state (photoelectric effect), in 
this way the absorption process, more specifically the XANES region, probes the 
unoccupied part of the electronic structure (the unoccupied density of states).  This 
provides essential information on the energy and electronic distribution of the molecular 
orbitals probed.  When the incident energy reaches the binding energy an electron is 
excited to the lowest unoccupied orbital allowed by the dipole selection rules, this is the 
main absorption edge (figure 3).  The Cr K–edge is produced from the dipole allowed one 
electron 1s→4p transition and correlates to the 1s core level binding energy.  The 
electromagnetic field of the photon couples the initial and final electronic states giving rise Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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to selection rules that determine the symmetry of the orbitals that can participate in the 
transition 26.  The K-edge absorption spectra for 3d elements are broadened by the  
lifetime of the 1s core hole (for normal XANES) which is usually 1.0-1.3 eV 39. 
 
   
Spectra with higher resolution may be required in order to fully analyse any subtle 
variations in the XANES spectra during catalysis.  We would expect to see changes in the 
XANES region with any changes in geometry or oxidation state during the reaction.  As the 
pre-edge region is made up of weak transitions, samples of higher concentration and high 
resolution experiments will be required.  These high resolution spectra are also necessary 
to obtain more insights into the XANES technique itself, rather than using it as a 
fingerprint. The K-edge XANES studies performed during this investigation can be 
grouped into two categories; normal XANES and High Energy Resolution Fluorescence 
Detection XANES (HERFD).  The experimental spectra of the normal XANES are 
broadened because of the finite lifetime of the core hole, resulting in experimental spectra 
being much broader than the actual density of states (DOS) which is being probed 40.  
 
The position of the absorption edge has been shown to be highly sensitive to its ligand 
surroundings and geometry 38, 41.  However complexes with formally different oxidation 
states can also show similar XANES features and positions 42.  A detailed analysis of the 
pre-edge opens up a wealth of structural and electronic information.  An obvious link can 
be made between the geometry 7, 37-38, 43, as well as electronics, of the complex and the 
intensity of pre-edge features.  An effect of coordination geometry on the fine structure in 
the K-edge region of transition metal complexes which is often observed is that the ‘white 
line’ appears only in the XANES spectra for tetrahedrally coordinated compounds 4.  This 
is because for complexes of lower symmetry there is a greater degree of hybridisation 
between p and d or s-orbitals; this mixing of orbitals means that dipole allowed 
transitions to the p-orbitals contains d character and results in intensity in the pre-edge 
due to this dipole-quadrupole mixing 44.  When inversion symmetry is broken the 3d and 
4p states mix and form a combined 3d + 4p symmetry states.  We can see this effect in the 
K-edge XANES of Cr2O2 and CrCl3 in chapter 4.  This mixing of states means that the 
dipole and quadrupole transitions reach the same final states, and so their peaks are 
visible at the same energy.  If an octahedral metal site is distorted then, depending on the 
particular distortion, more p character will be mixed into the 3d band.  The result is that a 
distorted octahedron will show an increased intensity in the pre-edge features 45.   If the 
symmetry of the complex decreases, an increased level of hybridisation becomes possible 
and therefore more features are observed in the pre-edge.  A more detailed description of Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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the differences in pre-edge intensity of octahedral and tetrahedral Cr compounds can be 
found in chapter 4 when looking at the chromium reference study. 
 
The complexity of the XANES region arises due to the fact that it is formed by numerous 
effects that mainly reflect the delocalised metal p density of states 7, providing information 
on hybridisation and bonding within the molecule or materials.   The intensities or areas 
and positions of pre-edge peaks can be reliably used to determine oxidation states and 
coordination chemistry (geometry) 38, 41.  The pre-edge features are difficult to analyse 
because they can involve both band structure effects and multiplet effects 16.  In general 
there are two main reasons for the obscurity at the pre-edge region;  
1)  The lifetime broadening and the applied experimental resolution yield a 
broadening of around 1.5 eV; this causes a blurring of the potential fine structure at 
the pre-edge 16. 
2)  The combination of both direct quadrupole transitions and dipole transitions to p-
character that has hybridised with the 3d band 16. 
 
2.3.2 K-edge XAS Analysis 
 
 
It is necessary to use theoretical models in order to correctly analyse the spectra obtained 
and correctly interpret the spectral shapes and intensities.  Two main approximations are; 
the density-of-states (DOS) approximation and the core hole approximation.  In the DOS 
approximation it is assumed that the calculated ground state DOS can be used.  It is also 
assumed that extra valence electrons have no effect.  In the core hole approximation it is 
assumed that the core hole created does not modify the DOS. 
 
Although the fundamentals of X-ray absorption are well established, numerical simulation 
of XANES spectra remains far from routine because of the complexity of the processes. 
The XANES spectral shape reflects a complex relationship between charge screening and 
orbital hybridisation effects 46.  There can be added difficulties in the interpretation of 
XANES spectra; for example self-absorption effects in the XAS measurements (as seen in 
chapter 4) can cause uncertainties in the spectral intensity.   Electronic structure models 
can be used to calculate the filled density of states, thus identifying part of the orbitals 
taking part in the transitions forming the pre-edge and edge.   The key step is the relation 
of the absorption cross section to the density of unoccupied electronic states.  The real 
space multiple scattering approach of the FEFF code has been extended to the near edge 
region by simulating full multiple scattering (FMS) of the photoelectron from atomic sites Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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47, and calculations of XANES have been relatively successful for both metallic and 
semiconducting materials 47-48, despite neglect of non-spherical contributions to the 
electrostatic potentials 49.  1s absorption spectra of Cr are very well reproduced with single 
particle methods (FEFF), this is because the 3d metals show no visible multiplet effects for 
a 1s core level (K-edge) because all core states are filled, meaning that there are no 
interactions between core holes and valence electrons 50.   
 
2.4 L-edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
2.4.1 L-edge XAS Background 
 
The development of high-resolution soft X-ray grating monochromators at synchrotron 
radiation facilities has enabled the measurement of L2,3 edges for a reasonable number of 
3d transition metal compounds 51.  It is possible to achieve resolving powers of 1.4 x 10-4 
DE/E (with Si[111] crystals) and 0.3 x 10-4 DE/E (with Si[311] crystals) 52.  In addition to 
transition metal compounds it is also possible to measure 3d elements present in 
biological systems 53 or as dilute impurities with large organic multidentate ligands 54.  The 
2p X-ray absorption experiments are different in nature to the 1s absorption experiments.  
The L-edges are dominated by dipole transitions from the 2p core level to empty 3d states, 
and because of the large coulomb interaction between these two states, it depends greatly 
on the electronic structure.  This means that an analysis of the L2,3 edges may provide 
information about the oxidation state and symmetry of the transition metal ions 18.  The 
high resolution of the L-edge data requires a much more advanced description. 
 
The L2,3 X-ray absorption spectra relate to the transition of a 2p core state to an empty 
state on exposure to an incident X-ray beam.  The nature of the absorption process is the 
same as in K-edge XAS but the transitions occur between different energy levels.  The 
transition being probed at the Cr L-edge is the 2p→3d electronic transition (figure 12).  
The L1 edge corresponds to the 2s and L2,3 to 2p core states.  These transitions are located 
in the soft X-ray region; 400 – 950 eV.  
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Figure 9  Experimental Cr L2,3 spectra for Cr2O3 (black line) compared with the theoretical 
simulation (red line). 
 
Figure 9 shows an example of a Cr L2,3 edge spectrum to highlight the level of structure at 
the edges and the different regions of the spectrum.  The L3 edge is on the left and the L2 
on the right.  The L2 edge is subject to increased lifetime broadening effects due to an 
additional Auger decay channel and so appears broader than the L3 part of the spectrum 52.  
The L-edge is typically split into an L3 edge (2p3/2) and an L2 edge (2p1/2) by the core hole 
spin-orbit interaction 18, the L3 edge is a result of transitions to the 2p3/2 states and the L2 
from the transitions to 2p1/2 states.  The lifetime broadening that affects the spectra is also 
small.  As with K-edge XANES the resolution of the experimental spectra is governed by 
the lifetime of the core hole.  In the L-edge experiments it is the lifetime of the 2p core 
hole that broadens the spectra, rather than the 1s as in the K-edge spectra.  The 2p core 
hole has a longer lifetime than that of a 1s core hole, this results in better resolution for L-
edge absorption experiments than K-edge absorption (due to the reciprocal relationship of 
the broadening to the lifetime).  Typically the lifetime broadening at the L-edge is ~0.4-0.5 
eV compared to 1.0-1.3 eV at the K-edge 39.   
 
The origin of the fine structure present at the L-edge is largely due to the appearance of 
‘multiplet effects’, i.e. the 2p core hole wave function has a large overlap with the 3d wave 
functions, which causes the so-called multiplet effect that causes the 2p XAS line shapes 16.  
The multiplet effects visible in the L-edge spectra are generally 50-100 times stronger than 
1s,3d interactions and so do not affect the features in the K pre-edge. 
 
The L2,3 edges of the transition metals are  sensitive to local ligand coordination, this is 
reflected in the splittings of the 3d-orbitals involved.  In systems of higher symmetry e.g. 
L3 
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octahedral (Oh) systems, the transition metal 3d-orbitals split because of the local 
symmetry in eg and t2g orbitals, with an energy difference of 10Dq.  Early studies to assess 
the dependence of the L2,3 edges on the size of the 10Dq ligand field splitting in octahedral 
(Oh) and tetrahedral (Td) systems were performed on transition metal fluorides, and a 
clear dependence exists 18.  The local symmetry of the metal (Ni) was investigated using 
systems with Oh, tetragonal and distorted Td sites.  These studies showed that, for these Ni 
systems, the local ligand environment and symmetry changes the 3d splittings and this in 
turn changes the L2,3 spectra 55.  According to these studies the L2,3 spectra are sensitive to 
local site symmetry but less sensitive to the type of ligand attached.  Previous work on Cr 
systems showing a classic Jahn-Teller distorted system, CrF2, reveals that an analysis of 
the distortion is possible and that a clear 3d-orbital splitting pattern can be determined 56.    
 
Transition metal 2p XAS has also been shown to be sensitive to charge-transfer effects 57, 
i.e.  charge transfer from the ligand orbitals to the metal 3d-orbital (the energy difference 
between the 3d5 and 3d6L configurations, where L refers to the core hole being on the 
ligand).  In other words that is the charge difference between initial and final states 57.  
This  causes a consistent change in L3 edge satellite spectral features depending on the 
electro-negativity of the halide attached 58.  
 
The transition metal L-edges contain a wealth of information on the electronic structure of 
the absorbing metal atom due to the fact that direct d-orbital information is obtained, due 
to the nature of the transition.  This information is important for transition metal systems 
as this governs their chemical behaviour.  This makes it an ideal technique with which to 
study catalysts since during the reaction the catalytic species normally changes oxidation 
state, which involves a change in the number of d-electrons.  There are a number of 
properties of the transition metals that result from the partially filled d shell, these include; 
1) the formation of compounds whose colour is due to d – d electronic transitions 2) the 
formation of compounds in many oxidation states, due to the relatively low reactivity of 
unpaired d electrons and 3) the formation of many paramagnetic compounds due to the 
presence of unpaired d electrons 59. 
 
2.4.2 L-edge XAS Analysis 
 
There are a number of possible methods currently used to calculate and analyse the L2,3 
edge spectra.  When applying the single electron excitation description (e.g. FEFF) to 
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L2,3 edges, the agreement is poor 8, 60.  The reason for the deviation from the DOS is the 
presence of many-body effects beyond the single electron excitation.  These are mainly 
divided into the charge-transfer effects (the energy differences between different 
occupations of the 3d states, causing large reordering effects in the energy positions of 
configurations because of the core hole potential) and the intra-atomic multiplet coupling 
effect (large 2p3d two-electron interactions, as mentioned) 50.   
 
In the case of strongly correlated excited states (or localised states) in XAS, like the 
transition metal 3d states, the interaction between the electrons, as well as the interactions 
of electrons with the core hole after the absorption process, has to be taken into account 
explicitly 50.  In the final state of an X-ray absorption process, a partly filled core state is 
found (2p5).  In the case of a system with partly filled 3d levels the final state will also have 
an incompletely filled 3d band.  The 2p hole and the 3d hole have radial wave functions 
that overlap significantly; this atomic effect can be very large.  Experimentally it has been 
shown that while the direct core hole potential is largely screened, these so-called 
multiplet effects are hardly screened in the solid state.  The reason that multiplet effects 
need to be considered at the L-edge is that the 1s3d two particle interactions (at the K-
edge) have no visible effect on the absorption spectra whereas the 2p3d two particle 
interactions (at the L-edge) have a large effect on the spectral shape. 
 
Theoretical approaches based on the ligand field atomic multiplet calculations 18, 61 have 
been widely used in the analysis of the transition metal L2,3 edges.  As the multiplet 
structure depends on the d state occupancy we are therefore able to extract information on 
the oxidation state by using  atomic multiplet calculations to simulate the distinct 
absorption line shapes produced by the 2p excitation 52.  The experimentally obtained L2,3 
absorption spectra (2p XAS) and the ligand field atomic multiplet calculations show a 
‘fingerprint’ absorption spectrum consisting of transitions to dipole allowed final states for 
every 3dn ground state.  These spectra, with associated chemical shift values, form the 
basis of a strong sensitivity of the technique to the transition metal oxidation state 51a, 62.   
 
In Charge Transfer Multiplet (CTM) theory the atomic model is considered, where only 
the interactions within the absorbing atom are taken into account, without any influence 
of the surrounding atoms.  Atomic multiplet theory is the description of the atomic 
structure with quantum mechanics.  Solid state effects are then introduced, the first solid 
state effect that is included is the effect of the crystal field (this accounts for the symmetry 
aspects).  The second effect is that of bonding, this is described by the charge-transfer 
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Atomic multiplet theory is able to accurately describe the 3d and 4d X-ray absorption 
spectra of the rare earths 8.  However, in case of the 3d metal ions, atomic multiplet theory 
can not accurately reproduce the XAS spectra accurately because the effects of the 
neighbours are too large.  It is therefore necessary to include both the symmetry effects 
and the conﬁguration–interaction effects of the neighbours 8.  Ligand ﬁeld multiplet 
theory takes care of all symmetry effects, while charge transfer multiplet theory 
(CTM4XAS) allows the use of more than one conﬁguration 8. 
 
The starting point of the Ligand Field Multiplet (LFM) model is to approximate the 
transition metal as an isolated atom surrounded by a distribution of charges in a specific 
symmetry, which mimics the environment around the transition metal 50.  Only the site 
symmetry, i.e. point group symmetry, of the central metal atom is taken into account and 
the nature of the ligands attached is not considered.  In this aspect the Ligand Field 
Multiplet model makes full use of the results of group theory.  Group theory also makes 
possible a close link to atomic multiplet theory.  Theoretically speaking the only thing 
ligand field theory does is translate the results obtained in atomic symmetry to cubic 
symmetry and further to any lower point groups 50. 
 
In the case of 2p XAS of transition metal compounds, the atomic multiplet theory (with 
crystal field effect, but without charge-transfer effect) serves as a good starting 
approximation and the charge-transfer effect gives some corrections to this first 
approximation 1a.  The Charge Transfer Multiplet (CTM) theory is an extension of the 
charge transfer theory, in this case the atomic multiplet coupling effect is taken into 
account for each configuration.  So as well as coupling the 3dn,3dn+1L states through the 
hybridisation effect (charge-transfer effect between the ligand p and transition metal 3d 
states) in the CTM theory the atomic multiplet effect is taken into account in each of the 
3dn,3dn+1L configurations.  In the final state of the transition metal 2p XAS, the 2p53dn+1, 
2p53dn+2L configurations are coupled through the charge-transfer effect and the atomic 
multiplet coupling is included in each of the 2p53dn+1, 2p53dn+2L  configurations50.  The 
core hole potential is assumed to act only on the 3d states.  This is an approximation and 
the interactions of the core hole on other valence electrons are neglected.  
 
The many-body charge transfer effects in XAS have been studied for various systems, 
however in general the charge-transfer effects have much less of an effect in XAS than in 
XPS.  In the case of 2p XAS spectra, the spectral shape is mainly determined by the intra-
atomic multiplet coupling effects.  The physical reason for the weaker charge-transfer Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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effects in XAS is the screening of the core hole potential by the photo-excited electron.  In 
the 2p XAS of transition metal compounds the photo-excited electron stays in the 3d 
states and participates directly with the screening of the core hole potential, thus 
suppressing a further screening by the charge-transfer effect in going from initial to final 
states.   
 
2.5  X-ray Emission Spectroscopy  
2.5.1 XES Background 
 
XAS and XES are directly related to each other and provide common as well as 
complementary information on the local structure of materials.  XES follows the initial 
absorption of a photon and is therefore often referred to as a secondary process 63.  In XES 
the core hole, which was created in the initial absorption process (photoelectric effect), is 
filled by an electron from a higher orbital.  As explained above, an absorption spectrum 
reflects the unoccupied density of states (above the Fermi level) while the emission 
spectrum reflects the occupied density of states (below the Fermi level) 64. 
 
Similarly to XAS, XES has the advantage that it is sensitive to the composition of the bulk 
of the material under study rather than its surface.  This is due to the increased 
penetration depth of the hard X-rays compared to other techniques such as X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 65.  It is also a very flexible technique in terms of sample 
environment as there is no need for high vacuum conditions.  This makes it possible to use 
this technique for experiments under controlled atmospheric conditions, at cryogenic or 
high temperatures and also for in-situ catalysis.  The experimental properties of XES are 
vast and it has been used in many different areas of study such as materials chemistry and 
environmental soil science 65.  There have also been studies into nanocrystalline and 
amorphous materials, such as metals and alloys.  These groups of materials exhibit certain 
unusual properties that are of great interest for practical applications; for coatings with 
enhanced hardness, wear resistance, high corrosion protection characteristics 65.  Valence-
to-core XES provides information on the formation of amorphous (nanocrystalline) 
materials that cannot be accessed using any other technique 65.  Given the problem 
currently faced with the level of urban soil contamination in some cities understanding the 
processes of solubility and mobility of metals in soil is a key factor in the correct 
management of this resource.  These are just some of the applications of this powerful 
technique, in some cases the Cr-containing sample was so complex that information on 
the Cr local environment was not available using XAS 65.   Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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In the excitation process if an electron is removed from the 1s orbital the subsequent 
emission process is K fluorescence, if it is removed from the 2s or 2p orbital it is called L 
fluorescence (and so on) 26.  The fluorescence lines are labelled α, β, γ, etc depending on 
the intensity of the emission line (α being the most intense) 26.  So from this, the most 
intense K fluorescence line (Kα) results from the filling of the 1s core hole by an electron 
from a 2p-orbital, this is the fluorescence line at which the K-edge XANES are measured 26.  
The Kα and Kβ lines are separated by several hundred electron volts with the Kα being the 
lowest in energy.  The electromagnetic field of the photon couples the initial and final 
electronic states giving rise to selection rules that determine the symmetry of the electron 
orbitals that can participate in the transition; this is the same as in XAS 26.  Both XAS and 
XES are sensitive to the local electronic structure and bonding configuration of the 
absorbing atom and there are many examples where the information in XES is 
complementary to that of XANES 26(some XES studies will be shown in chapter 4).  
 
Each of the Kα and Kβ emission lines shows a fine structure; this is due to two major 
effects: 
1) The interaction of the electron spin with its own orbital momentum.  This spin-orbit 
interaction is strong for the Kα lines (~10 eV) and weaker for the Kβ (<1 eV) 26. 
2)  Interactions between electrons, these electron-electron interactions can occur either 
within the valence shell or between a core electron and a valence electron 26.  This makes 
the Kα, β lines sensitive to the valence shell electron configuration.  The Kα lines are 
dominated by the 2p spin orbit splitting (Kα1, Kα2) while the Kβ lines show strong 
interactions between the 3p and 3d orbitals that separate the Kβ1,3 and Kβ' spectral 
features 26. 
 
The role of XES is to measure changes in the K emission spectrum for different chemical 
environments of the absorbing atom (in this case Cr).  Unlike XAS, XES does not 
necessarily require good tunability or resolution of the incident X-rays 26; however an 
adequate analyzer is required to measure the emitted X-rays.  XES studies on transition 
metals have been carried out with X-ray tubes long before synchrotron radiation sources 
were available as shown by Meisel et al. 1989 63; Tsutsumi 1959 66; Tsutsumi et al. 1976 67. 
 
The particular emission line we are looking at in this study is the Kβ emission line; this is 
less intense than the Kα.  For the 3d elements the Kβ main line is formed by the 3p→1s 
transition.  The Kβ main line and the Kβ satellite lines are shown in figure 10, as you can 
see the intensity of the satellite region is much lower than that of the main line. Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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Figure 10  Kβ main line and satellite line of Cr highlighting the difference in 
intensities of these regions 68. 
 
In the case of 3d elements the Kβ main lines (Kβ1,3 and Kβ') make up the core-to-core 
region of the spectrum and result from the 3p → 1s transition.  Whereas Kβ satellite lines 
correspond to the valence-to-core transitions 7 (see figure 11).  The core-to-core region  
(main line), shown in figure 10, contains a main Kβ1,3 peak, along with a low energy tail 
(Kβ’).  The shift of the Kβ1,3  (main) peak has been used to characterise small changes in 
oxidation state, where it has been shown that compared to XANES, the shifts are more 
linearly correlated with the oxidation state and depend less on structure 26, 69.  The Kβ lines 
show these comparatively weak satellites on their high-energy side that arise from 
transitions between the valence orbitals and the metal 1s core shell and are called Kβ2,5 and 
Kβ'' lines 26.  This is the region of the spectrum that we will be investigating in more detail 
in this research project, the Kβ satellite region.  The satellite region lies towards higher 
energy relative to the main line and is shown in higher resolution in figure 11.  This region 
is also made up of fine structure that we are unable to see in figure 10 due to the intensity 
of the Kβ main line. 
 
The Kβ satellite region of the spectra consists of fine structure that arises due to valence-
to-core transitions 7.  The valence-to-core transitions are chemically sensitive fluorescence 
lines 68.  The valence-to-core transitions are made up of the Kβ2,5 and Kβ'' emission lines 
and directly reflect the configurations of the electron orbitals that participate in the 
chemical bond, and therefore provide valuable information.  None of the K emission lines 
directly reflect the 3d electron configuration due to symmetry selection rules (as was the 
case for K edge XAS) 26. However, the interaction between the electron spin in the 2p or 3d 
shell and in the valence orbitals is very strong 70.  This so-called exchange interaction is 
the main reason for the chemical sensitivity of the Kβ1,3 and Kβ' lines 26.  The Kα,β 
emission lines are therefore sensitive to the total spin in the valence shell which translates 
to the oxidation state 71.   Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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XES can also be used to probe the valence shell directly. In this case, the energy of the 
emission spectrometer is tuned close to the energy difference between the core hole in the 
intermediate state and the Fermi level of the system under study 72. It has been shown that 
these emission lines are very sensitive to the ligand orbitals of 3d transition metals and 
thus the type of ligand can be identified 72. 
 
 
 
Figure 11   Kβ satellite lines of Cr reference materials, indicating the positions of 
the cross-over peaks (Kβ’’) and Kβ2,5 peaks. 
  
The strongest valence-to-core features are labelled Kβ2,5 lines, this is the peak that appears 
towards higher energy in figure 11, and they involve the highest energy molecular orbitals 
with Cr 3d, 4s and 4p character as well as ligand 2s and 2p character.  The Kβ'' transitions 
(cross-over peaks) are seen at slightly lower energies than the Kβ2,5 lines (around 572.5 eV 
for Cr in figure 11).  These cross-over peaks will be the key area of the spectrum in 
determining the nature of the different ligands attached to the central Cr atom.  This can 
be determined by the relative positions of the peaks relative to the Kβ2,5 lines, this is 
discussed further in chapter 4 (reference study).  In this study the ligands that we will be 
focussing on are C, N and O as these have already been shown to have characteristic peaks 
in this region, they are also present in the salen framework. 
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Studies show that the relative shifts between the cross-over peak energies for C, N and O 
ligands correspond mainly to the difference in 2s binding energies of the atomic species 73.  
This is because the cross-over peaks have been assigned as ligand 2s→metal 1s transitions, 
and so they reflect the ligand 2s binding energies 74.   
 
The position of the Kβ’’ peak can be used as a fingerprint for the presence of Cr-O, Cr-N or 
Cr-C bonds in the sample, which is difficult to distinguish by other XAS experiments 73.  
With XES you can distinguish neighbouring atoms in the periodic table via the position of 
Kβ’’, something which cannot be done with EXAFS 2b, 73. 
 
Transitions from the Kβ'' and Kβ2,5  (satellite region) valence levels are the most sensitive 
to changes in the local structure.  These tend to show similar shifts to those observed in 
XANES, with a shift to higher energy with higher oxidation state 26.  In summary, the core-
to-core and valence-to-core emission lines that make up the Kβ XES spectrum are 
governed by the nature of the ligand in the first coordination sphere around the metal 
atom.  This characteristic means that we are able to obtain information on the local 
environment around the metal for 3d transition metal compounds.   
 
2.5.2   XES Analysis  
 
Non-resonant X-ray Emission Spectra (fluorescence spectra) are treated in the same way 
as the X-ray absorption process for states below the Fermi level.  The fine structures of the 
valence-to-core XES spectra of the Cr Kβ satellites and the core-to-core XES (main lines) 
were calculated based on the full multiple scattering theory using the FEFF9 code (see 
chapter 4). 
 
 
2.6 Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering Spectroscopy 
2.6.1 RIXS Background  
 
Broadly speaking there are two main types of resonant scattering processes; elastic and 
inelastic.  Inelastic scattering events differ from elastic scattering events in that the 
frequency of the emitted photon is not the same as the incident photon; it is generally of 
lower frequency (lower energy) 10.  The energy difference between the scattered and 
incident energy in inelastic scattering is transferred to the sample by causing electronic Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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transitions in the same way as in the absorption process 10.  Elastic scattering occurs when 
an incident photon interacts with the electrons and a photon of the same frequency but 
different direction is emitted 10.  Experimentally it is typical that the absorption and 
emission processes are considered separately, however it is apparent that they are 
connected.  In X-ray absorption spectroscopy the focus is on the energy dependence of the 
total absorption, without measuring the scattering intensity versus angle, as done in 
scattering experiments 7.  However more information can be obtained by including 
Inelastic X-ray Scattering as will be discussed later in this chapter. 
 
Resonant X-ray Emission Spectroscopy is divided into two categories depending on the 
electronic levels participating in the transition.  The first is when the transition occurs 
from the valence state to the core state, and there is no core hole left in the final state, for 
example the 3d to 2p radiative decay following the 2p to 3d excitation 1a.  In this case the 
emission process is regarded as Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS).  Compared 
with the non-resonant version, RIXS has a larger intensity and depends on each 
intermediate state, which is convenient to identify the character of electronic excitations 1a. 
 
The second category of emission arises when the decay occurs from one core state to 
another core state, so that a core hole is left in the final state of the emission process 1a.  A 
typical example is the 3p to 1s decay following the 1s to 4p excitation 1a.  In general the 
lifetime of a shallow core hole is longer than that of a deeper one; so the lifetime 
broadening is determined by the core hole in the final state, instead of the intermediate 
state 10.  Taking advantage of these facts it is possible to use these measurements to detect 
a weak signal of core electron excitations that cannot be detected using conventional XAS 
measurements because of the large lifetime broadening of a deep core hole 1a. 
 
Intense X-ray sources at third generation storage rings, efficient X-ray emission 
spectrometers and experimental facilities that offer outstanding user support have greatly 
facilitated the development and relatively wide spread availability of the technique, even 
to the non-expert user.  This has led to the technique being employed by, not only 
physicists, but also scientists from other fields such as; catalysis 24d chemistry and 
environmental science 75.  The recent advances in the field of RIXS are largely due to the 
availability of undulator radiation from third-generation synchrotron radiation sources, as 
well as highly efficient detectors 24d.   
 
The electronic states that lead to the edge of an absorption spectrum are resonantly 
excited states that subsequently decay.  In the case of Cr the decay process with the highest Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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probability after the initial excitation is the 2p to 1s transition or the Kα fluorescence line 
26.  The figure below (figure 12) shows the initial excitation and subsequent radiative decay 
processes that make up this second order process.   
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Figure 12  An energy schematic describing the electronic transitions occurring 
during the 1s2p RIXS technique and the soft X-ray L-edge absorption 
experiments 76. 
 
 
Figure 12 shows the electronic transitions occurring at the K-edge and at the L-edge; the 
L-edge experiment is marked as ‘soft X-ray absorption’.  The L-edge has been measured 
using both soft and hard X-ray techniques (directly and indirectly).  In the soft X-ray 
technique we look at the direct 2p→3d absorption (L-edge) to dipole allowed final states, 
probing the 3d shell directly.  The dipole-allowed transitions in 2p XAS are 2p3d and 
2p4s, but as the transitions to the 3d states dominate and the transitions to 4s-orbitals 
are not included.  From this schematic we can see that the final state reached after 
measuring the initial absorption process and the subsequent emission experiment 
(together these make up RIXS ) is the same as that reached via soft X-ray L-edge XAS.  It 
is for this reason that we are able to obtain complementary information in a direct 
approach.   
 
The K-edge type information obtained comes from the High Energy Resolution 
Fluorescent Detection XANES spectra (HERFD) that are measured during the RIXS 
process.  In the HERFD experiments only one fluorescence line is monitored (in this case 
the Kα1 emission line), with an energy resolution better than the core hole life time 
broadening,  and this results in high energy-resolution fluorescence detection (HERFD) Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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XANES spectra.  To measure a specific energy, a secondary fluorescence detector with an 
energy resolution that is similar to the core hole lifetime broadening is used so that only 
one emission line is probed.  This is how we ensure that the XAS spectrum is only 
broadened by the 2p core hole lifetime rather than by the 1s core hole lifetime (the 2p 
resulting in a reduced broadening compared to the 1s).  For Cr this value is 1.08 eV for the 
K-edge and 0.2 eV for L3 39.  It also has a sharpening effect on the structures; this is clearly 
visible when comparing the normal and HERFD spectra (chapter 4).  This results in a 
much better resolved fine structure, compared to normal transmission or total 
fluorescence spectra [2,3].  The different XAS data (normal and HERFD) were collected 
during the same experiment for all of the samples in this investigation. 
 
When the incident X-ray beam hits the sample this causes the excitation of a 1s core 
electron to the valence orbital.  In this intermediate state we are left with a 1s core hole 
after the initial excitation, and a 3dn+1 state 57, 76.  The intermediate state is very unstable 
with the presence of a 1s core hole and so another electron (now from the 2p shell) drops 
down to fill it.  The final state is therefore a 2p53dn+1 state with a completely filled 1s level.  
We know the energy of the incident photon in the experiment, the energy of the emitted 
photon is measured in XES with the secondary spectrometer, and from these 
measurements we can work out the energy transferred (or the energy of the transition).  
With this information we are able to compile a 2D contour plot (as shown in figure 13).  In 
this study using a hard X-ray technique in RIXS to probe the lowest unoccupied orbitals, 
the metal 3d shell, we can obtain a more localised view of the electronic d structure which 
is important in our field of work; catalysis and material science. 
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Figure 13    Typical 2D RIXS contour plot with individual line plots 7. 
 
 
Figure 13 shows a typical 2D contour plot obtained from the RIXS experiment and clearly 
highlights the advantages of the second energy axis, energy transfer.  This allows the 
removal of the strong background that is present at the main K-edge in the range of the 
pre-edge structure.  This enables the separation of the pre-edge features from the main K-
edge along the incident energy axis 7.  These effects can be seen when looking at the 1s2p 
RIXS spectra of the Cr compounds in chapters 4 and 5.  RIXS plots are generally displayed 
as 2D contour plots because this is deemed the most comprehensive method of displaying 
1s absorption and 1s2p X-ray emission processes.  However, sometimes it is more 
convenient to compare 1D spectral shapes 7.  The three most straightforward cross sections 
to take from the RIXS plane are shown above in figure 13.  These are the Constant Incident 
Energy (CIE), which is a vertical cross section at fixed excitation energy, this relates to 
resonant X-ray emission spectra.  Constant Energy Transfer spectra (CET), a horizontal 
cross section at constant transferred energy; this implies that for all excitation energies the 
same final states are probed.  The third is the Constant Emission Energy (CEE) spectra, a 
diagonal cross section at constant emission energy, this is related to the ‘lifetime removed’ 
XANES spectra 16.  The increased resolution offered by the RIXS technique is shown in 
figure 13 when comparing the low energy resolution XANES experiment to the line of 
Constant Emission Energy (CEE) from the RIXS plot (top right hand plot).  There is a 
feature in the CEE plot at 4969 eV that does not appear in the normal absorption 
spectrum (dotted line in the same figure), the CEE plot shows a sharpened version of the K Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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pre-edges.  There is an argument as to which is the best method of showing the data to 
obtain the desired electronic information on the system in question.  In some cases the 
more absorption like spectra are considered to be the most appropriate, so the CEE 
spectra, because they are more direct as they result from transitions from the ground state 
7.  The CIE spectra are related to X-ray emission and so yield more indirect information.  
In this instance potentially more information is contained within it as it is essentially a 2p 
XAS-like spectrum that is being measured using hard X-rays 16.  The lifetime broadenings 
for the intermediate states and final states apply in the Ω (the incident energy axis) and 
Ω- ω (final state energy) directions respectively. 
 
The RIXS process allows the L-edge to be probed indirectly (2 step process) combined 
with the advantages of using high energy X-ray absorption and emission (allowing in-situ 
experiments).  The K-edge information obtained in K-edge XAS and from the RIXS 
experiment will be similar as it is the same transitions that are being probed, just at higher 
resolution (figure 12).  For the L-edge although the plots may not exactly coincide they will 
still contain information on the metal ion electronic structure that is complementary to L-
edge absorption 77.  This is a result of the fact that splittings due to crystal field, multiplet 
and spin-orbit interactions are the same in both techniques 7.  The exact features may 
differ slightly due to different symmetry operations taking place in the one step vs. the two 
step process.  It is shown later (chapter 4) that although the techniques are 
complementary, we are able to reproduce general peak shapes but not the exact 2p XAS 
spectra.   This 2D picture is extremely valuable when trying to identify the correlation 
between the incident and emitted energies. 
 
Spectral intensity in the pre-edge region in both XANES and RIXS arises from dipole and 
quadrupole transitions.  Electron-electron interactions in the valence shell can give a rich 
multiplet structure and cause multi-electron excitations.  Other effects such as crystal field, 
orbital hybridisation and band structure effects also need to be taken into account in a 
theoretical analysis of the pre-edge 78.  Another interesting feature observed in RIXS is 
that orbital hybridisation between two neighbouring metal atoms can occur, causing 
spectral intensity in the pre-edge and resulting in an excited state with an electron that is 
delocalised over the neighbouring metal atom 78.  This is referred to as a non-local peak, 
and could be very beneficial when studying catalytic systems as this is often thought to be 
the end species / catalyst sink 79. 
 
Studies have shown that with an increase in the experimental resolution of the 
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XAS, a great deal more information would be revealed 16.  The level of information 
obtained from calculations of 1s2p RIXS spectra with this increase in resolution is much 
better than that from the corresponding 2p XAS experimental data.  This shows how 
powerful the RIXS technique could be 16.   
 
2.6.2 RIXS Analysis 
 
All of the RIXS plots measured in this study are simulated using the RGAss 
program.  RGAss includes the electronic configurations for the ground states, 
intermediate states and final states in the excitation and emission processes as well 
as parameters for the local geometry of the central atom, crystal field splitting 
value and the type of transition probed.  Other effects such as charge transfer and 
d-d interactions are also included. 
 
2.7  Aims of Spectroscopic Development 
 
Throughout the course of this project the aim, in terms of spectroscopic development, is to 
use what we have learnt from the well established techniques like K-edge and L-edge XAS 
and combine this in order to develop the applications of the RIXS technique.  Each of 
these experiments provides us with complementary information on the geometry and/ or 
electronic structure of the materials under investigation.  The challenge now is to see if by 
combining these techniques we can perform a more detailed analysis of these transition 
metal systems. 
 
The K-edge provides information on the unoccupied density of states of the system.  Here 
we obtain direct p-orbital information, revealing the orbitals taking part in the electronic 
transition forming the pre-edge and edge.  At the L-edge we probe the d-orbitals in the 
2p→3d transition.  This d-orbital information is extremely valuable when trying to 
understand and predict transition metal chemistry.  The clear advantage of measuring the 
L3,2 edges for the study of 3d transition metals is that they are caused by dipole allowed 
transitions.  This means that besides the energy positions, the intensities into all the 
individual final states can be accurately calculated, as shown in chapters 4 and 5.  This 
allows a detailed analysis of the features contained within the absorption edge and the 
transitions that they originate from.  The combination of information obtained from K and 
L-edge XAS experiments with associated theoretical calculations will enable us to assess 
both p and d-orbital contributions to the bonding characteristics of the chromium Chapter Two                                           Theory of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
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containing compounds.  Understanding the electronic behaviour of these materials, and 
catalytic systems is key in the design and development of future catalysts. 
 
Using a hard X-ray technique such as RIXS to probe the lowest unoccupied orbitals (metal 
3d shell) we can obtain a more localised view of the electronic structure.  The recent 
progress in this area has allowed for new techniques, such as RIXS, to provide a more 
detailed description of the electronic structure of real life catalysts.  This in turn enables us 
to better understand and predict the chemistry occurring, as transition metal chemistry is 
governed mainly by the d electrons.  It will also aid the future design and tailoring of 
catalysts.  RIXS provides information that is complementary to both X-ray absorption and 
emission processes and provides insight to their correlation to each other.  The energies of 
fluorescence emission are very sensitive to the chemical environment. When different 
emission lines can be resolved and assigned to specific chemical environments, selective 
XAFS can be performed 80. This allows the characterisation of individual components in 
chemical mixtures.  Several applications have recently been demonstrated, such as spin-
selective XAS, valence-selective extended XAFS, and range extended XAFS using detection 
channels for a certain edge, valence and/or spin-state 1a.  
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3  Chapter Three – Experimental 
3.1  Introduction 
 
The name salen comes from the precursors salicylaldehyde and ethylenediamine.  Salens 
are among the most widely studied ligands in chemistry1. They are commonly applied in 
homogeneous catalysis (see chapter 1).  Perhaps the most well known and well studied 
salen complex is Jacobsen’s catalyst (N,N'-bis(3,5-di-tert-butylsalicylidene)-1,2-
cyclohexanediaminomanganese(III) chloride)2.  This coordination complex of manganese 
and a salen type ligand is used as an asymmetric catalyst in the Jacobsen epoxidation, 
which is well known for its ability to enantioselectively transform prochiral alkenes into 
epoxides.  Before the development of Jacobsen’s catalyst, asymmetric epoxidation 
catalysts required the substrate to have a directing functional group, for example in 
Sharpless epoxidation3.  Such enantiomerically pure epoxides are important building 
blocks for complex molecules with specific chirality.  Differences in chirality can lead to 
dramatically different chemical activity in biologically active compounds, therefore the 
possibility of obtaining specific stereo centres in a molecule is of great importance to the 
pharmaceutical industry4.  Jacobsen’s catalyst is considered one of the most important in 
this field and was used to synthesise phenylisoserine, which is a side chain to the famous 
anti-cancer drug Taxol, in 19925.  Salens are also used as ligands for other catalysts that 
are important for asymmetric synthesis1e.  
The salen framework is formed by a double condensation reaction between 2 equivalents 
of the salicylaldehyde precursor and the (+)-(R,R)-1,2-diammoniumcyclohexane mono-
(+)-tartrate salt6. 
 
H
OO H
R
R
Monotartratesalt
K2CO3
NN
OH O HR
R R
R EtOH, H2O, ∆
 
Scheme 1  Condensation reaction for the formation of the salen type ligands. 
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One of the advantages of these types of ligands is the relatively easy synthetic procedure 
and the fact that it produces high yields.  In theory it also opens up the possibility to 
introduce steric and electronic tuning of these types of materials.  This can be achieved by 
varying the substituents on the salicylaldehyde precursor.  The salen ligands generally 
appear as bright yellow solids and are soluble in polar organic solvents. 
3.2    Preparation of symmetric salen materials 
3.2.1 Preparation of salen ligands 
3.2.1.1 Preparation of (R,R)-N,N’-Bis(3,5-di-tert-butyl-salicylidene)-1,2 
cyclohexadiamine - symmetric salen ligand 16 
 
A three necked round bottomed flask was equipped with a mechanical stirrer, a reflux 
condenser, and an addition funnel.  The flask was charged with monotartrate salt (3.712 g, 
14.0 mmol, 1.0 equiv), K2CO3 (3.924 g, 28.4 mmol, 2.0 equiv), and distilled water (15 mL).  
The mixture was stirred until dissolution was achieved, before adding ethanol (30 mL).  
The resulting cloudy solution was heated to reflux (75-80 °C), and 3,5-di-tert-butyl-2-
hydroxybenzaldehyde in ethanol (6.7 g, 28.6 mmol in 30 ml, 2.0 equiv) was added drop 
wise using an addition funnel.  The funnel was rinsed with ethanol, and the yellow slurry 
was refluxed for 2 h before allowing it to cool to room temperature.  Water (6 mL) was 
added and the mixture was stirred and cooled to <5 °C over 2 h and stirred at that 
temperature for an additional hour.  The yellow product was collected by vacuum filtration 
and washed with ethanol (2x15 mL).  The crude solid was re-dissolved in CH2Cl2 and 
washed with water and NaCl.  After drying over Na2SO4 the solvent was removed in vacuo 
and the solid was isolated as a yellow powder (7.05 g, 12.8 mmol, 92%). 
3.2.1.2  2,2’-((1R,2R)-(-)-1,2-
cyclohexanediylbis)((E)(nitrilomethylidyne))Bis(4-(tert-butyl) -
6-4-(4-morpholinylmethyl)phenol) -1,2-cyclohexadiamine – 
salen ligand 3 
 
Salen ligand 3 was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. 
3.2.1.3 2,2′-[(1R,2R)-1,2-Cyclohexanediylbis[(E)-
(nitrilomethylidyne)]bis[4-(tert-butyl)-6-(4-
piperidinylmethyl)phenol] -1,2-cyclohexadiamine – salen ligand 
4 
Salen ligand 4 was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Chapter Three   Experimental 
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3.2.2 Preparation of Pyrrolidine (salen) CrIII-Cl complexes7 
3.2.2.1 Preparation of ((N,N'-3,5-di-tert-butylsalicylidene)-1,2-
cyclohexanediaminato)-chloro-chromium(III) Pyrrolidine 
(salen) CrIII-Cl complex (1)7 
 
All Cr(salen) complexes were synthesised using Schlenk techniques.  Dry tetrahydrofuran 
(THF, 10 mL) was added to a mixture of CrCl2 (0.184 g, 1.50 mmol, 1.5 equiv) and 
monomeric ligand (0.546 g, 1.00 mmol, 1 equiv).  The mixture was stirred under N2 for 6 
h. and saturated aqueous ammonium chloride was added (10 mL).  The mixture was then 
stirred under air for 6 h before being diluted with tert-butyl-methyl ether (25 mL).  The 
aqueous layer was removed before washing the organic layer with saturated ammonium 
chloride (25 mL x 4) and brine (25 mL x 2), dried over Na2SO4, concentrated under 
vacuum, and dried by azeotropic distillation with benzene (3 x 5 mL) to give the product as 
a brown solid (0.557 g, 0.88 mmol, 88%). 
 
3.2.2.2 Preparation of 2,2’-((1R,2R)-(-)-1,2-
cyclohexanediylbis)((E)(nitrilomethylidyne))Bis(4-(tert-butyl) -
6-4-(4-morpholinylmethyl)phenol) CrIII Cl complex (3)7 
 
All Cr(salen) complexes were synthesised using Schlenk techniques.  Dry tetrahydrofuran 
(THF, 10 mL) was added to a mixture of CrCl2 (0.058 g, 0.47 mmol, 1.5 equiv) and 
monomeric ligand (0.200 g, 0.32 mmol, 1 equiv).  The mixture was stirred under N2 for 6 
h. and saturated aqueous ammonium chloride was added (10 mL).  The mixture was then 
stirred under air for 6 h before being diluted with tert-butyl-methyl ether (25 mL).  The 
aqueous layer was removed before washing the organic layer with saturated ammonium 
chloride (25 mL x 4) and brine (25 mL x 2), dried over Na2SO4, concentrated under 
vacuum, and dried by azeotropic distillation with benzene (3 x 5 mL) to give the product as 
a brown solid (0.040 g, 0.055 mmol, 17 %). 
3.2.2.3 Preparation of 2,2′-[(1R,2R)-1,2-Cyclohexanediylbis[(E)-
(nitrilomethylidyne)]bis[4-(tert-butyl)-6-(4-
piperidinylmethyl)phenol] CrIII Cl complex (4)7 
 
All Cr(salen) complexes were synthesised using Schlenk techniques.  Dry tetrahydrofuran 
(THF, 10 mL) was added to a mixture of CrCl2 (0.058 g, 0.48 mmol, 1.5 equiv) and 
monomeric ligand (0.200 g, 0.32 mmol, 1 equiv).  The mixture was stirred under N2 for 6 Chapter Three   Experimental 
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h. and saturated aqueous ammonium chloride was added (10 mL).  The mixture was then 
stirred under air for 6 h before being diluted with tert-butyl-methyl ether (25 mL).  The 
aqueous layer was removed before washing the organic layer with saturated ammonium 
chloride (25 mL x 4) and brine (25 mL x 2), dried over Na2SO4, concentrated under 
vacuum, and dried by azeotropic distillation with benzene (3 x 5 mL) to give the product as 
a brown solid (0.105 g, 0.15 mmol, 31%). 
3.3  Characterisation 
 
Infrared spectra of complexes were recorded as Nujol mulls between CsI plates over the 
range 4000200 cm
1 using Perkin-Elmer 983G.  Infrared spectra of ligands were 
recorded as pure compound solid samples using a Thermo Nicolet 380 FT-IR 
spectrometer with a Smart Orbit Goldengate attachment.  1H and 13C{1H} NMR spectra 
were recorded at ambient temperatures using a Bruker AV300 spectrometer and 
referenced internally to the solvent resonance.  Mass spectra were obtained by positive ion 
electrospray (ES+) in a methanol solution using a VG Biotech platform.  Reference UV/Vis 
spectra were recorded using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 19 spectrometer as solids by diffuse 
reflectance (DR) using BaSO4 as a diluent.  Solution UV/Vis spectra were obtained using 
Perkin-Elmer Lambda 2s with a double beam or a Perkin-Elmer Lambda XLS with a single 
beam.  In both cases the samples were dissolved in ethanol and referenced with a blank of 
the solvent used.  The wavelength range measured was 50,000 - 12,500 cm-1 (200-800 
nm). 
3.3.1   Characterisation of salen ligand 1  
ES+ (m/z ): 635 [C36H54N2O2]+; UV/Vis frequency (EtOH)/cm-1 (ε/dm3mol-1cm-1) 30300 
(9000). IR (nujol mull)/cm-1: 2949 (υCH), 2867 (υCH2), 1629 (υ imine), 1592 (υ C=C).  1H 
NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ ppm 1.16 (s, 18 H, tBu) 1.33 (s, 18 H, tBu) 1.51 - 1.93 (m, 8 H, 
CH2 methylene) 3.18 - 3.30 (m, 2 H, N-CH) 6.90 (d, J=2.56 Hz, 2 H, CH aromatic) 7.22 (d, 
J=2.20 Hz, 2 H, CH aromatic) 8.22 (s, 2 H, N=CH) 13.64 (s, 2 H, OH). 
3.3.2   Charactersation of salen ligand 3 
ES+ (m/z ): 719 [C38H56N4O4]+; UV/Vis frequency (EtOH)/cm-1 (ε/dm3mol-1cm-1) 35700 
(1410), 29400 (4650), 23500 (380); IR (golden gate) 2951 (υCH), 2848 (υCH2), 1624 (υ 
imine), 1596 (υ C=C) cm-1; 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ ppm 1.26 (s, 18 H, tBu) 1.35 - 1.99 
(m, 8 H, CH2 methylene) 2.46 - 2.57 (m, 8 H, N-CH2) 3.26 - 3.38 (m, 2 H, N-CH) 3.57 (d, 
J=14.27 Hz, 4 H, NCH2 next to aromatic ring) 3.68 - 3.77 (m, 8 H, O-CH2) 7.09 (s, 2 H, CH Chapter Three   Experimental 
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aromatic) 7.33 - 7.40 (m, 2 H, CH aromatic closest to N) 8.30 (s, 2 H, N=CH) 13.41 - 13.52 
(m, 2 H, OH). 
3.3.3   Charactersation of salen ligand 4 
ES+ (m/z ): 715 [C40H60N4O2]+; UV/Vis frequency (EtOH)/cm-1 (ε/dm3mol-1cm-1) 35700 
(1620), 29400 (4580), 23500 (350); IR (golden gate) 2928 (υCH), 2852 (υCH2), 1630 (υ 
imine), 1598 (υ C=C) cm-1; 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ ppm 1.17 (s, 18 H, tBu) 1.50 (d, 
J=5.49 Hz, 20 H, CH2 methylene and N ring) 2.35 (br. s., 8 H, N-CH on the N ring) 3.17 - 
3.28 (m, 2 H, N-CH) 3.45 (d, J=14.27 Hz, 4 H, N-CH2) 6.95 - 7.02 (m, 2 H, CH aromatic) 
7.23 - 7.32 (m, 2 H, CH aromatic closest to N) 8.21 (s, 2 H, N=CH). 
3.3.4   Characterisation of salen complex 1 
UV/Vis Frequency (EtOH)/cm-1 (ε/dm3mol-1cm-1) 32300 (6730), 23500 (2620), 20400 
(950); IR (nujol mull) 2950 (υCH), 2860 (υCH2), 1620 (υ imine), 1535 (υ C=C), 365 (υ Cr-
Cl) cm-1. 
3.3.5   Characterisation of salen complex 3 
ES+ (m/z ): 719 [salen complex 3 + H+]; UV/Vis frequency (EtOH)/cm-1 (ε/dm3mol-1cm-1) 
35700 (7330), 29400 (2160), 23500 (1800), 20000 (180); IR (nujol mull) 2931 (υCH), 
2850 (υCH2), 1620 (υ imine), 1550 (υ C=C), 475 (υ Cr-Cl)cm-1. 
3.3.6   Characterisation of salen complex 4 
ES+ (m/z ): 715 [salen complex 4 + H+]; UV/Vis frequency (EtOH)/cm-1 (ε/dm3mol-1cm-1) 
35700 (7800), 29400 (2940), 25000 (2730); IR (Nujol mull) 2930 (υCH), 2850 (υCH2), 
1631 (υ imine), 1547 (υ C=C), 454 (υ Cr-Cl) cm-1. 
 
3.4 Preparation of Iodosobenzene8 
 
Finely ground iodosobenzene diacetate (32.20 g, 0.10 mol) was placed in a beaker; 3M 
sodium hydroxide was added over a 5 minute period with vigorous stirring.  The lumps of 
solid that form were triturated with a stirring rod for 15 minutes, and the reaction mixture 
was left to stand for an additional 45 minutes to complete the reaction. Water (100 mL) 
was added, the mixture was stirred vigorously and the crude solid was collected on a 
Buchner funnel.  The wet solid was returned to the beaker and triturated in 200 mL water.  
The solid was again collected on the Buchner funnel, washed there with water (15 mL), 
and dried by maintaining suction.  Final purification was achieved by triturating the dried Chapter Three   Experimental 
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solid in chloroform (75 mL).  The iodosobenzene was separated by filtration and air dried. 
(20.825 g, 0.95 mol, 95%). 
3.5  Epoxidation of trans-β-methylstyrene by the Cr(V)=O 
salen catalysts9 
 
Iodosobenzene (0.0125 g, 0.057 mmol, 1.2 equiv) was added to a stirred solution of the 
salen complex 1 (0.030 g, 0.047 mmol, 1 equiv) in CH3CN (5 mL).  A deep green/black 
colour appeared.  After stirring for 30 minutes this solution was filtered and the filtrate 
cooled to 0 °C using an ice/water bath.  Ph3PO (0.0132 g, 0.047 mmol, 1 equiv) was added, 
after 5 minutes trans-β-methylstyrene (0.006 mL, 0.047 mmol, 1 equiv).  The reaction 
mixture was stirred at 0 °C until the solution was orange-brown indicating the reaction 
had gone to completion. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue treated with 
diethyl ether.  The diethyl ether washings were flushed through an alumina plug. 
3.6 Spectroscopic Techniques 
 
The HERFD, normal XANES and RIXS spectra were collected at beamline ID26 at the 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France).  The storage ring was 
operated in 16 bunch mode with a beam current of between 60 to 90 mA with an electron 
energy of 6 GeV.  The incident energy was selected with a Si (311) double crystal 
monochromator, the monochromator was calibrated by using a Cr metal foil.  The 
incoming beam passed a Si-coated collimating mirror, the monochromator, and a Si-
coated focusing mirror (rejecting higher harmonics).  For the energy resolved 
measurement of the K α emitted X-rays 5 spherically bent (R = 1 m) Ge (422) crystals in 
Rowland geometry were used with an avalanche photo diode (APD) as counter.  The 
overall energy resolution of the spectrometer was determined to be 0.6 eV by scanning the 
elastic peak.  HERFD XANES spectra were recorded by setting the spectrometer to the 
maximum of the Cr Kα1 fluorescence line.  The samples were measured as pressed 
powders, and in some cases as solutions, and were orientated at 45◦ relative to the incident 
beam.  The Kβ emission lines were measured using a spherically bent Ge (333) crystal with 
a 850 mm bending radius.  The energy resolution was determined to be 1 eV.  To obtain 
the 2-dimensional 1s2p RIXS planes, scans were recorded as a function of incident energy 
and the measured fluorescence energy was varied in steps of 0.4 eV. 
 
Quick pre-edge scans were taken before and after the collection of the RIXS planes in 
order to test for any beam damage experienced by the samples.  The RIXS data processing Chapter Three   Experimental 
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was done with MATLAB (The MathWorks TM, Inc.) using codes developed by the ID26 
staff. The measured intensities were plotted in a 2-dimensional grid of incident energy (Ω) 
versus energy transfer or final state energy (Ω−ω, where ω is the emitted energy).  The 
main edge in the Cr spectra does not have any visible effects on the pre-edge region and so 
was not subtracted.  
 
The L-edge XANES experiments were performed at beamline I06 at Diamond Light 
Source (Harwell Science and Innovation Park, Didcot, UK).  The storage ring was operated 
in normal mode with a beam current of 250 mA with an electron energy of 3 GeV.  The 
incident energy was selected with a collimated light plane grating monochromator with a 
2.250 fixed focus constant.  The experiments were measured in total electron yield 
mode, where the sample is connected to ground through an ammeter and the 
neutralization current is monitored by a total electron yield detector.  The overall energy 
resolution of the spectrometer was determined to be 0.05 eV.  Due to the fact that the soft 
X-rays are absorbed by air the synchrotron radiation travels from the ring in an evacuated 
beamline to the end-station where the samples are mounted in a UHV chamber. 
3.6.1  Cr K-edge XANES FEFF9 calculations 
 
FEFF is an automated program for performing ab initio multiple scattering calculations of 
X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS), X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES) 
and various other spectra for clusters of atoms.  The code provides scattering amplitudes 
and phases used in many modern XAFS analysis codes, as well as various other 
properties10. 
FEFF9 has a variety of new features and options over that of FEFF8.  The improvements 
include; 1) ab initio Debye-Waller factors; 2) improved treatment of inelastic losses; 3) an 
improved treatment of the core hole interaction; and 4) more accurate treatment of 
crystalline systems11. 
FEFF also allows the simultaneous calculation of excitation spectra and electronic 
structure of materials.  The approach takes into account core hole effects and can include 
local fields.  The possible applications of the program include performing simulations of 
extended X-ray-Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) experiments, full multiple scattering 
calculations of various X-ray Absorption Spectra (XAS) and projected local densities of 
states (LDOS) calculations10.  The spectra include X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure 
(XANES), non-resonant X-ray Emission Spectra (XES) as shown in this work but other 
types of spectroscopy can also be simulated especially with the development of FEFF9. Chapter Three   Experimental 
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The theoretical frame work behind the FEFF code is based on the real-space Green’s 
function approach for which the explicit calculation of final states is avoided by expressing 
the Fermi Golden rule in terms of a single-particle Green’s function in the presence of an 
appropriately screened core hole (‘final state rule’)12.  There are two factors in the 
development of the FEFF code, which offer the possibility to interpret XANES either in 
terms of the local electronic structure or within an EXAFS-like scattering picture and 
these are i) the implementation of full multiple scattering (FMS) cluster calculations of 
both XAS and the density of states (DOS) and ii) the use of self-consistent field (SCF) 
potentials12. 
In FEFF the SCF loop calculates the Coulomb potentials, the electron density, the Fermi 
energy Ef, occupation numbers and the charge transfer qi between atoms12.  It is the charge 
transfer that accounts for the chemical properties of the different elements such as 
oxidation state and electron affinity and therefore is especially important in coordination 
compounds, for which metal-ligand bonding occurs through charge transfer (dative 
bonding)12.  The X-ray absorption spectrum based on the SCF scattering potentials 
contains information on chemical properties such as hybridisation and charge transfer 12, 
it is because of this that we are able to obtain structural and electronic information on the 
system. 
3.6.1.1  Parameters used in the FEFF9 simulations 
 
Cr2O3: Exchange model [ixc]: 2 (ground state + a constant imaginary part); E0 correction 
/Fermi level shift [Vr]: -1.17; pure imaginary potential [Vi]: -1.4; ground state potential 
[ixc0]; 2; SCF: 6.0; FMS: 12.0.  Three different potential labels were used for the 
absorbing Cr atom, the non-absorbing Cr atom and the O atom. 
The SCF calculations were performed on a cluster with a radius of 6 Å that contains 92 
atoms of the molecule and FMS calculations with a radius of 12 Å that contains all 499 
atoms of the molecule.  The coordinates of the input structure was obtained from X-ray 
crystal structure database. 
CrO3: Exchange model [ixc]: 2 (ground state + a constant imaginary part); E0 correction 
/Fermi level shift [Vr]: -1.17; pure imaginary potential [Vi]: -1.4; ground state potential 
[ixc0]; 2; SCF: 6.0; FMS: 12.0.  Three different potential labels were used for the 
absorbing Cr atom, the non-absorbing Cr atom and the O atom. 
The SCF calculations were performed on a cluster with a radius of 6 Å that contains 66 
atoms of the molecule and FMS calculations with a radius of 12 Å that contains all 66 Chapter Three   Experimental 
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atoms of the molecule.  The coordinates of the input structure was obtained from X-ray 
crystal structure database. 
CrCl3: Exchange model [ixc]: 2 (ground state + a constant imaginary part); E0 correction 
/Fermi level shift [Vr]: -1.17; pure imaginary potential [Vi]: -1.4; ground state potential 
[ixc0]; 2; SCF: 6.0; FMS: 12.0.  Three different potential labels were used for the 
absorbing Cr atom, the non-absorbing Cr atom and the Cl atom. 
The SCF calculations were performed on a cluster with a radius of 6 Å that contains 41 
atoms of the molecule and FMS calculations with a radius of 12 Å that contains all 41 
atoms of the molecule.  The coordinates of the input structure was obtained from X-ray 
crystal structure database. 
K2CrO4: Exchange model [ixc]: 2 (ground state + a constant imaginary part); E0 
correction /Fermi level shift [Vr]: -1.17; pure imaginary potential [Vi]: 0; ground state 
potential [ixc0]; 2; SCF: 6.0; FMS: 12.0.  Four different potential labels were used for the 
absorbing Cr atom, the non-absorbing Cr atom, the K atom and the O atom. 
The SCF calculations were performed on a cluster with a radius of 6 Å that contains 49 
atoms of the molecule and FMS calculations with a radius of 12 Å that contains all 71 
atoms of the molecule.  The coordinates of the input structure was obtained from X-ray 
crystal structure database. 
K2Cr2O7: Exchange model [ixc]: 2 (ground state + a constant imaginary part); E0 
correction /Fermi level shift [Vr]: -1.17; pure imaginary potential [Vi]: 0; ground state 
potential [ixc0]; 2; SCF: 6.0; FMS: 12.0.  Four different potential labels were used for the 
absorbing Cr atom, the non-absorbing Cr atom, the K atom and the O atom. 
The SCF calculations were performed on a cluster with a radius of 6 Å that contains 51 
atoms of the molecule and FMS calculations with a radius of 12 Å that contains all 51 
atoms of the molecule.  The coordinates of the input structure was obtained from X-ray 
crystal structure database. 
Na2CrO4: Exchange model [ixc]: 2 (ground state + a constant imaginary part); E0 
correction /Fermi level shift [Vr]: -1.17; pure imaginary potential [Vi]: 0; ground state 
potential [ixc0]; 2; SCF: 6.0; FMS: 12.0.  Four different potential labels were used for the 
absorbing Cr atom, the non-absorbing Cr atom, the Na atom and the O atom. 
The SCF calculations were performed on a cluster with a radius of 6 Å that contains 60 
atoms of the molecule and FMS calculations with a radius of 12 Å that contains all 93 Chapter Three   Experimental 
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atoms of the molecule.  The coordinates of the input structure was obtained from X-ray 
crystal structure database. 
Na2Cr2O7: Exchange model [ixc]: 2 (ground state + a constant imaginary part); E0 
correction /Fermi level shift [Vr]: -1.17; pure imaginary potential [Vi]: 0; ground state 
potential [ixc0]; 2; SCF: 6.0; FMS: 12.0.  Four different potential labels were used for the 
absorbing Cr atom, the non-absorbing Cr atom, the Na atom and the O atom. 
The SCF calculations were performed on a cluster with a radius of 6 Å that contains 51 
atoms of the molecule and FMS calculations with a radius of 12 Å that contains all 51 
atoms of the molecule.  The coordinates of the input structure was obtained from X-ray 
crystal structure database. 
Cr(acac)3: Exchange model [ixc]: 2 (ground state + a constant imaginary part); E0 
correction /Fermi level shift [Vr]: -1.17; pure imaginary potential [Vi]: -1.4; ground state 
potential [ixc0]; 2; SCF: 6.0; FMS: 12.0.  Three different potential labels were used for the 
absorbing Cr atom, the C atom and the O atom.  
The SCF calculations were performed on a cluster with a radius of 6 Å that contains 42 
atoms of the molecule and FMS calculations with a radius of 12 Å that contains all 42 
atoms of the molecule.  The coordinates of the input structure was obtained from X-ray 
crystal structure database. 
Cr(CO)6: (no distortion) Exchange model [ixc]: 2 (ground state + a constant imaginary 
part); E0 correction /Fermi level shift [Vr]: -1.17; pure imaginary potential [Vi]: -1.4; 
ground state potential [ixc0]; 2; SCF: 6.0; FMS: 12.0.  Four different potential labels were 
used for the absorbing Cr atom, the non-absorbing Cr atom, the C atom and the O atom. 
The SCF calculations were performed on a cluster with a radius of 6 Å that contains 64 
atoms of the molecule and FMS calculations with a radius of 12 Å that contains all 458 
atoms of the molecule.  The coordinates of the input structure was obtained from X-ray 
crystal structure database. 
3.6.2   Cr L-edge XANES CTM calculations 
 
Theoretical Cr L-edge calculations were performed using the Charge Transfer Multiplet 
(CTM) program developed by de Groot13.  The strength of the crystal field (in both the 
initial and the final state) and a factor with which to reduce the ab initio Hartree-Fock 
values are needed as inputs for the CTM calculations.  The shape, position, and intensity of 
the peaks (after broadening) appear to be mainly influenced by the crystal field strength Chapter Three   Experimental 
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and the 3d-3d Slater- Condon parameters (F2 and F4).  The crystal field strength 
parameters for these XAS calculations are related to those derived from UV/Vis spectra, 
however as explained in chapter 4 the initial and final state values are different.  This may 
be partly affected by the presence of a core hole.  Crystal field parameters (10Dq) ranging 
from 1 eV to 3 eV were employed relatively successfully in the Cr L2,3 edge CTM 
calculations of Cr references.  
 
For our calculations, we assumed perfect octahedral (Oh) or tetrahedral (Td) symmetry 
and tried 10Dq values between 1 and 3 eV.  This is obviously not the correct geometry for 
all samples but they are the only two options in the code, and therefore is the only thing 
that can be done.  The scaling parameter for the Slater integrals was varied between 40% 
and 70%.  A Lorentzian broadening of 0.1-0.9 eV (HWHM) and a Gaussian broadening of 
0.2 eV (σ) was used to convert the discrete electronic transitions into a continuous 
spectrum.  The CTM calculations did not contain an estimate of the absolute energy. The 
absolute energy scale was therefore adjusted manually to match the experimental data. 
 
3.6.2.1 Parameters used in the CTM calculations 
 
Cr2O3: 10Dq = 2 eV, SK = 70%, 2Γ = 0.1 up to 582eV, then 0.7 after, σ = 0.3eV.  CrCl3: 
10Dq = 1 eV, SK = 60%, 2Γ = 0.1 up to 585 eV, then 0.4 after, σ = 0.2 eV.  Cr(acac)3: 
10Dq = 2 eV, SK = 75%, 2Γ = 0.2 up to 582eV, then 0.7 after, σ = 0.2eV.  Na2CrO4: 10Dq 
= -1.6 eV, SK = 40%, 2Γ = 0.2 up to 597 eV, then 0.7 after, σ = 0.2 eV.  CrO3: 10Dq = -3 
eV, SK = 50%, 2Γ = 0.4 up to 597 eV, then 0.9 after, σ = 0.8 eV, Spin-orbit on, no charge 
transfer.  Cr(salen1): 10Dq = 2 eV, SK = 65%, 2Γ = 0.1 up to 586 eV, then 0.6 after, σ = 
0.2 eV, Spin-orbit on, no charge transfer.  Cr(salen3): 10Dq = 2 eV, SK = 65%, 2Γ = 0.1 
up to 584 eV, then 0.6 after, σ = 0.2 eV, Spin-orbit on, no charge transfer.  Cr(salen4): 
10Dq = 2 eV, SK = 65%, 2Γ = 0.1 up to 586 eV, then 0.6 after, σ = 0.2 eV, Spin-orbit on, no 
charge transfer. 
The Slater integrals are calculated with the Hartree-Fock approach within the RCN code of 
Cowan14, these HF values are reduced by 20% to take into account configuration 
interaction effects.  These 80% of HF values describe the atomic spectra well14.  The 3d 
spin-orbit interaction is ‘switched on’. 
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3.6.3 Cr RIXS RGAss calculations 
 
The RGAss program used to calculate the 1s2p RIXS experiments is a PC interface to the 
Atomic Multiplet Code written by R.D.Cowan (LANL) with extensions by B.T.Thole and 
others.  The program consists of different components used to produce the final 
simulation; RCN/RCN2/RCG - Copyright Los Alamos National Laboratory and U.S. 
Government, RACER - Copyright 1984-1996 B. T. Thole and TFluor - Copyright B. T. 
Thole, H. Ogasawara, M. A. van Veenendaal, P. Ferriani, and C. M. Bertoni. 
RGAss includes the electronic configurations for the ground states, intermediate states 
and final sates in the excitation and emission processes as well as parameters for the local 
geometry of the central atom, crystal field splitting value, the type of transition probed 
(dipole or quadrupole), charge transfer effects, p-d / d-d interactions (Upd and Udd +and 
degree of mixing) and a Gaussian broadening of full width at full maximum (FWFM), this 
is in contrast to that used in the CTM approach which uses the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM). 
3.6.3.1 Parameters used in the RGAss calculations 
 
Cr2O3:  charge transfer: on, crystal field value: 2, Slater integral reduction: 70%.  CrO3: 
charge transfer: off, crystal field value: 3, Slater integral reduction: 50%.  CrCl3: charge 
transfer: on, crystal field value: 2, Slater integral reduction: 60%.  K2CrO4: charge 
transfer: off, crystal field value: 0.7, Slater integral reduction: 40%.  K2Cr2O7: charge 
transfer: , crystal field value: , Slater integral reduction: %.  Cr(acac)3: charge transfer: 
on, crystal field value: 2, Slater integral reduction: 75%.  Cr(salen1): charge transfer: on, 
crystal field value: 2, Slater integral reduction: 65%.  Cr(salen3): charge transfer: on, 
crystal field value: 2, s Slater integral reduction: 65%.  Cr(salen4): charge transfer: on, 
crystal field value: 2, Slater integral reduction: 65%. 
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Chapter Four: Systematic spectroscopic study of 
reference chromium materials 
 
4.1  Introduction 
 
In order to develop a deeper understanding of the RIXS technique, it is important to start 
this study with a systematic investigation of reference chromium compounds with well 
defined structures and oxidation states.  This chapter begins by looking at the Cr K-edge 
XANES as well as Cr L-edge  absorption spectra along with associated calculations before 
moving on to emission studies.  Later in the chapter Kβ emission studies as well as RIXS 
spectra for the same compounds are shown.  Understanding the information obtained 
from XES, HERFD and RIXS is still in its initial stages.  The underlying theory is not 
straightforward, with different core holes at different stages of the RIXS process 
interacting with all other molecular orbitals, and is still very much under development 
using different theoretical approaches.  All will be demonstrated in a step-by-step manner 
in this chapter. 
 
At the Cr K-edge the 1s→4p transition is probed, providing direct information on the 
unoccupied density of states (DOS) with p-character.  The L-edge originates from the 
2p→3d transition and therefore provides direct information on the metal 3d shell, which 
is fundamental in determining the chemistry of transition metals.  The 1s2p RIXS (1s 
denotes the primary excitation and 2p refers to the location of the core hole in the final 
state) contains information similar to both the Cr K- and L-edges as well as 
complementary information regarding the electronic structure of the filled density of 
states 1.  The RIXS spectrum provides a clearer picture of the pre-edge features including 
higher resolution and separation of features due to a reduced lifetime broadening affecting 
the spectrum 1d, 2.  This then means that the direct correlation between the absorption and 
emission features is revealed.  As well as the additional information regarding the pre-
edges, we also indirectly probe the L-edge due to the fact that the final state in the RIXS 
process is the same as the final state reached in the direct L-edge experiments 1d.  The Kβ 
emission studies provide information on the nature of the ligands surrounding the central 
Cr atom.  Looking at the valence-to-core emission lines gives us detailed information on 
the first coordination shell of Cr; the Kβ emission spectra of 3d metals are known to show 
pronounced chemical sensitivity 3. 
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There are two distinct methods of addressing the analysis of the pre-edge region; the 
finger print approach, using the pre-edge as a comparison with known references, and the 
calculations to accurately simulate the experiment.  Previously the Cr K-edge XANES 
region of reference compounds has frequently been used as a fingerprint in terms of 
analysing less defined systems.  XANES spectra are taken of compounds with well defined 
geometries and oxidation states and these are then used to compare to the XANES spectra 
of unknowns.  In the XAS study of the Phillips catalyst by E. Groppo et al.4 CrO3 and Cr2O3 
XANES spectra were measured and compared to that of the Cr catalyst and used to 
identify the Cr species present.  Similarly the work by M. Santhosh Kumar et al.5 also uses 
XANES spectra of model compounds to assess the different phases of the Cr active species 
present in the industrial Cr catalysts for the dehydrogenation of propane.  The work by F.G. 
Requejo et al.6 uses the XANES spectra of pure Cr(CO)6, Cr2O3 and K2Cr2O7 to compare 
directly with their supported Cr materials (Cr-MCM-41), the purpose being to deduce 
coordination geometry and oxidation state by inspection of pre-edge features and edge 
shifts.  Wilke and co-workers determined a correlation between pre-edge intensity and the 
local site symmetry 7.  So even without a detailed theoretical analysis, the pre-edge and 
edge structures can be used to derive detailed information on the possible types of species 
present.  Although such approaches to analysing the pre-edge region are interesting, there 
is a great deal more information that can be extracted by performing detailed calculations8. 
 
This chapter focuses on Cr references with known and well defined oxidation states and 
structures, which help to explore and develop the different X-ray absorption and emission 
techniques. The following chapter will then investigate homogeneous Cr catalysts in detail. 
First the Cr reference compounds were characterised with Cr K-edge XAS, both normal 
and HERFD experiments were performed along with theoretical simulations using FEFF9.  
These were followed with Cr L-edge XAS (both soft X-ray and, indirect, hard X-ray studies) 
and X-ray emission studies (XES, RIXS).   
4.2 Theory 
 
The different theoretical approaches used to calculate the pre-edges are generally 
considered as belonging to one of three categories; (i) the multi-electronic approach based 
on the Ligand Field Multiplet theory (LFM)9, (ii) the single-particle approach based on 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) 10, an (iii) the many-body Green’s function methods 11. 
 
In this work we use the first and third approach.  The XAS K-edge XANES are simulated 
using the FEFF code in order to perform local density of states calculations.  FEFF is a real 
space multiple scattering code based on a single electron excitation 12.  The basic Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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independent particle theory of XAS is already well developed, but ignores many important 
many-body effects which are important for reliable XANES simulations 12.  For this reason 
more recent theoretical studies are aimed at first principles calculation and the modelling 
of many-body effects beyond that of the single particle picture 12.  The developments are 
based on the real-space Green’s function (RSGF) approach, and include the treatment of 
many-body effects.  The three principles behind the improved calculations from FEFF8.4 
to FEFF9 are: i) an extension of the RSGF code for full-spectrum calculations; ii) an 
efficient many-pole representation of the dielectric function; iii) an efficient Lanczos 
approach for phonon spectra and Debye-Waller (DW) factors 12.  The FEFF9 approach also 
includes solid state effects (edge shifts, fine structure, and temperature dependent Debye-
Waller factors).   
 
The RSGF approach has already been widely used in the analysis of Extended X-ray 
Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) as well as for XANES 13.  An X-ray absorption 
spectrum is basically a measurement of the ‘X-ray absorption coefficient’(μ(ω)) which 
characterises the decay in intensity (I) of X-rays passing though a material of a given 
thickness (d) 14. 
 
I (d) = I0e −μ(ω)d                                                       (equation 1) 
 
The FEFF program includes limited input parameters; the type of exchange potential, the 
ranges of Full Multiple Scattering (FMS) and Self-Consistent Field (SCF) muffin tin 
potential calculations, the maximum angular quantum number, and the atomic numbers 
of the central absorbing atom in the sample, and its surrounding neighbours, along with 
their coordinates 8a.  These can be generated from ATOMS (one of the cards in the FEFF 
input file) using crystallographic data.  Recent advances in FEFF have seen the 
development of parameter free approaches for calculations of the spectra that include 
many-body effects 12.  
 
The Charge Transfer Multiplet approach is not used for the calculations at the K-edge as 
there is no need to consider any multiplet effects, because the single electron description 
works well.  However it is used when looking at the L2,3 edges of Cr.  The multiplet 
calculations describe the transition for a single Cr ion from a 3dn ground state to 2p3dn+1 
final state (2p denotes the position of the core hole) 15.   
 
All multiplet calculations start with the atomic multiplet calculations and then different 
effects are included afterwards 16.  Cowan’s atomic multiplet program is used to calculate Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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the initial and final state, final state coulomb and exchange interactions, and the 2p and 
3d spin orbit interactions 15.   
 
In CTM theory, in addition we take into account the many-body effects that become 
important in the case of the Cr L-edges, i.e. the charge transfer and multiplet effects 17.  In 
this calculation charge transfer effects and covalency are taken into account by a reduction 
of the ab initio Hartree-Fock values of the coulomb and exchange integrals 15.  The local 
symmetry is described using a crystal field splitting only.  Both of these factors are 
important for the calculation of most XPS and XAS spectra for transition metal systems 17.   
 
The CTM theory is an extension of the atomic multiplet theory; in this case the atomic 
multiplet coupling effect is taken into account for each configuration.  So as well as 
coupling the 3dn,3dn+1L states through the hybridisation effect (charge transfer effect 
between the ligand p and transition metal 3d states), in the CTM theory the atomic 
multiplet effect is taken into account in each of the 3dn,3dn+1L states 17.  In the final state of 
the transition metal 2p XAS, the 2p53dn+1, 2p53dn+2L configurations are coupled through 
the charge transfer effect and the atomic multiplet coupling is included in each of these 
two configurations 17-18.  The CTM calculation has the option to include more 
configurations, including the next charge transfer state, metal-ligand charge transfer  
(3dN-1L) and adding two charge transfer channels 18.  The core hole potential is assumed to 
act only on the 3d states.  This is an approximation and the interactions of the core hole on 
other valence electrons are neglected 19.  The inclusion of the crystal field effects have 
turned out to be very successful.  The reason for the success of this model is that the 
explained properties are mainly determined by symmetry considerations (described with 
crystal field splitting) 18.   
 
In short, the calculations of the transition metal 2p XAS consist of 3 main steps.  The first 
part of the calculation produces the energy levels in the initial state 3dn multiplet and the 
final state 2p53dn+1 multiplet in spherical (O(3)) symmetry.  The second step is the 
calculation of the atomic multiplet spectrum by means of the dipole transition from 
ground state to all final states.  Finally the projection of all spherical multiplets to cubic 
(Oh) symmetry is determined 9b.  The effect of the cubic crystal field is essentially the 
reduction in symmetry from spherical to cubic.  The local symmetry is described using a 
crystal field splitting.  In Oh symmetry, the 3d orbitals are split into eg and t2g orbitals with 
an energy difference of 10Dq (for Td they are split into e and t2 respectively).  In lowering 
the symmetry to D4h, the orbitals are further split by the ligand field parameters Ds and Dt, 
however only Ds is used as a parameter in the calculation 15.  The program allows Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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octahedral (Oh), tetrahedral (Td) and D4h geometries to be calculated; however this refers 
to the local geometry around the central metal only and therefore further structural (and 
electronic) information on the materials, in our case the surrounding ligands, cannot be 
included as an extended structure is not input into the program, the only ligand effects 
taken into account are the geometry and the crystal field 18. 
 
The crystal field parameters (also called Ligand Field parameters 16) and the reduction 
factor are obtained by comparison of the simulation with the experimental spectra; 
therefore they are obtained from the calculation.  The broadening of the line spectrum is 
determined by the lifetime of the final states which in turn is determined by Auger decay 
from this final state (2pdn+1) 15.  Individual spectral features and shoulders can therefore 
have different broadening factors 15-16, 18, however the calculated spectra are broadened as 
a whole with a Lorentzian of 2Г eV full width at half maximum and convoluted with a 
Gaussian of σ eV 15 which describes the total lifetime and instrumental broadening 
processes occurring in the experiment 16. 
 
The 1s2p Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering experiments are calculated using a program 
called RGAss.  This program works in a similar way to the CTM approach and also 
includes multiplet and charge transfer effects as well as a crystal field component.  One 
difference is the Gaussian broadening; in the CTM approach the Gaussian is taken as the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) and in the RGAss program it is taken at full 
maximum.  This leads to a difference of a factor of 2. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Cr K-edge  
 
The experimental Cr K-edge XANES, HERFD and associated FEFF9 calculations for a 
series of reference compounds are shown below, figure 3.  From these spectra it is possible 
to see the merits of the high resolution XANES experiments over the normal XANES.  The 
HERFD experiments provide increased resolution along with more pronounced features 
compared to those shown in the normal XANES experiments and have proved to be an 
important development in the determination of spectral details for the K pre-edge region.  
These additional features resolved in the HERFD also show how well these advanced 
multiple scattering calculations reproduce the pre-edge.  Adding the calculated empty 
density of states (DOS) plots with the XANES allows us to identify the different orbital 
contributions to the XANES features, thus revealing the orbitals/transitions probed Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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during the experiment and therefore gaining insights into the electronic structure of the 
central Cr atom.   
 
 
Figure 1  Experimental setup of the Cr reference powder samples 
for XAS analysis. 
 
Figure 1 shows the position of the plate of Cr reference pressed powder pellets in the path 
of the X-ray beam and the crystal analysers.  All experiments were carried out as pressed 
powders and at room temperature. 
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Figure 2  Molecular orbital energy level diagram for ‘perfect’ octahedral (left) 
and tetrahedral (right) metal complexes. The annotated t2* orbital on 
the right d and p character as described.   
 
Figure 2 shows a molecular orbital energy level diagram for a typical Oh and Td metal 
complex.  This is useful in explaining the appearance of the pre-edges of the reference 
materials in terms of the level of orbital hybridisation in each case and will be referred to 
when describing the XANES and HERFD spectra.  In the tetrahedral case (on the right) 
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the mixing of metal d and p-orbitals is observed, which will be referred to again when 
describing the calculated density of states at the pre-edge. 
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Figure 3  Comparison between XANES spectra calculated using FEFF9 
and experimental spectra of normal XANES and High Energy 
Resolution Fluorescence Detection XANES for a series of Cr 
compounds. 
 
Figure 3 shows the Cr K-edge XANES with the HERFD XANES and the XANES 
simulations carried out with FEFF9.  A negative broadening was used in the calculations 
to reproduce the high resolution data.  For each compound the additional information 
available in the high energy resolution spectra is clear, with increased intensity of features 
and more features visible in the pre-edge XANES region.  In the HERFD process we select 
a specific emission line over which to measure the XANES of the sample (in this case the 
Kα1 emission line).  A secondary fluorescence detector with an energy resolution that is 
similar to the core hole lifetime broadening is used, the advantage of this is that only one 
emission line is probed; so the XAS spectrum is only broadened by the 2p core hole 
lifetime rather than of the 1s core hole lifetime (the 2p being larger than the 1s and so 
having a reduced broadening effect).  In this case for Cr this value is 1.08 eV for the K-edge 
and 0.2 eV for L3 20.  It has a sharpening effect on the structures visible when comparing 
the normal and HERFD spectra for Cr2O3 in the pre-edge region.  The different XAS data Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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(normal and HERFD) were collected simultaneously during the same experiment for all of 
the samples shown. 
 
In the spectra for the distorted Oh symmetry Cr2O3 it is evident that there is a lot more 
detail contained within the HERFD.  The first pre-edge peak at around 5991 eV is better 
resolved.  Moving onto the second pre-edge feature we can now see that this is made up of 
three peaks (at 5993, 5994 and 5996 eV), whereas in the normal XANES this appears as 
one broad feature.  Over the edge and up to about 15 eV after the edge we are still able to 
see more detail in  the HERFD compared to the normal XANES, however, after this point 
both the HERFD and normal XANES appear to flatten off which is due to self-absorption 
effects (where emitted photons are absorbed by neighbouring Cr atoms in the sample).  
This takes place because the samples contain a very high percentage of Cr, which was 
necessary to increase signal to noise and reduce data acquisition times in this pre-edge 
region, which is the main interest for this study (EXAFS is not investigated here), and is 
especially helpful for the extended 2D RIXS plots (vide infra). The FEFF9 calculation for 
Cr2O3 reproduces the features at 5991, 5993 eV, although these are not reproduced exactly 
as they appear in the experiment; however the feature at 5994 eV does not appear in the 
calculation and we have a peak at 5996 eV instead.  This might be due to multiple electron 
excitations and the approximate treatment of the core hole interaction in FEFF9 21.  The 
position of the main edge is shifted by approximately 2 eV in the calculated spectrum 
(with an additional shoulder in the main edge), which is also seen for the Cr(acac)3 
calculation (spectra energy aligned on the pre edge features) . 
 
The spectra for tetrahedral CrO3 show a similar trend, the singular pre-edge feature from 
the normal XANES plot is split into two peaks in the HERFD, appearing at 5992 and 5994 
eV.  The peak at 5992 eV appears as a shoulder in the normal XANES but is better 
resolved in the HERFD.  At the edge we see greater resolution than for the normal XANES 
but the flattening off of both lines after the edge is indicative of self absorption.  The 
FEFF9 calculation shows the two features in the pre-edge, with one small peak at 5992 eV 
and the main peak at 5994 eV.  The experimental spectrum shows a small shoulder at 
6005 eV and another at 6009 eV, whereas the calculation shows two additional features at 
slightly lower energies of 6001 eV and 6007 eV.  In the case of the 3d transition metal 
oxides it has been shown by De Vries et al. and quantum mechanical analysis that it is not 
necessarily the valence itself, but more the resulting metal-oxygen distances that 
determine the edge energy in these cases 22.  We can see the increase in structure at the 
pre-edge when moving from the Oh Cr2O3 to the CrO3 which has lower symmetry (Td). 
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The CrCl3 XANES shows much less detail in the pre-edge region for both normal XANES 
and HERFD, compared to the oxide structures above.  We can see one small pre-edge 
feature appearing at 5991 eV and a small shoulder at 5992-5993 eV, this is expected for a 
slightly distorted Oh geometry as we start to see more orbital mixing.  In the calculation 
there are two pre-edge features at 5991 eV and 5993 eV, the intensities are not accurately 
reproduced, but this is not always possible with FEFF 21b, 23.  There is evidence of a 
significant shoulder appearing just before the main edge in the calculation; this is not 
visible in the experimental spectra.  Again, a 2 eV edge shift from calculation to 
experiment is observed, as was observed for Cr2O3, Cr(acac)3 and is observed for the other 
distorted Oh Cr(III) example (see below).  After the edge the experimental spectra contains 
much more detailed features with different intensities compared to the calculation, before 
self absorption effects kick in.  Altogether, FEFF9 does not seem to reproduce the 
experimental spectra for CrCl3 very well.  This may be due to the following reasons; 
multiple electron excitations and approximate treatment of the core hole interactions (as 
mentioned before), inaccurate treatment of the charge-transfer effects in this system, or 
simulation of a slightly different crystal structure from what was measured.  Whereas the 
purple anhydrous CrCl3 was used as a starting compound, it is possible that some hydrate 
was formed during the sample preparation and transfer, albeit no significant colour 
changes were observed after the experiment. 
 
The experimental spectra for CrCl3.6H2O show two pre-edge features in the XANES region 
at 5991 eV and 5992.5 eV.  There is greater resolution going from the normal XANES 
spectrum to the HERFD, this is clear in the sharper appearance of the two pre-edge peaks.  
The main edge-rise starts at 5999 eV and shows a step-like feature at 5999 eV; this feature 
is present in both the normal XANES and the HERFD but appears broader in the normal 
XANES spectrum. The structure of the hydrated chromium chloride is unknown; hence no 
spectra could be simulated.  The XANES is similar to the anhydrous form, so possibly 
indicating Cr-Cl coordinations have the biggest effect on the spectrum, or that the CrCl3 
was in fact hydrated.  Although, the CrCl3 sample appeared bright purple and the hydrated 
form dark green. 
 
The XANES spectra of Td K2CrO4 show an intense pre-edge feature at 5993 eV for both the 
normal and HEFRD XANES.  There is also a second, less intense, peak at 6001 eV in both 
spectra; whereas only in the HERFD there is an additional small shoulder on the high 
energy side just before the edge rise.  The FEFF9 calculation accurately reproduces the 
first intense pre-edge feature at 5993 eV.  The second pre-edge feature is not present in 
the calculation and the edge is shifted by approximately 1 eV.  The absence of the second Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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pre-edge feature at 6001 eV in the calculation could be due to the fact that in the 
experiment distortions occur in atom positions making certain transitions possible that 
are not predicted by FEFF which is based on a reported crystal structure. We have tried to 
reproduce the additional features with FEFF9 but have not been successful.  Another 
factor could again be due to the approximate treatment of the core hole8b. The intensity of 
the pre-edge relative to the main edge is slightly higher than for the experimental XANES, 
this is to be expected as FEFF9 does not always reproduce the relative intensities correctly 
21b, 23.  The absolute energies in the calculation are based on atomic total energy 
calculations using the Dirac-Fock-Desclaux atom code.  The accuracy of this 
approximation varies from a few eV at low Z to a few hundred eV for very large Z.  This 
may be why we often see discrepancies in the edge positions 24.  The muffin-tin approach 
employed in the FEFF calculation is known not to be fully adequate for these types of 
complexes 25. 
 
The Cr (VI) K2Cr2O7 K-edge XANES spectra show a very intense pre-edge feature at 5994 
eV, this feature appears in both the normal XANES and HERFD spectra.  The normal 
XANES spectrum shows a small, broad feature on the low energy side on the first pre-edge 
peak at 5992 eV.  This feature is better resolved in the HERFD XANES and is clearly 
visible as a small feature.  There is also a smaller pre-edge feature at 6002 eV; this appears 
as a broad hump in the normal spectrum, but as a much sharper feature in the HERFD.  
The added resolution obtained from the HERFD reveals a small feature at 6005 eV that is 
not visible in the normal XANES spectrum.  The main edge occurs at around 6007 eV.  
The FEFF9 calculation nicely reproduces the main pre-edge peak at 5994 eV and the main 
edge position at 6007 eV, but the small feature on the low energy side of the main pre-
edge peak is not present in the calculation along with the broad feature at 6002 eV. 
 
Similarly to the potassium chromate sample, Na2CrO4 also shows an intense pre-edge 
feature at 5994 eV, this feature is present in both the normal XANES and the HERFD 
spectra. There is also a second broad feature at 6001 eV, which occurs in both 
experimental spectra.  The main edge occurs at 6007 eV and appears slightly shifted going 
from the normal XANES spectrum to the HERFD spectrum.  The calculation with FEFF9 
reproduces the pre-edge feature at 5994 eV well; the broad feature at 6001 eV is also 
visible in the calculation. There is an additional feature at 6006 eV in the calculation that 
is not present in the experimental spectra; this appears as a small hump visible on the 
edge-rise. It is interesting to observe that although the XANES spectra for the two 
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significantly different between the two.  This could be due to slightly different crystal 
structures as a result of the different sizes of Na and K, with Na being smaller in size. 
 
Na2Cr2O7 shows an intense pre-edge feature at 5994 eV with a small peak on the low 
energy side (5992 eV).  This is present in both the normal XANES and HERFD spectra; 
however the small peak at 5992 eV appears sharper in the HERFD spectra due to the 
increased resolution.  There is a second pre-edge feature at 6002 eV; this appears in the 
normal XANES spectrum but is better resolved in the HERFD spectrum.  The main edge 
occurs at 6006 eV which is reproduced in the FEFF9 simulation.  The simulation also 
reproduces the first main pre-edge feature in the Td sample.  The broad feature observed 
experimentally at 6002 eV is not reproduced by theory, similarly to the K2Cr2O7. 
 
The calculation for the Cr(CO)6 XANES spectra appears to reproduce the experimental 
data surprisingly well, including most of the large number of small pre-edge features 
present.  The normal XANES shows only two broad features at 5991.5 eV and the second 
at 5997 eV, the HERFD XANES shows a lot more detail especially at the second peak.  The 
first peak at 5991.5 eV is better resolved in the HERFD spectra, appearing much sharper.  
The second peak is separated into three features in the HERFD; one at 5994 eV, 5996 eV 
and 5997.5 eV.  The calculation shows two peaks under the first pre-edge feature, shown 
experimentally, with a smaller feature on the low energy side at 5991 eV and the second 
larger peak at 5992.5 eV.  The next peak is at 5993.5 eV but does not coincide exactly with 
that in the HERFD (5994 eV).  There is a broad feature consisting of a few smaller peaks at 
5995 eV, 5996 eV and 5997.5 eV, these peaks all coincide with the broad feature in the 
normal XANES and the two main peaks at 5996 eV and 5997.5 eV match up with those 
seen in the HERFD XANES.  The main edge for the normal and HERFD XANES appears 
at 6006 eV, however there is a shift of 1 eV for the calculated edge which appears at 6005 
eV. 
 
In the XANES spectra for Cr(acac)3 the first pre-edge feature appears at 5991 eV and is 
visible in the normal as well as the HERFD XANES, the second feature, also visible in both, 
is at 5993 eV.  Moving from the normal XANES to the HERFD there is slightly better 
resolution observed in the pre-edge features with the first peak appearing more intense.  
Again it is observed that the pre-edge region for Cr(acac)3 is much less intense than in the 
case of the Td cases such as K2CrO4 due to the fact that the geometry is Oh.  The normal 
XANES shows two shoulders appearing at 5996 eV and 5999 eV; these can also be seen in 
the HERFD XANES.  After the edge, self absorption effects are present and the spectra 
flatten off after 6006 eV.  The FEFF9 calculation reproduces the first pre-edge feature at Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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5991 eV but after this there are no visible features before the edge.  The position and 
intensity of the edge is well reproduced, however features after the edge are no longer 
visible in the experiment and so are not directly comparable.  It is entirely possible that 
the FEFF package will not be able to reproduce all the pre-edge features due to reasons 
mentioned before, but the positions and relative intensities of the first pre-edge feature 
and the main edge are comparable.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4  Experimental HERFD XANES for a series of Cr reference 
compounds compared to the normal XANES of Cr foil. 
 
Comparing the experimental HERFD spectra for all reference samples we see a shift to 
higher absolute energy of the absorption edge in the order; CrCl3, Cr2O3, Cr(CO)6, 
Cr(acac)3, CrO3, K2CrO4 (figure 4).  The edge energy difference can be attributed to many 
factors; the energy difference between CrCl3 and Cr2O3 (both Cr3+) can be attributed, at 
least in part, to the electronegativity difference between Cl- and O2-.  With oxygen being 
more electronegative than Cl, Cr2O3 is shifted to higher energy, it also depends on the 
location of the initial and final states (see below). 
 
The absolute position of the X-ray absorption edge is dependent on the energy difference 
between the initial state and the final state.  The edge position depends on the binding 
energy of the 1s core electron for the element under study, and so is element specific.  The 
calculation of the K-edge reflects the unoccupied p states of the metal being investigated.  Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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This is because it is the 1s→4p transition that is being probed.  The general trend, when 
the initial state is located on the metal and the final state on the ligand, is that the Cr K-
edge energy positions shift towards higher energy with an increase in oxidation state 5, 25b.  
This same trend has also been observed in previous studies involving the use of Cr K-edge 
XANES spectra of reference materials as fingerprints for analysing and interpreting Cr 
XANES of unknown Cr species (in the case of supported Cr catalysts) 5-6.  The increase in 
edge shift with an increase in oxidation trend is followed by most transition metal systems, 
within a similar ligand range, and when the final state is localised on the ligand 25b.  
Normally the increase in the coulomb potential with an increase in oxidation state is felt 
mainly by the metal valence orbitals.  With the final state focused on the ligand this is no 
longer the case.  This results in the final state remaining relatively un-shifted and so the 
difference between the initial state and final state is larger as observed in the energy of the 
absorption edge 25b.  This trend is also followed by the reference Cr materials in this study, 
looking at figure 4 we can see that as the oxidation state of the Cr increases so does the 
position of the edge. 
 
Another common feature is the low energy shift of chlorine containing compounds, the 
edge position shifts towards the Fermi level; this can be seen from the CrCl3 simulation 
(see above and below).  In most previous reference papers only oxidic ligands have been 
studied 5-6, showing the trends as explained above.  In the case of the Cl ligands we can see 
that these are shifted in the opposite direction and lie to the left of the Cr foil rather than 
to the right.  This is due to the fact that the Cl atoms are less electronegative than the 
oxidic ligands 25a.  An increase in electronegativity of the attached ligand leads to an 
increased splitting of the orbitals.  This results in a shift to higher energy with increasing 
electronegativity of the neighbouring atoms 25a, which is indeed what we see in the 
experimental spectra. This effect explains at least partly why the edge position shifts 
towards higher energy not only with increasing oxidation state of the absorbing atom, but 
also with increasing electronegativity of the nearest neighbour atoms 25a. 
 
The XANES technique directly probes the empty density of states (for extended structures) 
or molecular orbitals (for molecules) in that we are looking at the excitation of a 1s core 
electron into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals or states.  This enables us to obtain 
a detailed picture of the local electronic structure around the chromium atom.  In the Cr 
systems studied multiple pre-edge features are observed, an obvious link can be made 
between the geometry 1d, 5-6, 25b, as well as the electronics, of the complex and the intensity 
of pre-edge features.  For complexes of lower symmetry there is a greater degree of 
hybridisation between p and d or s-orbitals; this mixing of orbitals means that dipole Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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allowed transitions to the p-orbitals contains d character and results in intensity in the 
pre-edge due to this dipole-quadrupole mixing 26.  When inversion symmetry is broken the 
3d and 4p states mix and form combined 3d + 4p symmetry states.  This means the dipole 
and quadrupole transitions reach the same final states, and so their peaks are visible at the 
same energy.  We can see this effect when comparing the pre-edges of Td K2CrO4 and Oh 
Cr(acac)3, with the appearance of an intense peak in the pre-edge region for the K2CrO4.   
 
   
Figure 5  Cr K-edge XANES for a series of complexes grouped by geometry; 
octahedral (left) and tetrahedral (right).   
 
Figure 5 shows clearly the difference at the pre-edge for the different geometries.  By 
comparing Oh (or distorted Oh) and Td cases we can see that in the Td compounds (on the 
right) there is the appearance of intense peaks in this pre-edge region.  The pre-edge peaks 
are caused, in part, by dipole forbidden electron transitions from 1s3d orbitals 
(quadrupole transitions) these are the transitions behind the pre-edges of Oh complexes.  
In the Td case this transition is able to take place due to the lack of an inversion centre at 
the Cr metal centre; this enables the metal 3d and 4p states to mix, allowing direct dipole 
transitions to the 4p character of the 3d band.  The intense peak at 5993 eV in the K2CrO4 
spectrum is due to the presence of such a quadrupole (1s3d) transition.  Even in the Oh 
case small pre-edges are visible (from quadrupole transitions) purely because of the high 
density of states for the 3d band.  So even though they have a transition strength of 0.1% of 
the dipole transitions they are visible as very small peaks, albeit at ~1-3% of the intensity 
of the dipole transitions 27. 
 
From the molecular orbital energy level diagrams in figure 2 it is evident that in the Oh 
case there is limited mixing of the metal p and d orbitals, therefore in theory only sp 
(dipole allowed) transitions are visible in the pre-edge region (although it has been Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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observed that this is not necessarily true for the distorted Oh cases as explained below).  
This results in a relatively clear pre-edge as shown in figure 5.  The Td complexes however, 
show mixing of the metal 4p and 3d orbitals.  This results in sp transitions having d 
character.  It is the increased probability of these quadrupole transitions in a Td 
environment that leads to the intense pre-edge features in complexes such as CrO3 and 
K2CrO4.  The distorted Oh compounds (Cr2O3) also appear to show pre-edge features, it is 
the distortions in the central atom positions that allow these transitions to occur due to an 
increased level of orbital mixing compared to a pure Oh system.  The changes in the 
positions of the pre-edge peaks reflects the difference in the energy required for the 
electronic transition from 1s3d for each of the different Cr samples.  So for the Cr2O3 
sample less energy is needed for the transition in comparison to K2CrO4, whose pre-edge 
peak sits at higher energy, and so on.  
 
The calculated density of states plots allows the determination of the transitions forming 
the features of the pre-edge.  The three main electronic transitions forming the pre-edge 
are: i) local electric quadrupole transitions, 1s→3d; ii) non-local electric dipole transition, 
1s→p, where the empty p states of the absorbing atom are hybridised with the empty 3d 
states of the nearest metal neighbours via the empty p states of the ligands; iii) local 
electric dipole transition, 1s→p, where the empty p states of the absorbing atom are 
hybridised with the empty 3d states of the absorbing atom 28.  The 3d empty states are 
probed in the pre-edge region either directly through local electric quadrupole transitions 
or indirectly through either non local electric dipole or local electric dipole transitions 21a.  
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Figure 6  Density of states and associated XANES calculations performed with 
FEFF9 for a series of Cr reference compounds. 
 
The density of states calculations shown in Figure 6 identify the specific orbitals involved 
in the transitions producing the features observed in the XANES.  In all samples the Cr p-
DOS will line up nicely with the XANES, this is because it is the Cr p-DOS that is being 
probed in this experiment.  Any other orbitals that are involved in the transitions will also 
line up with Cr p allowing the orbitals to overlap; these interactions will be discussed for 
each sample. 
 
The XANES and associated density of states plots for Cr2O3 show Cr p-orbital and Cr s-
orbital contributions at both the first two pre-edge features (-17 eV and -15 eV).  This is 
because the transition at the Cr K-edge is from an s→p orbital and the Cr s orbital has 
overlapped with the orbital being probed (Cr p).  The intense Cr p and O p-orbital overlap 
indicates a bonding interaction between Cr and O, this is just above the Fermi level (the 
point above which all orbitals are empty).  Orbitals are more likely to overlap and 
hybridise when they are a close in size and shape as well as being in the same orientation, 
therefore this is more likely to occur for two p-orbitals.  There is also Cr p overlap with Cr 
d-orbitals forming the features at -17 eV and -15 eV.  There appears to be a certain degree 
of covalent character in the Cr d and O p-states forming a bonding interaction, more so 
than for purely Oh systems.  The O s-orbital contribution is only present for the second 
feature at -15 ev, and then again at -9 eV, this then tails off and does not contribute to the 
main edge.  The third pre-edge feature at -12 eV shows Cr p overlap with O p and Cr d-
orbitals (evidence of the hybridisation of p and d-orbitals of the different elements).  At -9 
eV, the fourth pre-edge feature shows contributions from O s, Cr s, Cr p and O p-orbitals.  
In a first row transition metal oxide in octahedral symmetry, the lowest empty metal p 
state is the 4p band that is formed from the anti-bonding combinations of the metal 4p-Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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states with the O 2p-states 27.  We expect to see contributions from both Cr p and O p-
orbitals in this region due to bonding interactions from the overlap of these p-orbitals in 
space, and because the electronic transitions probed are from a 1s core state to the lowest 
possible states with p character.  Due to the fact that the Cr2O3 solid is not a pure 
symmetry complex there will be other orbitals visible at the edge as well, for example the 
overlap of Cr p DOS with Cr d.   
 
In the CrO3 spectra the first pre-edge feature at -11 eV has Cr p overlap with O p and Cr d-
orbitals, a smaller contribution is observed for Cr s and O s-orbitals.  The same orbital 
contributions are seen for the second more intense pre-edge feature at -9 eV, the O p -
orbital contribution to the pre-edge is visible because of the overlap of the Cr p and O p-
orbitals (a bond) and the nature of the transition being probed.  The largest Cr d-orbital 
contribution appears at -9 eV along with a large amount of O p character (due to the 
bonding interaction with Cr p-orbitals), the huge Cr d-orbital contribution arises due to 
hybridisation effects with Cr p-orbitals in this geometry.  These two (Cr d and O p) atomic 
orbitals are hybridised to form the anti-bonding molecular orbital (see figure 2).  
Transitions from s→d orbitals are forbidden, the d character is visible in the empty 
density of states plot due to the Td environment of the chromium.  The geometry of the 
complex allows a degree of mixing between d and p-orbitals; this means an s→p transition 
shows d character.  The feature at -2 eV again shows Cr p-orbital overlap with O p 
(bonding interaction) and Cr d (due to hybridisation) forming a small pre-edge peak in the 
XANES.  Towards the main edge there is a rise in the Cr p and Cr d density of states, Cr d 
character is also present.  Again this is due to covalency of the Cr d and Cr p-orbitals in the 
Td environment. 
 
The density of states calculation for CrCl3 shows only two small features in the pre-edge 
region, the pre-edges arise from excitations into the lowest unoccupied states and by 
looking at the empty DOS it is possible to determine which molecular orbitals they 
originate from.  The first of these two shoulders appears at approximately -11.5 eV and 
contains Cr p overlap with Cr s, Cl p and Cr d character.  This suggests some overlap of 
these orbitals meaning that the anti-bonding molecular orbital shows character of all three.  
The Cr p and Cl p are of the same size and shape and so will form a bonding interaction.  
The small amount of d character present is often observed for octahedral compounds 27 
and is from quadrupole transitions.  The second pre-edge at -9 eV shows Cr p overlap with 
Cl p and Cr d-orbital contributions, with Cr d and Cl p character appearing at both the pre-
edge features it suggests some covalency of these orbitals.  The second feature also appears 
at the tail of a Cl s-orbital peak.  The shoulder at -6.5 eV arises from Cr p overlap with Cl p Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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and Cr d-orbitals.  Moving towards the main edge the XANES lines up with the Cr p empty 
density of states, as expected, but there are features at -2.5 eV in both the Cr s and Cl p 
density of states where these overlap with the Cr p-orbitals.  The absorption spectrum 
shows mainly p-orbital contribution from the unoccupied orbitals, this is due to the dipole 
selection rules.  We can see from the above XANES and density of states plots that the pre-
edge features show strong d-orbital contribution from the chromium; this follows a 1s→3d 
transition which is visible through orbital mixing.  The pre-edges usually appear weaker 
than the main edge as they arise from a quadrupole transition rather than a dipole 
transition and only become (dipole) allowed in certain geometries. 
 
The first main feature in the theoretical XANES spectra for K2CrO4 appears at -12 eV, the 
empty DOS plot show Cr p overlap with O p–orbitals as well as small O s-orbital 
contributions and huge Cr d-orbital contributions to this first pre-edge peak.  Cr p and O 
p-orbitals will form a bond if they are in the same orientation in space, as they are of the 
same size and shape; this means that O p character is visible with Cr p as a probe.  Due to 
the fact that the Cr d-orbital contribution is so large, the resulting huge pre-edge feature is 
indicative of Cr(VI) and also of the Td environment.  In this case it is clear that there is Cr 
p and Cr d-orbital overlap causing hybridisation of these orbitals (see figure 1).  The 
calculated XANES spectra for K2CrO4 only show the appearance of one pre-edge feature 
(compared to two in the experimental spectra).  FEFF may not reproduce all the features 
as not all phenomena are included.  There are significant K p and O p empty DOS features 
at -7.5 eV however there is only a small shoulder present in the XANES.  This means that 
the overlap of these orbitals will also form a molecular orbital but since there is not a 
significant amount of Cr p contribution this orbital will not be directly probed in the K-
edge XAS. 
 
The calculated XANES spectrum for the Oh Cr(acac)3 shows a relatively clear pre-edge 
region, with only one small feature appearing at -12 eV, at this energy there are 
corresponding peaks in the density of states for the C p, O p and Cr d-orbitals.  The 
XANES region is then clear until the edge, at the edge rise there is overlap of Cr p with C s, 
C p, Cr s and small O s-orbital contributions.  The main contributions to the features at 
and after the edge are from the Cr d and O p-orbital overlap with Cr p (the probe), these 
form the feature at 3 eV.  The level of covalency in an Oh compound is obviously much less 
and so a relatively clear pre-edge results. 
 
From the calculated plots in figure 6 it is clear to see that the calculated K-edge is a 
reflection of the unoccupied p states of the Cr metal, this has to be the case as this is the Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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orbital directly probed in the experiment (and calculated in the XANES).  We then look to 
see which orbitals overlap with Cr p-DOS to identify the transitions forming the peaks.  
Good agreement is found when calculating the Cr K-edge over the whole XANES region 
with the final state calculations, with the inclusion of the core hole potential.  This enables 
us to nicely reproduce the details of the spectral shape.  In general the XANES region, 
more specifically the pre-edge region, of reference Cr compounds have been studied and 
calculated using multiple scattering methods (in this study FEFF9).  We have found that 
the intensity of the pre-edge region is much larger for materials in which the metal site has 
Td site symmetry than for Oh systems.  In Td systems the local mixing of metal 4p and 3d-
orbitals is symmetry allowed, whereas for systems with inversion symmetry (Oh systems) 
it is forbidden.  However, it is also shown that even in the Oh case small mixtures of p 
states into the 3d band are found in the calculations; this is obviously less than for a Td 
case.  This degree of mixing depends on the disorder of the system, and is therefore higher 
in the distorted Oh case, as shown with Cr2O3.  We have also been able to identify the 
nature of the orbitals contributing to the XANES features from the projected DOS.  
However it is clear that a detailed knowledge of the structure of the material is required in 
order to perform these calculations, this means that unknown materials are not easily 
characterised.  The merits of using the fluorescence detector for the HERFD 
measurements has been proven by the appearance of better resolved pre-edge features 
allowing for a more detailed analysis of the electronic structure compared to normal XAS 
spectra. 
4.3.2 Cr L-edge absorption studies 
 
The K-edge XANES region is useful in providing information on the metal oxidation state 
and coordination environment but arises mainly from the metal p density of states, and in 
certain geometries from metal d density of states (although indirectly).  By directly 
probing the metal 3d shell (at the L-edge) we get a more detailed view of the electronic 
structure at the metal site 27, this is extremely useful as the chemistry of the transition 
metals is governed by the nature of the d band.  In this case the 4s-orbitals are 
considerably lower in energy than the 3d-orbitals and so the near edge structure of the L2,3 
edge is more closely related to the empty 3d states.  The next step in the project is to look 
at the 2p X-ray Absorption Spectra (2p XAS), these experiments become more 
complicated to analyse due to the presence of multiplet effects 27, which were less of an 
issue in the K-edge absorption studies.  The multiplet effects visible in the RIXS and L-
edge spectra are generally 50-100 times weaker for 1s,3d interactions and so do not affect 
the features in the K pre-edge 1d.  The L-edge has been measured using both soft and hard 
X-ray techniques (directly and indirectly).  In the soft X-ray technique we look at the Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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direct 2p→3d absorption (L-edge) to dipole allowed final states, probing the 3d shell 
directly.  The dipole-allowed transitions in 2p XAS are 2p3d and 2p4s, but as the 
transitions to the 3d states dominate the transitions to 4s-orbitals are not included 9b.  The 
L-edges for the reference materials are shown below (figure 7).  The local ligand 
coordination is evident at the L2,3 edges in the energy splittings of the 3d orbitals involved, 
this corresponds to the crystal field splitting value (Δ or 10Dq).  This value is determined 
by the type and nature of ligand attached to the metal 15, 29.  In octahedral (Oh) systems, the 
transition metal 3d-orbitals split because of the local symmetry into eg and t2g orbitals with 
an energy splitting of Δoct.  The dxy, dxz and dyz (t2g) orbitals will be lower in energy than 
the dz2 and dx2-y2 (eg) because they are further from the ligands and therefore experience 
less repulsion.  In a tetrahedral (Td) crystal field splitting the d-orbitals are again split into 
two groups, with an energy difference of Δtet where the lower energy orbitals will 
be; dz2 and dx2-y2, and the higher energy orbitals will be; dxy, dxz and dyz, opposite to the Oh 
case.  In addition, as the ligand electrons in Td symmetry are not oriented directly towards 
the d-orbitals, the energy splitting will be lower than in the Oh case 30. 
 
When looking at the core level spectroscopies of strongly correlated systems, such as 
transition metal compounds, the single electron excitation picture often breaks down.  The 
many-body effects beyond the single electron excitation are mainly divided into the 
charge-transfer effect and the intra-atomic multiplet coupling effect 17.  Charge transfer 
effects are the effects of charge redistribution between the initial and final states.  The 
charge transfer effects have been shown to be much weaker in XAS than for spectroscopies 
such as X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) however, the multiplet coupling effect is 
of primary importance when looking at XAS, especially in transition metal 2p XAS 9b, 15, 18, 
31.  With the inclusion of these charge transfer effects, the spectral shapes can be accurately 
reproduced by theory and therefore can be explained, and the electronic structure 
understood.  The Charge Transfer Multiplet (CTM) theory includes both the charge 
transfer and multiplet effects, which makes it a very effective theoretical approach that is 
especially useful in the calculation of most XAS spectra in transition metal systems17. 
 
These multiplet coupling effects are caused by interactions between the core hole and the 
3d valence electrons.  In the final state of the X-ray absorption process there is a partly 
filled core state (2p5).  When looking at a system with a partly filled 3d shell the final state 
will have an incompletely filled 3d band.  The 2p hole and the 3d hole have radial wave 
functions that overlap significantly; this wave function overlap is an atomic effect that can 
be very large 18.  Experimentally it has been shown that while the direct core hole potential 
is largely screened these multiplet effects are hardly screened in the solid state.  This Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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implies that the atomic multiplet effects are of the same order of magnitude in atoms as in 
solids 19.  In the case of the strongly correlated transition metal 3d excited states (or 
localised states), the interaction between the electrons (as well as the interactions of 
electrons with the core hole after the absorption process) has to be taken into account.  
The main assumption when calculating transition metal 2p XAS is that the 3d-3d and 2p-
3d two-particle interactions are the most influential on the spectral shape 18.  It is these 
interactions which define the ground state of the transition metal ion and split the XAS 
final state into a large number of configurations 9b.  The solid state effects are taken into 
account by including a cubic crystal field in the calculation, the effect of the cubic crystal 
field is the reduction in symmetry.  However distortions from this are not considered, only 
perfect geometry is available in the calculation.  Multiplet calculations can also be used to 
describe transition metal K-edges 27, however it is unnecessary as the 1s3d interactions are 
included in the calculation but have almost no effect on the resulting spectrum when 
compared to single particle calculations.  This is in direct contrast to the L-edge case 
where the 2p3d interactions have a huge effect on the spectral shape 18. 
 
Soft X-rays have a large absorption cross section with air; from about 530 eV to 1 keV the 
transmission through 10 cm of air is less than 10 %32. This means that it is necessary to 
perform experiments under ultra high vacuum (UHV).  The use of low energy X-rays also 
means the penetration depth is decreased and in this case limited to the top layers of the 
sample therefore increasing the risk of beam damage.  This is also minimised by 
performing the experiments under UHV.  Below are shown the 2p XAS of the reference Cr 
materials, these were carried out in UHV conditions at I06, Diamond. 
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Figure 7  Comparison of calculated L2,3 edge XANES with experimental 
L3,2 edge XANES for a series of Cr references.   
 
In the above spectra (figure 7) only effects larger than the lifetime broadening are 
observed.  In the case of the 2p XAS experiment the lifetime broadening is lower in 
comparison to the K-edge and so additional features are observed in the experiment.  The 
lifetime broadening at the L2 edge is 1.2 eV and 0.8 eV at the L3 edge 33.  The size of the 
lifetime broadening is determined by the lifetime of the core hole, as the lifetime of the 2p 
core hole is more than that of the 1s core hole the result is a reduced level of broadening 
over the 2p XAS spectrum due to the reciprocal relationship of lifetime to broadening.  In 
figure 7 we can see that the L-edges are split into the L3 (2p3/2) and L2 (2p1/2) edges, this is 
caused by the spin orbit coupling of the 2p core hole 9b and for Cr2O3 they are split by 8 eV 
(this has also been found in previous experimental data 15).  In the case of Cr2O3 the ratio 
between the L3 and L2 edges is not quite the 2:1 ratio expected from the nature of the 
configurations forming the peaks.  The L2 peak arises from the 2p1/2 state and the L3 peak 
arises from the 2p3/2 state.  The relative intensities of the L2 and L3 are determined by the 
degeneracy of the states.  A 2p1/2 configuration consists of two states and the 2p3/2 Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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configuration consists of four states.  Therefore the intensity ratio of the 2p3/2 (L3) to the 
2p1/2  (L2) peak should be 2:1 32, 34.  There has been some previous work looking into the 
branching ratios of transition metal compounds and how these change across the series 35.  
It was found that the electrostatic interactions between the core hole and valence electrons 
also has an effect on the branching ratio 36.  Existing studies have shown that the 
experimental intensity ratio of the L3 to L2 edge is often much lower for the early transition 
metals 37.   The Cr2O3 spectrum shows a feature on the low energy side of the L3 edge at 
about 576 eV, this small shoulder does not appear in the calculated spectrum but does 
appear for other Cr(III) samples and also appears in published Cr2O3 spectra 15.  The peak 
at 5776.5 eV (eg peak) is well reproduced by theory; however the main peak at 577 eV (t2g 
peak) is slightly shifted in the calculation by approximately 1 eV.  The small peak on the 
high energy side of the main edge at about 579 eV also appears as a broad shoulder in the 
calculation.  The L2 edge consists of the main peak at 585 eV and the high energy shoulder 
at 587 eV; both of these features are well reproduced by theory.  The relative intensity of 
the two peaks forming the L3 edge is reproduced in the calculation, however the relative 
intensity between the two edges is not.  At the L2 edge the shoulder on the high energy side 
is less intense when compared to the main peak in the calculation. 
 
The experimental spectrum for CrCl3 contains a shoulder on the low energy side of the L3 
edge, at 575 eV.  This feature is also present in the Cr2O3 spectrum.  The L3 eg peak at 576.5 
eV is reproduced by the calculation as well as the L3 t2g peak at 577.5 eV.  In the 
experimental spectrum there are two shoulders on the high energy side of the L3 edge at 
578 eV and 580 eV.  The peak at 578 eV appears as a small shoulder in the calculation 
however, the feature at 580 eV is not present.  The L2 edge shows the same overall shape 
as the calculation, with the first main, eg, peak at 585 eV and the second, less intense t2g 
feature at 587 eV.  
 
The experimental spectra for Cr(acac)3 shows similar peak patterns to that of Cr2O3, this is 
expected as they are both Cr(III).  The Cr(acac)3 shows the appearance of an additional 
feature on the low energy side of the L3 edge at 575 eV, this is also present for the Cr2O3 
and CrCl3 samples and does not appear to be due to any Cr(VI) impurity.  Again the 
expected 2:1 ratio between the edges is slightly off in the case of the experimental 
spectrum.  The L2 edge looks as expected for Cr(III) with the less intense t2g feature on the 
high energy side of the eg peak which occurs at 585 eV. 
 
The spectra for Na2CrO4 shows the two main features for the L3 edge at 577.5 eV (e peak) 
and 581 eV (t2 peak), there is an additional feature at the L3 edge occurring between the Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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two main peaks at 579 eV.  This feature is present as a small shoulder in the calculation.  
The L2 edge consists of peaks at 587 eV (e peak) and 588.5 eV (t2 peak).  The absolute peak 
positions of the L2 edge are shifted by approximately 1 eV towards lower energy in the 
calculation.  In this case the ratio of the L3 to L2 edges is 2:1 as predicted by the degeneracy 
of the states, but the relative intensities of the splitting at the L2 edge is different to that of 
Cr(III) with the low energy peak being less intense in the experimental spectrum in this 
case.  The spectra for the d0 compound appear much less complicated due to the fact that 
the number of final states available is small.  This is because in the final states (2pd1), with 
only a single 3d electron, the 3d-3d Slater integrals are absent 15.  The large reduction of 
the Slater integrals (see chapter 3) for the chromate shows the strong covalent character 
for the 6+ oxidation state as compared to Cr2O3. 
 
The experimental spectrum for CrO3 shows the general shape of a Cr(VI) L3,2 edge with 
some additional peaks that are not predicted by theory.  There are two small features on 
the low energy side of the L3 edge at 575 eV and 576.5 eV.  The first of the two main peaks 
forming the edge appears at 577.5 eV in the experiment and 577 eV in the calculation.  
There is a small shoulder in the experimental data at 578.5 eV that is also reproduced as a 
small shoulder in the theoretical spectrum, with the main edge peak at 580 eV for both 
experiment and theory.  The experimental L2 edge consists of three features; a small 
shoulder on the low energy side at 585 eV, a shoulder on the low energy side of the main 
peak at 587 eV and the main edge peak at 588.5 eV.  The theoretical spectrum only 
reproduces two of these features; the main edge peak at 588 eV and the feature on the low 
energy side at 586 eV.  The peaks forming the L2 edge of the calculated spectrum also 
experience a slight low energy shift compared to the experimental spectrum. 
 
Although the spectra are affected by lifetime broadening and experimental resolution 
effects, it is well known that the L2 part of the spectrum (i.e. the last two peaks) contains 
an additional Auger decay that accounts for a significant broadening with respect to the L3 
part (electrons can decay from the L2 to the L3 making it broader) 33.  We can see this from 
the published lifetimes of the L2 and L3 edges (1.2 eV and 0.8 eV respectively) 33.  This 
effect has been found to apply an additional broadening of around 0.5 eV half-width of 
half-maximum (HWHM).  Also an additional broadening has been found between the t2g 
and eg states for Ligand Field Multiplet (LFM) calculations.  This could be due to the 
differences in the vibrational effects on the different states or perhaps due to a difference 
in hybridisation effects and charge transfer multiplet calculations 17.  When performing 
these CTM calculations the spin-orbit coupling is treated as ‘on’ or ‘off’, in this case the 
spin orbit coupling is usually switched on.  The program is designed for an ionic case; this Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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means that the energy shift is usually too large 18; again this is manually shifted at the end 
as the absolute energy positions are not reproduced. 
 
It is evident when comparing the L-edges of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) that the multiplets do 
change with the differing number of d-electrons, we can see this in the experimental 
spectra shown in figure 7.  There is a shift to higher energy as well as a visible change in 
the pattern and appearance of the peaks forming the L3,2 edge.  This makes the 
determination of the valency, and its cubic crystal field, fairly straightforward 9b.  Any 
distortions from perfect Oh and Td symmetry for the references are not big enough to show 
a significant disagreement between the experiment and theory, as shown by the fact that 
for all the references the experiments are well reproduced (even in the distorted Oh 
examples) and all calculations are performed assuming pure Oh or Td symmetry.  With 
Cr2O3, in particular, the distortions in the symmetry are not big enough to affect the 
ground state and so the absorption spectrum is only slightly dependent on the distortion 15. 
 
Although the experimental spectra have been simulated to a high degree of accuracy there 
are still some limitations to this approach.  The character of the ground state is not 
considered in detail and also the broadenings arising from hybridisation, vibrations, 
lifetime and experimental resolution are treated very roughly and are included as general 
Lorentzian and Gaussian broadenings 15.  The calculated branching ratio of the L3 and L2 
edges can be improved by including the 3d spin-orbit coupling, the simulated spectra for 
the references show the expected 2:1 ratio.  When comparing Cr3+ and Cr6+ spectra there is 
an observed shift in edge position of approximately 2-3 eV.  The observed shifts are 
towards higher absorption energies, these have also been observed in the literature 15 and 
are thought to increase by 0.7 eV for one removed ground state 3d electron 15. 
 
In the case of 2p XAS spectra, the spectral shape is mainly determined by the intra-atomic 
multiplet coupling effects 19.  The physical reason for the weaker charge-transfer effects in 
XAS is the screening of the core hole potential by the excited electron.  In the 2p XAS of 
transition metal compounds the excited electron stays in the 3d states and participates 
directly with the screening of the core hole potential, thus suppressing a further screening 
by the charge-transfer effect in going from initial to final states 19. 
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Table 1    UV-vis data collected experimentally for a series of Cr reference compounds. 
Sample  νI  νII  νIII  νIV  Simulated 10Dq 
Cr2O3  300 nm 
4.1 eV 
460 nm 
2.7 eV 
600 nm 
2.1 eV 
  
2 eV 
CrCl3  360 nm 
3.4 eV 
530 nm 
2.3 eV 
740 nm 
1.7 eV 
  
1 eV 
Cr(acac)3  228 nm 
5.4 eV 
256 nm 
4.8 eV 
272 nm 
4.6 eV 
335 nm 
3.7 eV 
 
2 eV 
CrO3  256 nm 
4.8 eV 
349 nm 
3.6 eV 
  3.0  eV 
K2CrO4  290 nm 
4.3 eV 
370 nm 
3.4 eV 
  1.6  eV 
K2Cr2O7  300 nm 
4.1 eV 
355 nm 
3.5 eV 
435 nm 
2.9 eV 
  
Na2CrO4  274 nm 
4.5 eV 
372 nm 
3.3 eV 
   
1.6 eV 
 
The table above shows the UV-vis data collected for the Cr references along with the Δ 
value determined in the CTM calculations.  It is necessary to be careful when comparing 
the crystal field parameters obtained experimentally to the 10Dq values determined in the 
experiment as the calculations are performed in a standard way and do not always give the 
10Dq value accurately.  An additional factor is that the 10Dq values can be different for the 
initial and final states.  It is the final state 10Dq that is measured in the XAS experiments 
and the initial state 10Dq that is measured by optical spectroscopy 9b.  The calculated and 
experimental values differ greatly with the calculated values being much lower than those 
obtained by UV-visible spectroscopy.  The eg orbitals are bonded to the ligand so they are 
much higher in energy than the t2g orbitals; this causes changes in the crystal field from 
the initial to the final state 9b.  In the case of the core hole in the final state, the d-electrons 
are more localised due to the increased attraction from the core hole, there is now less 
overlap of eg electrons with neighbours.  This means they are not as high in energy and so 
the energy separation is less.  This is why the Δ value is 0.8 x Initial State value.  This is 
adjusted at the end of the calculation 19. 
 
Looking at the purely Oh and purely Td samples we can see the decrease in the splitting 
value when moving from Oh to Td symmetry, Oh Cr(acac)3 has a crystal field splitting value 
of 3.7 eV compared to 2.9 eV in the case of the Td K2CrO4.  We see a decrease in the Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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splittings going from Cr(acac)3 to K2CrO4 in the CTM simulated values but the absolute 
values are not the same as explained above. 
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Figure 8  A schematic representation of the 1s2p RIXS process showing the same 
final state as in the direct L-edge XAS experiment 1d. 
 
Figure 8 shows the transitions involved in the hard X-ray RIXS technique, the 2p53dn+1 
final state in this process is the same final state as that reached in the direct 2p3d 
absorption process occurring in the soft X-ray L-edge experiments.  The fact that the same 
final states are reached, albeit via different transitions, means that the information 
obtained from both sets of experiments is complementary 1d.  Although the shape of the L-
edge in both cases is affected by similar properties the fact that the transitions involved 
are different with different symmetry operations can result in different shapes and 
features being observed.  This is why it is of interest to have both sets of data to compare.  
Figure 9 (shown below) shows a comparison of the soft X-ray L-edge absorption 
experiments and indirect L-edge that has been extracted from the hard X-ray RIXS 
experiments. 
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Figure 9  A comparison of the direct and indirect L-edge spectra for a series of Cr 
reference samples. 
 
It is visible from figure 9 that there are clear differences between the direct and in-direct 
experiments, the most obvious being the amount of structure present at the edge.  There is 
a difference in resolution between the experimental techniques, this may account for the 
apparent broadening of the indirect L-edge spectra.  For the soft X-ray experiments the 
resolution is better than 0.1 eV 1a compared to 0.6 eV for that of the hard X-ray spectra.  A 
higher resolution for the direct experiments reveals a greater degree of structure at the 
edge.  Although the two techniques are probing the same final states, this does not 
necessarily mean that the features produced will be the same as they result from different 
transitions.  Figure 9 shows that the indirect L-edges only reproduce the L3 and L2 main 
peaks and most of the multiplet structure present in the hard X-ray experiments is lost.  
For CrO3 the L3 edge consists of two main features at 577.5 eV and 579 eV compared to the 
five features visible at the L3 edge in figure 7.  The L2 edge for CrO3 appears as a broad peak 
at 587 eV with a shoulder on the high energy side at 588 eV.  This is not the same as the 
peak pattern we see at the L2 edge in the direct experiments, which consists of the three 
features; a small shoulder on the low energy side at 585 eV, a shoulder on the low energy 
side of the main peak at 587 eV and the main edge peak at 588.5 eV.  The spectra for 
Cr(acac)3 and Cr2O3 show the main L3 edge peak at 575.5 eV, with a small shoulder on the 
high energy side at 577 eV and 576.5 eV respectively.  The L2 edges for both samples 
appear as a broad peak at 585 eV.  The spectrum for K2CrO4 shows three features forming 
the L3 edge; a small shoulder on the low energy side of the main peak at 575.5 eV, the main 
peak appears at 577 eV and a shoulder on the high energy side at approximately 577.5 eV.  
The L2 edge again appears as one broad feature at 586 eV.  The L3 edge for CrCl3 appears as 
a single peak at 575 eV and the L2 edge as a single peak at 584.5 eV.  The peak positions of 
the different oxidation states are reproduced in both the soft and hard X-ray methods, Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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with Cr(VI) compounds lying towards higher energy in both (compared to Cr(III)).  In the 
direct experiments (soft X-ray) all Cr(III) lie on top of each other and all Cr(VI) are also at 
the same energy position.  In the indirect method (hard X-ray) the Cr(VI) samples are 
slightly skewed with CrO3 lying towards higher energy than K2CrO4. 
 
The relative line intensities in the RIXS spectra are different for the L-edges but the 
overall shift to higher energies for higher oxidation states is also observed for both 
techniques (see later).  The branching ratio of the L3 and L2 edges is not the statistically 
predicted 2:1, however, this is also observed in the direct cases.  In some cases the position 
of the peaks changes in the different experiments.  For example the L3 edges of K2CrO4 and 
CrO3 appear at 580 eV but when we compare this to the direct 2p XAS we see that the 
peaks are shifted to 577 eV and 577.5 eV respectively, this implies that different final states 
are being probed 1a.  The lack of fine structure in the indirect L-edges (CIE plot from RIXS 
plane) means that it is not possible to derive the crystal field and other parameters with 
the same accuracy as that for 2p XAS spectra.  This clearly demonstrates that if the 1s2p 
RIXS is to be used for electronic structure determinations similar to 2p XAS, then an 
overall resolution of the order of 0.3 eV is required.  This will provide a method of 
characterisation that is more powerful than 2p XAS because a number of different 
resonant 1s2p XES spectra can be obtained which will allow a more reliable multiplet fit. 
Moreover the RIXS can be done at higher energies, probing the bulk system rather then 
the surface and not requiring UHV conditions, allowing in-situ experiments to be done, 
which is especially useful in dynamic systems to be investigated like catalysts here. 
 
4.3.3 Cr 1s2p RIXS emission studies 
 
X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy is a useful tool for investigating the nature of the partial 
density of excited states.  The K-edge XANES spectra of chromium mainly reflect the Cr p-
orbital contribution to the unoccupied density of states due to the nature of the dipole 
selection rules governing this transition.  It is already accepted that the features in the 
XANES region provide useful information on the electronic structure of the metal as well 
as its site symmetry 25, 38.  However, the pre-edge features in the K-edge XANES region are 
weak compared to the main edge and for the early transition metals the energy separation 
between the pre-edge and main edge is low.  The 1s broadening of more than 1 eV 27 means 
that the calculations of the metal K-edge only need to be accurate to this resolution.  This 
also means that often a detailed analysis of the K pre-edge spectral features in XAS is 
limited and contains a certain degree of uncertainty due to a strong background from 
dipole allowed transitions at higher energies 1b.  In such cases Resonant Inelastic X-ray Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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Scattering spectroscopy (RIXS) can be used to provide information on the low-energy 
unoccupied electronic states.  In the RIXS process both the absorption and emission 
energies are measured, making it a second order process.  The X-ray emission is measured 
as the incident X-ray energy is tuned through an absorption edge, the intermediate state 
probed is determined by the incident energy 39.  The energy transfer dimension present in 
this process enhances the separation of the pre-edge features from the main edge.  RIXS 
uses hard X-rays to probe the 2p→1s fluorescence lines that are emitted after the 1s core 
hole creation, in doing so we are looking at the 3d shell indirectly.  RIXS is a powerful tool 
for the study of the electronic excitations and can provide site, element, and orbital 
selective information once the features are understood and the experiment is tuned 
properly 39.  We will show in this work that the RIXS data provides detailed electronic 
information on organometallic complexes including charge transfer within the systems 
making it a useful technique for the study of these catalysts (chapter 5).  Another major 
advantage is the use of hard X-rays; this means that experiments under essentially any 
condition and on any system are feasible. 
 
 
 
Figure 10  Illustrates the 2D RIXS plot obtained from measuring both XAS and 
XES along with the corresponding line plots that can be extracted 1d.  
 
The 1s2p RIXS planes involve the measurement of the 2p→1s X-ray emission spectra at 
the excitation energies related to the 1s pre-edge energies 40.  These 1s2p RIXS planes can 
be viewed as the transition from the 3dn ground state to the 2p53dn+1  final states via the 
1s13dn+1  intermediate states (a schematic of these transitions is shown in figure 8).  The 
matrices involved in this process are the 3dn → 1s13dn+1 quadrupole transition coupled to 
the 1s13dn+1 → 2p53dn+1 dipole decay.  From the final 2D RIXS contour plot we can obtain 
both K pre-edge and L-edge like information from a single experiment.  The pre-edge Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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structure is observed by looking at the incident energy and integrating over the emission 
energy and the L-edge can be obtained by looking at the energy transfer and integrating 
over the incident energy.   
 
The RIXS spectra can be discussed as a 2D plane or as individual cross sections.  The 
vertical cross section of the RIXS plane is a scan of constant intermediate state (Constant 
Incident Energy - CIE) over a range of final states; it shows us the possible final states 
reached by one particular 1s resonance (same final states as in direct L-edge absorption).  
In the horizontal direction (Constant Energy Transfer – CET) we keep a constant final 
state while the intermediate states are varied, these intermediate states correspond to the 
individual K pre-edge features.  This scan shows all the 1s resonances that decay to this 
particular 2p53dn+1 final state.  In these experimental spectra it is not possible to separate 
these individual electronic states due to the fact that the splittings between them are 
smaller than the lifetime broadenings of the experiment.  The experimental RIXS planes 
therefore combine several intermediate states in the constant incident energy direction 
and several final states in the constant energy transfer direction 1d.  In the diagonal 
direction we are measuring the intensity at constant emission energy while scanning the 
incident energy (CEE scan).  This line plot indirectly measures the HERFD XANES. 
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Figure 11  Comparison of Kα RIXS experiments with calculated pre-edge spectra 
for Cr3+ and Cr6+ compounds. 
   
The Kα RIXS for Cr2O3 (figure 11) shows the presence of two pre-edge features before the 
main K-absorption edge along the KαI emission line; these appear at 5991 eV and 5994 eV 
incident energy.  The main edge rise starts at 5999 eV.  The first pre-edge feature at 5991 
eV (575.5 eV energy transfer) is spread over a 2 eV range, implying that this peak arises 
K2CrO4 1s2p RIXS  K2CrO4 calculated 1s2p RIXS 
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from two electronic transitions 1b.  The second pre-edge peak at 5994 eV (578.5 eV energy 
transfer) is stretched over 4 eV and is relatively more intense in comparison to the first 
feature.  At the KαII emission line there are also 2 pre-edge features at 5991 eV and 5994 
eV incident energy, these two emission energy maxima occur at 585 eV and 588 eV energy 
transfer.  Both of these features appear less intense in comparison to the respective pre-
edge features at the KαI emission line.  There also appears to be an absorption tail leading 
to the main edge, starting at 5996 eV.  The broadening observed in the diagonal direction 
of the experimental spectrum is caused by the experimental broadening and core hole 
lifetime effects and can be included in the calculation 1b.  In the calculation the 2 pre-edge 
features are nicely reproduced with the first pre-edge feature at 5991 eV (100 eV in 
theoretical case) being the most intense.  When comparing the experimental and 
theoretical spectra a difference in intensity of the pre-edge features is observed, this may 
be due to orbital hybridisation and as it is not included in the calculations 1b.  The 
experimental spectrum also shows a splitting of 10 eV in the energy transfer direction; this 
splitting is also evident in the calculation.  This splitting value relates to the energy 
difference between the L3 and L2 edges in the soft X-ray XAS experiments, as the same 
final states are probed.  In this case the energy difference in the soft X-ray experiments is 
also approximately 10 eV.  These RIXS simulations only cover the pre-edge region 
meaning that the main edge is not reproduced, this is because the calculations to produce 
the main edge are very complicated and, in the case of chromium, leaving out the main 
edge does not affect the quality of the pre-edge. 
 
If we compare the 1s2p RIXS plot shown in figure 11 with the normal K-edge absorption 
XANES spectrum we can see the increased level of separation of the two pre-edge features 
from the main edge.  In the normal XANES spectrum there is a small peak at 5991 eV and 
a second more intense feature at 5994 eV, when we look at the RIXS spectrum these two 
features become completely separated out with two distinct peaks at 5991 eV and 5994 eV 
and the contours returning to base line in-between. When looking at the pre-edges in a 
XANES experiment the intensity is much weaker in comparison to that of the main edge 
and so by using RIXS we are able to achieve a greater separation of these features from the 
main edge along with greater resolution.  We can then compare this to the DOS obtained 
from the FEFF calculation and assign the two resonances forming the peak, which we have 
done above for the direct HERFD experiments.  In this case we can see that the first pre-
edge feature at 5991 eV shows DOS intensity from the Cr s, O p and Cr d-orbitals 
overlapping with the Cr p-orbital probe.  
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As we move towards CrO3 the Td geometry becomes more distorted due to the varying Cr-
O and Cr-Cr inter-atomic distances.  This will affect the molecular orbital energy levels 
and therefore the features we see in the X-ray spectra.  The Kα RIXS spectrum shows the 
presence of two pre-edge features along the KαI emission line.  The first less intense 
feature occurs at 5991 eV incident energy and the second more intense feature at 5994 eV 
incident energy, having energy transfer values of 577.5 eV and 579 eV.  The second feature 
is spread out over approximately 4 eV which implies that four resonances form this feature.  
The Kα RIXS spectra show differences in the appearance of features at the KαI and KαII 
emission lines.  At the KαII there are two clear pre-edge features compared to the KαI 
where we observe an area of spectral intensity at 5991.5 eV and a second more intense 
feature at 5993 eV incident energy.  The simulation shows two features at both the KαI and 
KαII emission lines with the separation of the features at the KαII emission line being 
approximately 2 eV for both experiment and theory.  The splitting between KαI and KαII is 9 
eV in both the experimental and theoretical spectra.  The difference between the L3 and L2 
edges in the direct L-edge XAS experiment is also 9 eV, this direct L-edge experiment is 
comparable to the vertical cross section in the RIXS contour plot.  
 
The CrCl3 RIXS spectrum shows two areas of intensity along the KαI emission line, the first 
feature appears at 5991 eV and the second at 5993 eV incident energy (575.5 eV and 577 
eV energy transfer respectively), the main edge rise begins at 5996 eV.  Along the KαII 
emission line the first pre-edge feature appears at 5991 eV (584.5 eV energy transfer) as in 
the KαI part.  In this case the spectral intensity is weaker but there is also the appearance 
of a second area of intensity at 5993 eV (586 eV energy transfer).  The main edge appears 
at 5995 eV for the KαI.  The calculation of the pre-edge shows two features, the first being 
of greater intensity both for the KαI and KαII emission lines.  In the experimental spectrum 
the splitting value between the KαI and KαII pre-edge features appears to be 9 eV compared 
to 10 eV in the theoretical spectrum.  This value can be compared to that obtained in the 
direct L-edge experiments, which appears to be closer to 9 eV. 
 
The Kα RIXS spectrum of K2CrO4 shows one intense pre-edge feature at about 5994 eV 
incident energy in both the KαI and KαII emission lines, 577.5 eV and 588.5 eV energy 
transfer.  The splitting value in the vertical cross section for the pre-edges is approximately 
9 eV in both the experimental and theoretical spectra.  When comparing this to the energy 
difference between the L3 and L2 edges in the direct L-edge experiments we can see that 
these are in agreement with the difference between the L-edges also being 9 eV.  The 
spectrum for K2CrO4 is very different to that of the other Cr(VI) species, CrO3.  These two 
complexes possess different geometries, which affects the electronic properties observed.  Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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In the Td K2CrO4 case there is one intense pre-edge feature, also clearly visible in the K-
edge XANES spectrum, even in the normal XANES.  This feature is caused by 
hybridisation of O p-orbitals with Cr p-orbitals, as shown in the FEFF9 empty density of 
states calculations shown above.  In the case of CrO3 the compound possesses distorted Td 
geometry; the pre-edge region in the RIXS plot shows two pre-edge features.  The feature 
at lower energy is not present in the K2CrO4 spectra due to the fact that although there is O 
p-orbital contribution there is no Cr p-orbital contribution.  For CrO3 there is Cr p and O 
p-orbital contributions for both of these pre-edges and so both are visible in both the 
XANES and the RIXS spectra.  When comparing to the XANES we can see that in the low 
energy resolution case there is only one broad pre-edge with a shoulder on the low energy 
side, the HERFD shows a better resolved peak, but the RIXS shows a clear separation into 
two features.  This demonstrates the benefits of the RIXS technique when analysing the 
pre-edge of these metal complexes.  The fact that the two Cr6+ RIXS calculations show 
two features for CrO3 and one feature for K2CrO4 suggests that the additional peak is 
caused by the structural differences between the compounds and the hybridisation of the 
Cr p and O p-orbitals.  The broadening of the peak appears to be symmetric in the incident 
energy direction but more asymmetric in the energy transfer direction.  This can be an 
indication that the final state is not a single state and that there are additional shoulder 
states at the high energy transfer site of the main peak 1a. 
 
Cr(acac)3 displays two pre-edge features in the 1s2p RIXS spectrum at 5991 eV and 5993 
eV incident energy at both the KαI and KαII emission lines.  The first pre-edge feature at 
575.5 eV energy transfer is the most intense and is spread over 2 eV, suggesting there are 
two resonances forming the peak, it is difficult to explain this using the DOS from FEFF9 
as the XANES spectra could not be accurately reproduced using this method.  The second 
pre-edge feature at 577.5 eV is less intense than the first and shows an energy splitting of 2 
eV from the first peak.  The KαII emission line shows a weaker first pre-edge at 585 eV 
energy transfer compared to the KαI but this is also spread over 2 eV and shows an energy 
splitting of 2 eV from the second (less intense) feature at 587 eV energy transfer.  The 
calculation also shows two pre-edge features with the same energy splitting between the 
KαI and KαII lines of 10 eV, and the first peak is also more intense in this case.  From the L-
edge spectrum we can see the energy difference between the L3 and L2 edges is 
approximately 8 eV and does not seem to agree with that obtained in the RIXS experiment.  
When comparing to the normal XANES for Cr(acac)3 we see a lot more detail, in the 
XANES spectra the second feature is not resolved and appears as a small hump, the 
HERFD shows it more clearly but does still not provide the degree of separation as offered 
in the RIXS plot. Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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For both Cr(III) and Cr(VI) compounds the number and relative intensities of the pre-
edge features are well reproduced.  The Cr(III) spectra show similar peak patterns with 
two pre-edge features separated by 3 eV.  The K2CrO4 Cr(VI) case shows the presence of 
only one pre-edge feature.  All of the spectra show asymmetric line shapes with a tail 
towards higher final state energies in the CIE direction, this may be caused by electron-
electron interactions in the 2p53dn+1 final states 1b.  If we compare the spectra of Cr2O3 and 
CrO3, it is clear that in moving from Cr3+ to Cr6+ we see a shift in incident energy of the 
pre-edge features to higher energies, by approximately 2 eV (and 2 eV in energy transfer).  
This is also true for the Cr compounds containing non-oxidic ligands.  The appearance of 
the pre-edges for the Cr3+ and Cr6+ also differ in that for Cr6+ the features appear more 
symmetric than for Cr3+.  
  
Table 2  Crystal field values for Cr reference samples calculated in both soft and 
hard X-ray simulations 
Sample  Simulated crystal field 
splitting from RIXS 
Simulated 10Dq from L-
edge 
 
Cr2O3 
 
2 eV 
 
2 eV 
 
CrCl3 
 
2 eV 
 
1 eV 
 
Cr(acac)3 
 
2 eV 
 
2 eV 
 
CrO3 
 
3 eV 
 
3 eV 
 
K2CrO4 
 
0.7 eV 
 
1.6 eV 
 
Na2CrO4 
 
0.7 eV 
 
1.6 eV 
 
Table 2 shows the respective crystal field splitting values calculated for both the direct soft 
X-ray L-edge experiments and those calculated from the hard X-ray RIXS analysis.  The 
two methods produce the same values for each of the samples studied in most cases, 
however CrCl3 shows a value of half in the soft X-ray simulations and the chromates show 
a value that is doubled in the soft X-ray experiments.  As discussed previously the L-edge 
calculations did not produce the same crystal field values as that obtained from UV-vis 
experiments due to the fact that the two processes are determining the crystal field of 
different states.  In the case of XAS it is the final state crystal field value that is calculated 
rather than the initial state in the case of optical absorption experiments.  For this reason Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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we would expect to see greater agreement with the values obtained from the XAS and 
RIXS analysis rather than with the values obtained from optical absorption spectroscopy.  
From this we can deduce that the RIXS calculations are also governed mainly by the 
crystal field splitting value of the final state, rather than that of the initial state. 
   
   
 
 
Figure 12  A comparison of experimental and theoretical constant incident energy 
plots (indirect L-edges taken from the RIXS plot). Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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Studies have shown that with an increase in the experimental resolution of the 
monochromator and detector from around 1 eV to 0.3 eV, closer to that obtained with 2p 
XAS, a great deal more information is revealed.  The level of information obtained from 
calculations of 1s2p RIXS spectra with this increase in resolution is much better than that 
from the corresponding 2p XAS experimental data 1a.  This shows how powerful the RIXS 
technique could be. 
 
4.3.4 Cr Kβ Emission Studies 
 
The valence-to-core region of transition metal X-ray spectra contains a wealth of 
information about the electronic and molecular structure of the system in question.  Such 
valence-to-core X-ray emission spectra have previously been measured for Cr compounds 
such as oxides, carbides, borides, nitrides, phosphides etc.  These results already show 
good agreement with calculated spectra 3b.  Looking at the valence-to-core emission lines 
gives us detailed information on the first coordination shell of Cr; hopefully by exploring 
this we can identify the effects of substitution around the central Cr atom, this is an 
extremely useful property as we are now able to distinguish nearest neighbours that are in 
the same row of the periodic table, which we are unable to do in EXAFS 41.  It has been 
known for a while that the Kβ emission spectra of 3d metals show a pronounced chemical 
sensitivity.  Such chemical effects have been used as a probe of chemical bonding 42, the 
largest of these affecting the valence-to-core X-ray transitions.  These transitions carry 
information on the occupancy and symmetry of the orbitals involved in chemical bonding.  
Similarly to XAS studies, XES does not require long range order in the system being 
studied.  This is one of the main advantages of XES; it is sensitive to the composition of 
the bulk of the material rather than just the surface, as in the case of other inner-shell 
spectroscopies like XPS.  Other advantages include the fact that high vacuum conditions 
are not required and the sample environment is flexible.  As with XAS it is also possible to 
carry out this technique under controlled atmospheric conditions, at cryogenic or high 
temperatures and for in-situ catalysis studies. 
  
In 3d transition metal compounds, the 1s core state can be excited and the 1s core hole can 
then be filled by 2p, 3p or 4p valence electrons.  For a 1s core hole, this yields 1s2p (Kα), 
1s3p (Kβ) and 1s4p (Kβ2,5) XES.  The 1s2p emission spectrum is split into two peaks due to 
the 2p spin-orbit coupling; these two peaks are the KαI and KαII, where KαI relates to a 
2p3/2 core hole in the final state and KαII to a 2p1/2 core hole.  The two regions visible in the 
Kβ emission spectrum are the Kβ main line and Kβ satellite lines.  The Kβ main line 
corresponds to the core-to-core 3p→1s transition and consists of a Kβ1,3 peak and a low Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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energy tail Kβ’ that is due to (3p,3d) exchange interactions43.  The 1s4p valence band XES 
is split into the cross over peak (Kβ’’) and the valence band XES (Kβ2,5).  The Kβ2,5 lie 
immediately below the Fermi level and are used to describe the valence band, Kβ’’ is the 
cross-over peak, which appears at higher binding energies (lower fluorescence)3b.   
 
The Kβ2,5  is caused by metal 4p character that has hybridised with the valence states of the 
ligands.  There could also be Kβ2,5 intensity from quadrupole XES from occupied 3d states.  
The Kβ’’ peak is called the cross-over peak because it can be considered as the XES 
channel from a ligand 2s ‘core’ state to a metal 1s state, which is a cross-over transition 32.  
It is better to view this transition as one from metal 4p to 1s, where the metal 4p has 
hybridised with the ligand 2s core state 32.  Due to the nature of the ligand 2s → metal 1s 
transition these features reflect the binding energies of the ligand 2s orbitals (5965-5980 
eV in this case).  The intensity of the cross-over peak is inversely proportional to the 
metal-ligand distance; this is caused by the fact that shorter distances imply stronger 
hybridisation 32. 
 
The Kβ satellite lines are very sensitive to the local environment of 3d transition metal 
atoms because it is the nature of the ligand in the first coordination sphere around the 
metal atom that determines the character of the valence orbitals 3b.  This technique is also 
able to discriminate between ligands of similar atomic number such as O, N, C, etc in the 
first coordination sphere of the metal atom 3c, which is difficult to distinguish by other 
XAS experiments 3a. 
 
The paper by Sofanov et al 3a uses FEFF8.2 successfully to reproduce the experiment.  
From the experimental data obtained in this study at the ESRF some interesting trends in 
the Kβ main line spectra were observed, the plots agree with those published for the same 
compounds 3a, b.  All the compounds in the 3+ oxidation state show the additional feature 
at about 5935 eV, this feature is thought to be due to spin flip transitions 44.  This part of 
the spectrum gives us information on the spin state of the compound, the higher the spin 
the higher the energy of the Kβ main line 45. 
 
The figures below (figures 14 and 15) show the Kβ main lines for a series of chromium 
compounds with different ligands, oxidation states and geometries as well as associated 
calculations using FEFF9.  Both the Kβ’’ and Kβ2,5  valence-to-core lines are also shown (in 
figures 15 and 16) the Kβ2,5 lines involve the highest energy molecular orbitals with Cr 3d, 
4s and 4p character as well as ligand 2s and 2p character, providing information on the 
nature of the bonding in the sample 3a, b, 45.  The Kβ’’ lines come at slightly lower energies Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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and the structure contained in both of these valence-to-core lines makes up what is called 
the ‘satellite region’. 
 
 
Figure 13  Kβ main lines for a series of Cr reference materials. 
 
Figure 13 shows the core-to-core Kβ emission lines for all samples; this figure highlights 
the additional feature present in the Td spectra as well as the shift in the position of the Kβ 
main line maxima from Td to Oh materials. 
 
   
 
Figure 14  Kβ main lines for Cr(III) (a) and Cr(VI) (b) reference materials. 
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The core-to-core spectra for the Cr(III) samples shown in figure 14a show a small, broad 
feature at 5932.5 to 5940 eV and the main peak at 5949 eV.  The Cr(VI) samples only show 
the presence of the main peak at 5947 eV.  There is a shift of 2 eV in the position of the 
main peak between Cr(III) and Cr(VI).  The Cr(CO)6 (Cr0) main line looks similar to that 
of the Cr(VI) samples with the appearance of one main peak at 5946.5 eV.  The work by 
Sofanov et al 3a claims to demonstrate the first example of the practical application of the 
XES method for studying real objects.  However, the structures of the Kβ satellite lines 
and more specifically the Kβ’’ cross-over peaks have been mainly used as an index for the 
local chemical coordination of the chromium, looking at one geometry with one single 
ligand.  The work by Serena de Beer et al. investigates the factors influencing the valence-
to-core and core-to-core lines (spin state, oxidation state, and coordination environment) 
in iron based systems 46.  They found that the valence-to-core region was more sensitive to 
the chemical environment 46.  For catalysis the interest in using this technique is in 
looking at the replacement of ligands during catalysis which might tell us something about 
the mechanism involved.  Figure 15, below, shows the Kβ satellite region (cross-over and 
Kβ2,5 peaks) for all the chromium reference compounds.  A comparison of Oh and Td 
geometries is then shown in figure 16. 
  
 
 
Figure 15  Kβ satellite and cross-over peaks for a series of Cr reference materials   
 
The figure above, figure 15, shows how the position and appearance of the Kβ’’ changes 
depending on the nature of the environment around the central Cr.  The Td compounds all Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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show a very pronounced Kβ’’ (cross-over) peak at the same energy position, the splitting 
between the Kβ2,5 peaks and the Kβ’’ peaks in these samples is around 15-17 eV, this is 
much larger than that of the Oh samples (8-10 eV) and is similar to that found for oxygen 
ligands (2o eV) in previous studies 3a. 
   
Figure 16  Kβ satellite and crossover peaks for a series of Cr powders in 
Octahedral (a) and Tetrahedral (b) geometry. 
  
 
From the experimental data (figure 16) we can see that the position and shape of the 
satellite and cross-over peaks are changing with the local environment around the central 
chromium.  Previous studies have shown that the crossover peak can be used as a 
fingerprint of the presence of Cr-O, C-N, or Cr-C bonds in the sample 3a.  Although the 
same trend can be seen from our results it can also be said that the position and shape also 
appear to be sensitive to the oxidation state and geometry of Cr, so one has to be very 
careful with this approach.  Figure 16 shows the experimental Kβ valence-to-core spectra 
for a series of Cr reference compounds.  The Cr(CO)6 spectrum shows the appearance of a 
small feature at 5979 eV (Kβ’’) and a larger peak at 5984 eV (Kβ2,5).  Cr(acac)3 has two 
much smaller peaks, one at 5982 eV (Kβ’’) and 5988 eV (Kβ2,5), this is a similar shape to 
the spectrum of CrCl3.6H2O.  There is also a peak at 5988 eV in the CrCl3.6H2O spectrum; 
however the first peak is slightly shifted and appears at 5984 eV.  In the case of Cr(acac)3 
and CrCl3.6H2O there are direct Cr-O and Cr-C neighbours, this complicates the results 
and therefore the interpretation of these spectra by producing multiple or broad peaks.  In 
the case of CrCl3 there is a small broad feature from 5982.5 to 5990 eV similar in position 
to the CrCl3.6H2O spectrum with only one broad feature rather than two individual peaks.  
The spectrum for Cr2O3 shows some similarities to the shape of the Td spectra, this maybe 
due to the fact that Cr2O3 is distorted Oh.  The distortion from perfect Oh geometry means 
that certain transitions now become allowed, this may account for the Td like appearance.  
The spectrum for Cr2O3 contains two peaks at 5969 eV (Kβ’’) and 5984 eV (Kβ2,5) with a 
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splitting of 15 eV, the same as that visible in the Td spectra, however the absolute energies 
are not the same as in the Td case.  The Cr(CO)6, Cr(acac)3 and the CrCl3.6H2O Kβ spectra 
show either a shift of the Kβ’’ (cross-over) peak toward the Kβ2,5 peak or a strange 
distortion of the satellite peak region, again this may be a result of having both Cr-O and 
Cr-C bonds. 
 
All of the spectra for the Td compounds; K2CrO4, Na2CrO4, K2Cr2O7, Na2Cr2O7 and CrO3 
show the same features, there are two peaks appearing at 5974 eV and 5989 eV split by 15 
eV (Figure 16b), all the Td samples also contain Cr-O bonds and so we would expect to see 
this peak in all.  In each case the second, higher energy peak, is more intense.  The peak at 
5974 eV is the Kβ’’ (cross-over) peak and the peak at 5989 eV is the Kβ2,5 peak.  
 
The following spectra show the experimental Kβ main lines along with the FEFF9 
calculations; a fairly good agreement between experiment and theory is observed. 
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Figure 17  Kβ main lines and FEFF9 simulations for a series of Cr compounds.   
 
Figure 17 shows the experimental Kβ main lines with associated FEFF9 simulated 
mainlines for a series of Cr compounds.  For 3d transition metals the Kβ main lines 
correspond to the 3p1s transition.  The FEFF9 calculated spectra show good agreement 
with the experimentally obtained main lines.  The general shape of the peak is well Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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reproduced however there is a slight broadening visible experimentally on the low energy 
side of the main lines for all samples.    
 
FEFF9 has also been used to reproduce the Kβ satellite region for the chromium samples, 
the experimentally obtained Kβ satellites along with the FEFF9 simulation are shown in 
figure 18, below. 
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Figure 18  Kβ satellite lines and FEFF9 simulations for a series of Cr compounds. 
 
Overall good agreement between experimental and theoretical Kβ satellite lines is 
observed.  The spectra for Cr2O3 contains two peaks at 5968 eV and 5984.5 eV.  The peak 
at 5968 eV is the Kβ cross-over peak (or Kβ’’) and appears slightly shifted in the 
calculation at 5970.5 eV, this also means the splitting between the Kβ’’ and Kβ2,5 peaks is Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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not the same in the experimental and theoretical spectra (16.5 eV vs. 14 eV respectively).  
The Kβ2,5 peak, at 5984.5 eV, is well reproduced by the calculation and the small shoulder 
on the high energy side at 5990 eV is also present in the simulation. 
 
The spectra for CrO3 also shows two peaks, the Kβ’’ (cross-over) peak appears at 5973 eV 
and the Kβ2,5 peak at 5989 eV.  The cross-over peak again appears shifted and appears at 
5975.5 eV in the calculation with a splitting between the two peaks of 16 eV experimentally 
compared to 13.5 eV theoretically.  The intensity ratio between the two peaks also appears 
different in the two spectra; this is difficult to say for sure due to the fact that there is a 
strong background in the experimental spectrum caused by the tail of the Kβ main line. 
 
The CrCl3 cross-over peak is much weaker in comparison to those of the oxides, there is a 
small shoulder in the experimental spectrum at 5977.5 eV and the Kβ2,5 peak appears at 
5986 eV.  The calculation shows a much more intense cross-over peak at 5975 eV and the 
Kβ2,5 peak again at 5986 eV.  The experimental splitting in this case is smaller than the 
theoretical case and is 8.5 eV compared to 11 eV in the calculation. 
 
The experimental K2CrO4 Kβ satellite spectrum contains two peaks at 5973 eV (cross-over 
peak) and 5990 eV (Kβ2,5 peak).  The energy splitting in the experimental spectrum is 17 
eV compared to 14 eV in the calculated spectrum.  FEFF9 calculates the cross-over peak at 
5976 eV and the Kβ2,5 peak also at 5990 eV. 
 
The K2Cr2O7 spectrum appears similar to that of K2CrO4 with the cross-over peak 
occurring at 5973 eV and the Kβ2,5 peak at 5989 eV.  The calculated cross-over peak occurs 
at 5975.5 eV, with a splitting of 13.5 eV in the calculated spectrum and 16 eV in the 
experimental spectrum. 
 
The experimental Kβ satellite spectrum for Na2CrO4 contains two peaks; one at 5974 eV 
(cross-over peak) and the other at 5989 eV (Kβ2,5 peak).  The energy splitting in the 
experimental spectrum is 15 eV compared to 13 eV in the calculated spectrum.  The 
calculated cross-over peak appears at 5976 eV and the Kβ2,5 peak also at 5990 eV. 
 
The Na2Cr2O7 spectrum appears similar to that of Na2CrO4 with the cross-over peak 
occurring at 5974 eV and the Kβ2,5 peak at 5989.5 eV.  The calculated cross-over peak 
occurs at 5976 eV, with a splitting of 13.5 eV in the calculated spectrum and 15.5 eV in the 
experimental spectrum. 
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The Cr(CO)6 experimental Kβ satellite spectrum shows two features at 5979.5 eV and 5983 
eV.  These features are also reproduced in the simulated spectra, also at 5979.5 eV and 
5983 eV.  In both cases the first peak is less intense, appearing as a small shoulder.  The 
energy splitting in this case is 3.5 eV for both.  The splitting between the satellite peaks, 5 
eV, is fairly low compared to that of previously published Cr-C bonds (11 eV), this may be 
due to the presence of Cr-C-O bond in the sample. 
 
The experimental satellite lines for Cr(acac)3 show a very small broad feature at 5976 eV, a 
more intense feature at 5982.5 eV and another feature at 5988.5 eV.  The calculation 
reproduces the first small, broad peak at 5976 eV and also the next peak at 5982.5 eV.  The 
third feature is shifted compared to that in the experiment and appears at 5986.5.  In the 
calculation this feature is almost the same intensity as the peak at 5982.5 eV; whereas in 
the experiment it appears less intense.  The calculation also shows an additional feature at 
5969 eV that is not visible in the experiment; however it is unclear whether there is a 
broad feature hidden by the tail of the Kβ main line in the experiment.  
 
Most of the Kβ satellite spectra appear to have been well reproduced from theory in the 
FEFF9 calculations, the only ones that appear less so are the chromates.  As yet it is not 
quite obvious as to why this is the case. 
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Figure 19  Calculated Kβ main lines and occupied density of states contributions 
for a series of Cr reference compounds. 
 
Using the FEFF9 code to perform density of states analysis provides insights into the 
nature of the chemical bond in the sample.  The above FEFF9 calculations appear to work 
very well showing the Cr 1s and 3p contribution that is expected from the 3p→1s transition 
that causes the Kβ main line.  The plots show the occupied density of states contributions 
to the main line (also calculated), we can see that O s, O p and Cr d DOS all contribute to 
the XES spectrum. 
 
The calculated valence-to-core X-ray emission spectra along with the calculated density of 
states for the Cr references are shown below; all calculations were performed with FEFF9. Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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Figure 20  Calculated Kβ satellite lines and occupied density of states 
contributions for a series of Cr reference compounds.   
 
In figure 20 the calculated Kβ satellites and density of states plot for Cr2O3 shows two 
features in the XES, one at -37 eV (with respect to the main edge) and the other at -23 eV.  
The feature at -37 eV is the Kβ’’ peak and shows a contribution in the density of states 
plots from O s-orbitals, Cr p and Cr d-orbitals.  The Kβ2,5 peak at -23 eV shows a large 
degree of intensity in the density of states from O p-orbitals and Cr d-orbitals, and smaller 
peaks from Cr s and Cr p-orbitals.  Previous studies show 47 that in the case of Cr2O3 the 
Kβ’’ (cross-over) line corresponds to transitions from the O 2s states, while the Kβ2,5 line is 
due to the band formed of mainly O 2p-orbitals.  It has also been said that due to the 
geometry of Cr2O3 there is relatively little mixing of the O p states, the Cr p, and the Cr d 
states.  The Cr d states therefore contribute very weakly to the XES spectrum 47.  However, 
from the calculated density of states in figure 20 we can see that the Cr d states do 
contribute to the XES and are in fact quite prominent in the Kβ2,5 structure. 
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The occupied density of states plots for CrO3 shows contributions to the cross-over peak 
(Kβ’’) at -27 eV from Cr s, Cr p, Cr d and O s-orbitals.  The Kβ2,5 line at -13.5 eV, shows 
large contributions from the O p and Cr d-orbitals and smaller contributions from the Cr s 
and Cr p states.  There is also a feature on the high energy side of the Kβ2,5 line (at the 
Fermi level) showing intensity from the Cr d states. 
 
The spectrum for CrCl3 shows intensity from the Cl s, Cr s, Cr p and Cr d-orbitals forming 
the cross-over peak at -27 eV.  The Kβ2,5 line, at -15.5 eV, shows large contributions from 
the Cl p and Cr d-orbitals and smaller contributions from the Cr s and Cr p density of 
states. 
 
The density of states plot for K2CrO4 shows large O s, Cr p and Cr d-orbital contribution at 
-29 eV forming the cross-over peak.  At -15 eV the Kβ2,5 peak is formed by mainly O p and 
Cr d character and small amounts of Cr p and Cr s character. 
 
The Td Cr(VI) sample K2Cr2O7 shows that the cross-over peak occurs at -27.5 eV and is 
formed due to transitions involving O s, Cr p, Cr d and a smaller proportion of Cr s 
character.  The Kβ2,5 peak consists of contributions from Cr d and O p-orbitals and a small 
amount of Cr p and Cr s-orbitals and is found at -14 eV. 
 
The cross-over peak for the Na2CrO4 sample occurs at -29 eV and contains intense O s, Cr 
d, Cr p and Cr s character.  At -15 eV the Kβ2,5 peak is made up of Cr d, O p and a small 
amount of Cr p and Cr s character. 
 
The spectrum for Na2Cr2O7, similar to the other dichromate sample, shows that the cross-
over peak, -27 eV, is formed by contributions from O s, Cr d, Cr p, and a small amount of 
the Cr s density of states.  The Kβ2,5 peak, at -13 eV, shows a large amount of O p and Cr d 
character and a smaller amount of Cr p and Cr s character. 
 
The Kβ satellites of Cr(acac)3 consist of one broad double peaked feature from about -30 to 
-15 eV.  The peak at -22 eV shows contributions from O p, C p and Cr d density of states.  
The second peak at -17 eV arises due to transitions involving Cr d and O p-orbitals and a 
small amount of C p and Cr p character. 
 
The d6 Cr(CO)6  species also shows a broad feature from -22.5 to -10 eV containing three 
peaks at -22 eV, -17.5 eV and -12.5 eV.  The first feature at -22 eV is caused by C s and O p Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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orbital contributions, the second at -17.5 eV by O p, Cr d and C p contributions and the 
third peak at -12.5 eV shows O p and Cr d character. 
 
All the orbitals that give rise to the Kβ2,5 line lie within a few eV below the Fermi level and 
take part in the chemical bond.  Due to the strong orbital hybridisation, the difference in 
binding energy in the compounds is not as much as expected for atomic orbitals 3b.  The 
calculations show that the ligand 2s-orbitals are the main contributors to the Kβ’’ lines and 
the energy position of the Kβ’’ line is therefore proportional to the atomic value and thus 
provides a clear indication of the ligand nature 3b.   
 
4.4 Conclusions 
 
This chapter focuses on 3d transition metal systems, namely chromium reference 
compounds such as oxides, chromates and chlorides.  Previous studies have demonstrated 
the sensitivity of X-ray absorption edges and pre-edge features to their chemical 
environment.  The position of the absorption edge is shown to be highly sensitive to its 
ligand surroundings and geometry; however, the exact origins of the features are 
unassigned.  The aim of this study is to bring together a collection of complementary and 
some novel X-ray techniques to assign these features. 
 
We hope that with this work we have added to the development of these novel methods of 
measuring and analysing the pre-edge structures of transition metal compounds.  There 
are many effects hidden in the pre-edge region that have been proven to be extremely 
valuable in characterising the electronic and molecular structure of the 3d transition metal 
systems.  Whilst the measurement of the K-edge XANES of transition metals is not a novel 
procedure, we were able to obtain high energy resolution data and simulate the pre-edge 
with the FEFF9 code.  With the HERFD XANES and the possibility to measure 
concentrated samples we have been able to achieve pre-edge regions with greater intensity 
than would be possible in other techniques (EXAFS).  This increase in structure allows for 
a more detailed analysis of the features and therefore the electronic structure of the 
materials under investigation.  There is arguably less work on transition metal 2p XAS, in 
this study we have again managed to measure the 2p XAS of a series of Cr samples using 
soft X-rays.  Although these spectra require a complex theoretical analysis we have been 
able to reproduce the edges to a high degree of accuracy.  This enabled us to determine 
theoretical values for the crystal field that we can compare with other X-ray techniques 
(RIXS) as well as optical absorption techniques.  As discussed these values do not always Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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coincide due to differences in the different states.  There is the next step in the analysis of 
the L-edges which has not been attempted in this study, this would be to deduce all 
possible final states for every ground state and therefore produce a more detailed 
description of the features observed.  This would be a potential area for further work based 
on this study.  The experimental data and calculations in this study do highlight the value 
of this technique and a good basis for development. 
 
The novel RIXS experiments provide the opportunity to achieve L and K-edge spectra 
unaffected by lifetime broadening effects and the large background from the main 
absorption edge.  Moreover, 2D images of emission as a function of absorption are 
obtained, providing information on the relation between absorption and emission features 
thereby providing detailed information on the presence and position of specific molecular 
orbitals or bands.  Another important aspect is the fact that these 1s2p RIXS experiments, 
unlike conventional 2p XAS; make use of hard X-ray probes.  This means that in theory 
experiments can be performed under essentially any (extreme) conditions, including 
experiments in reactors, or in-situ situations 40.  In future it would be of interest to use the 
CTM program to simulate the RIXS in this study rather than the RGAss approach, the 
CTM theory is based on more recent developments and has the potential to include more 
parameters and effects.  This would allow a more accurate and varied analytical approach 
to these spectra. 
 
The Kβ studies have allowed us to take a look at the first coordination shell around the 
central chromium.  This technique enables us to differentiate between different ligands, 
including those that are neighbours in the periodic table.  This is an important step 
forward in the area of X-ray spectroscopy as it is not possible with all techniques.  A 
detailed analysis of the valence-to-core emission lines has shown their sensitivity to the 
chemical environment around the central metal.  This is an important development 
opportunity in the field of catalysis as it could be used as a tool to monitor the changing 
ligands during the catalytic process.  In the case of the Kβ XES studies the calculations 
have been quite successful at predicting the relative energy positions of the different 
transitions.  We have also been able to perform a density of states analysis on the Kβ 
emission spectra thus identifying the orbitals involved in the transitions. 
 
One point that is true for both the K-edge XAS and the Kβ studies is that the calculation 
and analysis of these spectra would not be possible without knowing the structure of the 
compound.  This means that performing a structural and electronic analysis of unknowns 
is not possible using these theoretical methods (FEFF). Chapter Four                        Reference Study 
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Chapter Five: Systematic spectroscopic study of 
Cr(salen) materials 
 
5.1  Introduction 
 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has become a well recognised characterisation tool 
in many areas of the chemical sciences.  The wide usage of XAS for materials 
characterisation is largely due to the fact that it allows us to determine the geometric and 
local electronic structures of materials in an element specific manner.  X-ray Absorption 
techniques also allow us to perform these experiments in a bulk sensitive manner.  The 
work into bulk sensitive XAS characterisation of light elements by Uwe Bergmann, Pieter 
Glatzel and Stephen Cramer shows the versatility of the technique and how experiments 
that demonstrate the advantages of both soft and hard X-ray measurements can be 
performed 1.  Detailed XANES studies have been described in the literature previously for 
transition-metal complexes, showing that the X-ray absorption edges are very sensitive to 
the chemical environment 2.  The reach of these kinds of studies stretches beyond 
chemistry and physics into many areas of materials research; L-edge XAS has been used to 
characterise multiple valence states of 3d transition metals in areas of mineralogical and 
geochemical research 3.  The pre-edge region in XAS is also indicative of different 
oxidation states and geometries of the samples being studied 2; we saw this in the Cr 
reference study in chapter 4.  The work by Kau, Spira-Soloman, Penner-Hahn et al shows 
how the X-ray Absorption edge of copper was used in the determination of the oxidation 
state and coordination geometry of copper compounds 4. 
 
XAS methods are well utilised in catalytic studies; from characterisation of catalysts 5 to 
studying reaction intermediates and the determination of mechanistic pathways.  Despite 
the fact that techniques such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy are well established and 
understood there are also aspects that are currently being developed and new discoveries 
are being made.  One of the main advantages of these types of experiments (especially for 
catalysis) is the possibility to carry them out under in-situ or even extreme conditions; 
such as at cryogenic temperatures or under ultra high vacuum conditions.  M. Bron et al 6 
employed in-situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy to study heterogeneous silica supported 
silver catalysts for the gas phase hydrogenation of acrolein.  For homogeneous catalysis 
the application of XAS is very limited whereas for heterogeneous it is more or less 
standard 6, at least the EXAFS part of it 7.  It is also now possible to perform in-situ 
measurements in combination with complementary techniques such as infrared, Raman Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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and UV-vis spectroscopy 8.  This facilitates catalytic studies and therefore allows the 
determination of structure and its relation to the function of materials. The ever 
improving understanding of the pre-edge and near-edge regions will lead to a more in-
depth knowledge of these types of spectra.  However, currently the understanding of the 
information obtained from these X-ray studies is still in its initial stages. The underlying 
theory is not straightforward, with different core-holes at different stages of the 
experimental process interacting with all the other molecular orbitals, and is still very 
much under development using different approaches to tackle the inclusion of charge 
transfer and mulitplet effects.   All the X-ray techniques used, as far as we are able to go 
for these salen materials, will be demonstrated in a step-by-step manner in this chapter. 
 
In order to develop the Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) technique we first 
began our study with a systematic investigation of chromium reference materials with well 
defined structures (chapter 4).  This study provided insights into the nature of the XANES 
pre-edges of a variety of different compounds of Cr(III) and Cr(VI).  From this basis we 
then moved on to look at a series of Cr(salen) catalysts using the same experimental 
techniques, with the information obtained in chapter 4  forming the starting point for the 
analysis of the pre-edge of the Cr catalysts.  The Cr catalysts were subjected to the same 
range of X-ray techniques; Cr K-edge XANES, Cr L-edge XANES, Kβ emission studies and 
1s2p RIXS.  It is hoped that using what we have found for the reference materials we are 
able to get a clearer picture of the electronic structure of the central Cr atom within these 
salen materials and apply this to tailor their future catalytic applications.   
 
This chapter now looks at the Cr K-edge experiments of the Cr(salen) materials along with 
associated FEFF9 calculations of the pre-edge region.  Next the Cr L-edge absorption 
spectra were investigated; in this case the Charge Transfer Multiplet code was used to 
simulate the experimental spectra.  We then move on to emission studies, first looking at 
Kβ emission lines (which are also simulated with FEFF9) and then 1s2p RIXS, for which 
the RGAss program is used to calculate theoretical spectra.   
 
By performing these experiments we are able to obtain information relating to both p 
(1s4p transition at the K-edge) and d-orbitals (2p3d transition at the L-edge).  The 
calculations with FEFF9 also provide a detailed analysis of the unoccupied density of 
states, showing the orbital contributions to the features in the XANES.  The d-orbital 
information obtained from L-edge absorption is a key factor in understanding transition 
metal chemistry.  By understanding the electronic structure at the Cr centre it may be 
possible in the future to control the positions of the d-orbitals and their relative occupancy.  Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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This is important for metal catalysis since adsorption or activation of reactants, and hence 
the overall reactivity, are largely a result of the interactions of metal d-orbitals with the 
ligand valence orbitals.   
 
5.2  Salen Catalysts 
 
Studies have shown that the Cr(III) complexes are very effective catalysts with regard to 
both reactivity and enantioselectivity9. The work by E.M. McGarrigle, D.M. Murphy, D.G. 
Gilheany aimed to decipher the relationship between the electronic character of the salen 
substituents and the selectivity of the catalyst, this proved to be more complicated than 
first thought and it was proposed that multiple oxidation pathways existed9. The 
analogous Mn catalysts (Jacobsen’s catalyst) show the opposite trend to Cr with higher 
asymmetric induction in the case of a cis-alkene over its trans- counterpart, calling into 
question the proposed side-on approach model.  
 
Salen type materials are widely employed in the catalysis industry10, the study by Katsuki 
and co-workers10a describes the parallels between enzymes that play an important role in 
oxidative biochemical pathways, and metal salen materials.  As well as work into metal 
porphyrin materials, the use of metal salen complexes as oxo-transfer catalysts has been 
investigated since they have similarities with metalloporphyrins.  Although various metal 
ions form complexes with salen ligands, only some (chromium11, manganese12, nickel13 and 
ruthenium10a) have been used as catalysts for epoxidation. Various salen materials have 
been found to be efficient catalysts.  Being able to tailor the design of these catalysts for a 
specific function is of great importance.  In order to do this we first need to understand the 
electronic structure within the molecule, around the Cr centre.  The electronic structure of 
the salen materials can be tuned by varying the substituent on the salicylaldehyde 
precursor; in this way it is also possible to tune the steric effects of the ligand. 
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Figure 1  The general structure of the salen ligand showing the various places for 
substitution around the benzene ring of the salicylaldehyde fragment 
 
Figure 1 shows the Cr(salen) catalyst structure under investigation, the salen complex is 
made up of two constituent parts; these are the salicylaldeyde component and the -1,2-
diammoniumcyclohexane bridge.  The different positions at which we can change the 
salicylaldehyde substitution are denoted by W, X, Y and Z in figure 1.  Typically, in this 
study, substitution was carried out at the X and Z positions (and X′ and Z′).  Substituting 
different groups can have varying effects depending on which position in the ring 
undergoes substitution.  A clear dependence in enantioselectivity is found upon subtle 
changes in the ligand systems around the metal10c (while the direct Cr coordination 
remains identical).  If a sterically bulky and electron-rich group is placed into the space 
over the C8' carbon, it causes strong steric and electronic repulsion against the larger and 
more electron-rich group on the oncoming olefin with the undesired orientation that leads  
to the minor enantiomer of epoxides, thus resulting in the increase of enantioselectivity10c.  
Other analogues e.g. titanium and aluminium, catalyse the ring opening with similarly 
good reactivity, but less than 5% enantioselectivity. This suggests a unique mechanism of 
catalysis for chromium given that the ligand environments in the Cr, Ti and Al complexes 
are very similar14. 
 
It has been found that substitution at the Z/Z’ position is generally favourable for inducing 
high enantiomeric excess, ee (the enantiomeric excess of a substance is a measure of how 
pure it is, in this case the impurity is the undesired enantiomer), while the presence of 
electron withdrawing groups seems necessary for reasonable reaction rates 15. Asymmetric 
ligands display a lower ee compared to symmetric ones, which is thought to be due to the 
Cr structure 16 (bent 15or C2 symmetry) which will in turn affect the approach mechanism 17, 
or due to the formation of different diastereomers forming two different oxygen transfer 
species (one with high and one with low ee) 15.  A number of different oxidation pathways 
have been proposed to explain the different effects observed in enantioselectivity when Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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varying the substituents on the salen ring18.  It has been reported that in the case of the 
Mn(salen) catalysts the presence of a bulky R group in the Z position is crucial to the 
selectivity and stability of the catalysts19.  In this case specifically if a hydrogen atom was 
substituted in the Z position the epoxidation reaction was catalyzed with only 0-3% ee.  
More generally it has been observed that any substituents smaller than a tert-butyl group 
lead to poor results. 
 
More exploitation and examination of structurally interesting Schiff base complexes in 
catalysis are warranted, in order to find more effective catalysts to be employed in organic 
reactions and to gain more insight into the behaviour of the catalyst.  In chapter 6 we 
extend the study to look at the intermediate species that exist during the epoxidation 
reaction using XAS and XES techniques to try and characterise the active species.  It is 
hoped that this will help us to gain insights into the correct mechanistic pathway.  This 
chapter first starts by looking at the Cr K-edges of the salen catalysts with varying 
substituents on the salen framework.  The next step is to look at the 2p absorption spectra 
(the Cr L-edge) and lastly the X-ray emission spectra; Kβ emission lines and Resonant 
Inelastic X-ray Scattering spectra.  The data obtained from the reference materials in 
chapter 4 will help with the analysis of the pre-edges along with detailed XANES 
calculations. 
 
5.3  Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Cr K-edge 
 
Detailed X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure studies have demonstrated the sensitivity 
of the transition metal edges and pre-edge structures to their chemical environment.  We 
hope to explore this with the salen series to see the effects of variations in the ligand 
substitution in different positions in the salicylaldehyde portion of the complex.  There can 
be difficulties in the interpretation of XANES spectra; self-absorption effects in the XAS 
measurements (as seen in chapter 4) can cause uncertainties in the spectral intensity, 
making a detailed analysis difficult.  In addition the XANES spectral shape reflects a 
complex relationship between charge screening and orbital hybridisation effects20, making 
it difficult to assign all the features as was also demonstrated in chapter 4. 
 
We begin this chapter by looking at the Cr K-edge XANES of the Cr(III)(salen) complexes.  
The experimental Cr K-edge XANES, HERFD and associated FEFF9 calculations for the 
salen materials are shown below in figure 3.  We can see, as with the references, that there Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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is an increase in spectral resolution going from the normal XANES (shown in black) to the 
High Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detection XAS spectra.  This increase in resolution 
allows us, in some cases, to see previously unobserved features.  Here, we are able to see 
an increase in separation of the two pre-edge features along with increased resolution and 
sharpening of the peaks. 
 
The HERFD has proved to be an important development in the determination of spectral 
details for the K pre-edge region.  The FEFF multiple scattering approach has greatly 
improved and is able to reproduce many of the pre-edge features, even multiple features 
as seen in the high resolution experiments.  Adding the calculated empty density of states 
(DOS) plots with the XANES allows us to identify the different orbital contributions to the 
XANES features, thus revealing the orbitals/transitions probed during the experiment and 
therefore gaining insights into the electronic structure of the central Cr atom.  The only 
drawback is that the theory requires a detailed (3 dimensional) model of the complex 
under investigation, which is not always present. 
 
 
 
Figure 2  A typical salen template is shown on the left, and the substitutions for 
the samples studied on the right. 
 
The electronic structure of Salen 3 and 4 are very similar, however the structure around 
salen 1 is different but again the substituents used are bulky.  These differences may not be 
enough to produce large differences in the XANES.   
 
Salen 1: X,Z = tBu 
Salen3: X,Z = CH2N(CH2)4O 
Salen4: X,Z =  CH2N(CH2)5 Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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Figure 3   Normal and HERFD Cr K-edge XANES spectra for Cr(salen) materials 
with the associated FEFF9 calculation. 
 
Figure 3 shows the Cr K-edge XANES with the HERFD XANES and the XANES 
simulations carried out with FEFF9 for a series of Cr(salen) complexes.  The structures of 
the different complexes are shown again in figure 2.  In the FEFF9 calculations a negative 
broadening was used to reproduce the high resolution data.   The crystal structure for 
((N,N'-3,5-di-t-butylsalicylidene)-1,2-cyclohexanediaminato)-chloro-chromium(iii) 
dichloromethane solvate was obtained from literature 21. For each of the salen materials 
the additional information available in the high energy resolution spectra is clear, with 
increased intensity of features in the pre-edge XANES region.  In the HERFD process we 
select a specific emission line over which to measure the XANES of the sample (in this 
case the Kα1 emission line).  A secondary fluorescence detector with an energy resolution 
that is similar to the core-hole lifetime broadening is used, the advantage of this is that 
only one emission line is probed; so the XAS spectrum is only broadened by the 2p core-
hole lifetime rather than of the 1s core-hole lifetime (the 2p being larger than the 1s and 
therefore the broadening is reduced).  This allows previously unobserved features to 
become visible in the spectra. Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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The general appearance of the pre-edge region for all the salen materials is the same; this 
is due to the fact that they all possess the same geometry around the Cr.  As shown in 
chapter 4, the appearance of the pre-edge region in the K-edge is mostly dependent on the 
structure of the complex under investigation.  For complexes of lower symmetry there is a 
greater degree of hybridisation between p and d or s-orbitals; this mixing of orbitals 
means that dipole allowed transitions to the p-orbitals contains d character and results in 
intensity in the pre-edge due to this dipole-quadrupole mixing 22.  When inversion 
symmetry is broken the 3d and 4p states to mix and form a combined 3d + 4p symmetry 
states 23.  This means the dipole and quadrupole transitions reach the same final states, 
and so their peaks are visible at the same energy.  Although this rule is relaxed in the solid 
state and compounds that show inversion symmetry (octahedral symmetry) show small 
mixtures of p states in the 3d band.  Even for perfect octahedral systems, this results in the 
appearance of small features in the pre-edge.  We can see this affect in the K-edge XANES 
of the salen materials, although they are not octahedral they are most similar in 
appearance to the octahedral reference materials.  The salen complexes have C2 symmetry 
24, they do not have inversion symmetry but still have a relatively clear pre-edge. 
 
These spectra are interpreted in terms of a final-state local l-projected density of states 
(LDOS)(bound-bound) transitions 25 using FEFF9.  The theoretical framework behind the 
FEFF code is based on the real-space Green’s function approach for which explicit 
calculation of final states is avoided by expressing the Fermi Golden rule in terms of a 
single particle Green’s function in the presence of an appropriately screened core-hole 
(‘final state rule’) 26.  A XANES calculation typically starts with the computation of the 
scattering potentials.  In FEFF, the self-consistent field (SCF) loop computes the coulomb 
potentials, the electron density, the Fermi energy, occupation numbers as well as the 
charge transfer between atoms 25.  The charge transfer accounts for properties of different 
elements such as oxidation state and electron affinity and is therefore important in 
coordination compounds for which metal-ligand bonding takes place through appreciable 
charge transfer 25.  Recent advances in theory, which are incorporated into the FEFF code, 
now offer the chance to calculate many-body intrinsic and extrinsic inelastic losses from 
first principles 25.  In the XANES spectrum the peak positions are directly related to the 
scattering path lengths and therefore with the structure of the material l25.  The scattering 
path relates to the distance between atoms, obtaining information about the scattering 
paths gives an idea of the number, type and distance of nearest neighbours in the material. 
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The spectra for the Cr (salen1) complex in figure 3 shows two features in the pre-edge 
region in the normal XANES spectrum, these occur at 5991 eV and 5993 eV and the main 
edge is visible at 6000 eV.  The HERFD spectrum also shows two pre-edge features at 
5991 eV and 5993 eV however, they now appear better resolved compared to the normal 
spectrum.  The main edge appears at 6000 eV, consistent with the normal XANES spectra.  
The FEFF9 calculation does not reproduce the pre-edge region of the salen materials to 
the same level of accuracy as for the reference materials in chapter 4.  The difficulty with 
these salen materials is the absence of an accurate crystal structure, these calculations 
need to be run with accurate 3D representations of the atoms in space and don’t work so 
well for unknowns.  The calculation does show two pre-edge features at 5991 eV and 5992 
eV, although these features show a larger splitting value in the experimentally obtained 
spectrum.  The calculated intensity then starts to rise at the edge; there is an additional 
feature on the edge at 5999 eV, this appears as a small hump on the edge.  The main edge 
appears less steep in the calculation but there does appear to be the two features after the 
edge that are also present in the experimental spectra. 
 
The spectrum for Cr(salen3) and Cr(salen4) show two pre-edge features in the normal 
XANES, these appear at 5991 eV and 5993 eV.  In the normal XANES there appears to be 
some level of background radiation as the spectra do not start at zero intensity.  The 
HERFD XANES spectra also shows two pre-edge features at 5991 eV and 5993 eV; 
however these appear much better resolved with the two features becoming much more 
distinct.  The two pre-edge features are split by approximately 2 eV, the same as with the 
salen 1 complex.  It is by comparing the normal and HERFD spectra that we can really 
identify the merits of the high energy resolution XANES technique. 
 
Figure 3 also shows an overlay of the three salen complexes studied; this shows the 
differences between the experimental spectra.  It is evident that the XANES spectra for 
salens 3 and 4 are identical.  We do not expect to see huge differences as the ligand 
structure is very similar, the change (an extra O atom) is obviously too far away from the 
central Cr atom to have any influence on the XAS spectrum.  The spectrum for salen 1 is 
very similar but some differences are observed.  The similarities arise due to the fact that 
the direct coordination around chromium is the same.  The second pre-edge feature is 
slightly more intense for salen 1; this may be due to slight differences in the conformation 
of the molecule, meaning that quadrupole features are more likely. 
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Figure 4  Density of states and associated XANES calculations performed with 
FEFF9 for Cr(salen1). 
 
Figure 4 shows the calculated orbital contributions to the pre-edge XANES features, the 
Fermi level is marked with the dashed line and we will examine the region above the 
Fermi level.   Starting at the low energy side of the region we can see that there is Cr p 
orbital overlap with the Cr s and O p-orbitals at the first pre-edge feature at -9.5 eV.  We 
expect to see Cr p and O p-orbital overlap forming the bond between the Cr and O atoms.  
The features in the pre-edge region are generally formed from s→p transitions so we 
would expect to see Cr p character, any orbitals that overlap with Cr p will also be 
observed.  The second pre-edge feature at -8 eV also shows Cr p overlap with the N p-
orbital as well as Cl p-orbitals and a small amount of C p.  Again, in this complex Cr bonds 
to N, O and Cl atoms, so all of these are expected as the p-orbitals are the same size and 
shape, and when in the same location in space they will form a bond.  As we move closer to 
the main edge there is a small feature at -1 eV on the edge rise; this feature shows Cr p 
overlap with C s, N s, O s, N p, O p and C p-orbitals.  At the main edge there is evidence of 
Cr p mixing with Cl s, Cr s, O p and N p character.  The whole XANES spectrum reflects 
the Cr p density of states; other orbitals mix with the Cr p forming the pre-edge features, 
the shoulder at the edge and the main edge. 
  
From the Cr K-edge XANES there are no visible differences in the spectra for the different 
salen complexes studied, this may be due to the fact that the structural changes around the 
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large even over 4 bonds, are not reflected in the Cr K-edge features.  It seems that the 
nature of the K-edge XAS technique is not sensitive enough to detect such subtle 
differences in the ligand structure and electronics between the difference catalysts.  A good 
agreement between the experimental and theoretical spectra is required in order to obtain 
quantitative structural information; in this case the current calculations are unable to 
accurately reproduce the experimental spectra of the salen complexes, this may be due to 
the model chosen.  From figure 3 it is obvious that theoretical calculations are not 
optimised or the structure used is not correct, this has resulted in appreciable 
discrepancies between the calculated and experimental spectra.  When comparing the 
salen spectra with the experimental spectra obtained from the references, we can see that 
the salen XANES spectra appear similar in shape to the octahedral CrCl3 XANES spectra.  
Both of these complexes show a relatively clear pre-edge (in comparison with tetrahedral 
chromates and oxides) and a featureless edge.  The FEFF9 calculation of CrCl3 did also not 
accurately reproduce the edge and pre-edge features.  It may be that there are charge-
transfer effects in complexes with Cr-Cl bonds that are not accounted for in the calculation. 
5.3.2 Cr L-edge absorption studies 
 
The K-edge XANES region arises mainly from the metal p density of states, and in certain 
geometries from metal d density of states (although indirectly).  For this reason the K-edge 
is useful in providing information on the metal oxidation state and geometry.  In 2p X-ray 
Absorption Spectroscopy we are directly probing the metal 3d shell (at the L-edge) in 
doing this we get a more detailed view of the electronic structure at the metal site.  As the 
4s-orbitals are considerably lower in energy than the 3d-orbitals, the near edge structure 
of the L2,3 edge is more closely related to the empty 3d states.  The next section in this 
chapter is looking at the 2p X-ray Absorption Spectra (2p XAS) with both soft and hard X-
rays, these experiments become more complicated to analyse due to the presence of 
multiplet effects, which were not present in the K-edge absorption studies. 
 
The L-edge has been measured using both soft and hard X-ray techniques (directly and 
indirectly).  In the soft X-ray technique we look at the direct 2p→3d absorption (L-edge) 
to dipole allowed final states, probing the 3d shell directly.  The dipole-allowed transitions 
in 2p XAS are 2p3d and 2p4s, but as the transitions to the 3d states dominate the 
transitions to 4s-orbitals are not included.  The L-edges for the salen materials are shown 
below (figure 5).  Information on the local ligand coordination is contained within the L2,3 
edges in the energy splittings of the 3d orbitals involved, this corresponds to the crystal 
field splitting value (Δ or 10Dq).  This value is determined by the type and nature of ligand 
attached to the metal 27.  This technique may be able to provide information about the Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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ligand substitutions on the salen framework that is not visible at the K-edge.  The L3,2 edge 
XANES essentially probes the empty density of d-states via dipole allowed 2p-3d 
transitions, making it an ideal tool to gain an insight into d-electron density, ligand field 
splitting and orbital hybridisation 25. 
 
   
   
 
Figure 5   Cr L-edge spectra with associated theoretical calculations using 
CTM4XAS, the bottom right plot shows all salen experimental L3,2 edges. 
 
As with the K-edge absorption studies, only the effects that are larger than the lifetime 
broadening are observed in the L-edge absorption spectra.  The lifetime of the 2p core-
hole results in an experimental resolution of 0.2 eV in the soft X-ray spectrum, compared 
with 1.08 eV at the K-edge 2a.  However, as previously mentioned, the lifetime broadening 
of the L-edge spectra is less than that in the K-edge spectra, for this reason we expect to 
see additional features in the Cr L-edges compared to the K-edge experiments.  From 
figure 5 we can see that the L-edges are split into the L3 (2p3/2) and L2 (2p1/2) edges, this is 
caused by the spin-orbit coupling of the 2p core hole 28 and for Cr(salen1) they are split by 
8 eV.  This is the case for both the experimentally obtained data and the theoretical Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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calculation.  Cr(salen3) and Cr(salen4) also show splitting of 8 eV between the L3 and L2 
edges. 
 
The L2 peak arises from the 2p1/2 state and the L3 peak arises from the 2p3/2 state, the 
relative intensities of the L2 and L3 are determined by the degeneracy of the states.  A 2p1/2 
configuration consists of two states and the 2p3/2 configuration consists of four states.  
Therefore the intensity ratio of the 2p3/2 (L3) to the 2p1/2 (L2) peak is expected to be 2:1.  
The experimental spectra for all three salen complexes show a greater intensity for the L3 
edge than the L2; however it is not the 2:1 ratio that is expected.  This observation was also 
found for the Cr reference materials in chapter 4, it has been shown in previous studies 
that the branching ratio can vary in transition metal compounds across the series29.  The 
electrostatic interactions between the core-hole and valence electrons also has an effect on 
the branching ratio30 so the complex nature of the heteroatoms surrounding the central Cr 
may have an effect in these cases.  Existing studies have specifically shown that the 
experimental intensity ratio of the L3 to L2 edge is often much lower for the early transition 
metals29, 31. 
 
The spectrum for Cr(salen1) shows a small hump on the low energy side of the L3 peak at 
575 eV, this feature is also reproduced by the theoretical simulation with the intensities 
also being well reproduced.  The first main feature making up the L3 peak appears at 576.5 
eV, this is also present in the calculation however it appears slightly more intense in the 
calculation.  The most intense feature at the L3 edge occurs at 577.5 eV, with a feature on 
the high energy side at 578.5 eV, both of which are reproduced by theory in position and 
intensity.  There are two smaller features between the L3 and L2 edges at 580 eV and 582 
eV in the theoretical spectrum however in the experimental spectrum these are visible as 
slight humps but not as well defined.  The L2 edge is split into a main feature at 585.5 eV in 
both the experimental and theoretical spectra and in the experimental spectrum there are 
then two features of similar intensity at 586.5 eV and 587 eV.  In the theoretical spectrum 
these appear as one broad feature.  Both of the features at the L2 edge appear to be more 
intense in the experiment than in the theoretical spectrum, this may be due to background 
signal. 
 
The L3,2 spectra for Cr(salen3) shows a small feature on the low energy side of the L3 edge 
at 575 eV, this is present in the calculation although slightly shifted in energy, this feature 
is better resolved in the calculation.  The first peak of the L3 edge appears at 575.5 eV, with 
the main peak at 577 eV, both of these peaks are also reproduced in the simulated 
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the main peaks (at 577 eV) to which both spectra are normalised.  As in the case of 
Cr(salen1) there is also a feature on the high energy side of the main peak, however in this 
case it is a well resolved peak rather than a hump and appears at 578 eV, this peak shows 
greater intensity in the calculated spectrum.  There are again two small features between 
the main L3 and L2 edges at 579 eV and 580 eV in the experimental spectrum, but only one 
is reproduced in the calculation.  The feature at 580 eV in the calculation only appears as a 
small hump in the experiment.  At the L2 edge the main peak occurs at 584.5 eV, the 
second peak is split into two peaks at 585.5 eV and 586 eV.  The calculation nicely 
reproduces the first peak at 584.5 eV but the second peak that consists of two features in 
the experiment is one broad peak in the calculation.  Again for Cr(salen3) the calculation 
appears less intense than the experiment and in this case the background does not return 
to zero intensity.   The intensity ratio of the L3 and L2 edges is close to the 2:1 ratio 
expected, more so than in the case of the reference materials in chapter 4. 
 
Cr(salen4) shows a feature on the low energy side of the L3 edge at 575 eV, this is observed 
both experimentally and theoretically but appears more intense in the experimental 
spectrum.  The first main peak of the L3 edge appears at 576.5 eV; this is also reproduced 
by theory and appears more intense in the calculation.  The next peak occurs at 578 eV and 
both experimental and theoretical spectra are normalised to this peak.  There is a small 
hump on the high energy side of the main peak, this is at 578.5 eV, and this again appears 
less intense in the experimental spectrum.  There is a small feature in the experimental 
spectrum at 580 eV; this is not reproduced in the calculation.  However there are two 
features in the calculation at 580.5 eV and 581.5 eV.  At 581.5 eV there is a small hump in 
the experiment but this is of low intensity and could be noise.  The L2 edge consists of a 
peak at 585 eV in both spectra and a second less intense broad feature from 586-587 eV 
that is reproduced by the calculation as well.  The L2 edge, as with the other salen 
compounds, appears more intense experimentally however the intensities are not far off 
and are a fairly good match.  The intensity ratio between the L3 and L2 edges for the salen 4 
catalyst is close to the 2:1 ratio expected. 
 
The last plot in figure 5 shows a comparison of all L-edges for the salen materials, the 
spectra for salens 1 and 4 show the same peak positions but the salen 3 L3 and L2 edges are 
shifted towards lower energy.  The values used in the calculation for the three simulations 
are the same; the 10Dq value is expected to be the same as the Cr is in the same geometry 
for all.   The same broadening factors were also needed for all three.  We can see from 
these spectra that the structures are perhaps too similar to see differences in the 
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As explained in chapter 4, the L2 part of the spectrum (i.e. the last two peaks) contains an 
additional Auger decay that accounts for a significant broadening with respect to the L3 
part (electrons can decay from the L2 to the L3 making it broader) 32.  This is evident in the 
published lifetimes of the L2 and L3 edges (1.2 eV and 0.8 eV respectively) 32.  Also an 
additional broadening has been found between the t2g and eg states for Ligand Field 
Multiplet (LFM) calculations.  This could be due to the differences in the vibrational 
effects on the different states or perhaps due to a difference in hybridisation effects and 
charge transfer multiplet calculations 33.   
 
From chapter 4 it is evident when comparing the L-edges of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) that the 
multiplets do change with the differing number of d-electrons.  There is a shift to higher 
energy as well as a visible change in the pattern and appearance of the peaks forming the 
L3,2 edge.  This makes the determination of the valency, and its cubic crystal field, fairly 
straightforward 28.  All calculations are performed assuming pure Oh or Td symmetry, with 
this in mind we are able to deduce that the deviation from pure Oh or Td symmetry in the 
salen complexes are not significant enough to cause large discrepancies in the calculation.  
Although the experimental spectra have been simulated to a high degree of accuracy there 
are still some limitations to this approach.  The character of the ground state is not 
considered in detail and also the broadenings arising from hybridisation, vibrations, 
lifetime and experimental resolution are treated very roughly and are included as general 
Lorentzian and Gaussian broadenings 27b.  One of the major limitations when trying to 
study real systems is that we are unable to look at differences in ligand systems; the only 
effect that is included is the geometry and crystal field value rather than the ligands 
themselves.  In this case it appears that the complexes studied are not structurally 
different enough to test the full power of the technique. 
 
5.3.3 Cr K β emission studies 
 
There can be difficulties in the interpretation of XANES spectra due to self-absorption 
effects in the XAS measurements and the complex relationship between charge screening 
and orbital hybridisation effects 20, however X-ray Emission Spectroscopy is largely free of 
experimental issues like these.  This means that the chemical dependence is considerably 
simpler than in XANES.  While XAS probes the density of unoccupied electronic states, 
XES reflects the occupied electron levels and provides more direct information on the 
charge density.  We can therefore use XES to provide important complementary 
information.  The valence-to-core region of transition metal X-ray spectra contains a 
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question.  The Kβ emission spectra of 3d metals show a pronounced chemical sensitivity, 
such chemical effects have previously been used as a probe of chemical bonding 34, the 
largest of these affecting the valence-to-core X-ray transitions.  These transitions carry 
information on the occupancy and symmetry of the orbitals involved in chemical bonding; 
we hope to use this technique to detect the ligand changes around the central Cr atom.  
Similarly to XAS studies, XES does not require long range order in the system being 
studied.  This is one of the main advantages of these X-ray technique; they are also 
sensitive to the composition of the bulk of the material rather than just the surface.  Other 
advantages include the fact that high vacuum conditions are not required and the sample 
environment is flexible.  As with XAS it is also possible to carry out this technique under 
controlled atmospheric conditions, at cryogenic or high temperatures and for in-situ 
catalysis studies (chapter 6). 
 
The 1s4p valence band XES is split into the cross over peak (Kβ’’) and the valence band 
XES (Kβ2,5).  The Kβ2,5 lie immediately below the Fermi level and are used to describe the 
valence band.  Kβ’’ is the cross-over peak, which appears at higher binding energies (lower 
fluorescence) 35.  The Kβ2,5  is caused by metal 4p character that has hybridised with the 
valence states of the ligands.  The Kβ’’ peak is called the cross-over peak because it can be 
considered as the XES channel from a ligand 2s ‘core’ state to a metal 1s state, which is a 
cross-over transition 36.  It is better to view this transition as one from metal 4p to 1s, 
where the metal 4p has hybridised with the ligand 2s core state 36.  Due to the nature of the 
ligand 2s → metal 1s transition these features reflect the binding energies of the ligand 2s 
orbitals.  The intensity of the cross-over peak is inversely proportional to the metal-ligand 
distance; this is caused by the fact that shorter distances imply stronger hybridisation 37. 
 
Kβ emission experiments were performed on the salen catalysts in the hope that looking at 
the valence-to-core lines in particular, more subtle ligand effects may be observed and 
their effect on the electronic structure of chromium explained.  In the case of the salen 
series any change in chemical activity brought about by the ligands would most probably 
be due to the subtle changes in the substitution in the extended ligand structure, which 
would be observed spectroscopically and can explain any differences in chemical activity 38.  
As mentioned above, the differences in the complexes are very small and in the case of the 
first coordination sphere around chromium they are the same (Cr is bonded to N and O 
atoms in all three). 
 
It is hard to assign the direct origin of features observed in some of the more complex 
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practical application of the XES method for stu d y i n g  r e a l  o b j e c t s ,  b u t  i s  i n  f a c t  o n l y  
studying single ligand reference materials (i.e. pure chloride, carbides etc).  Therefore if 
we are able to understand the XES spectra for the more complicated coordination 
compounds and the origin of the features observed, we would be making great advances in 
this area. 
 
   
 
Figure 6    Kβ satellite lines for a series of Cr(salen) complexes. 
 
The experimental Kβ main and Kβ satellite lines for the Cr(salen) complexes are shown 
above in figure 6.  The Kβ main lines (left hand side) for all three salen complexes shows 
the same general trend, there is a small feature at 5935 eV and the main emission line 
occurs at 5948 eV.  The core-to-core spectrum for Cr foil is also displayed on the same axis; 
here we see the absence of the first feature at 5935 eV and the main emission line appears 
slightly shifted towards lower energy at 5947.5 eV.   
 
Figure 6 also shows the experimental Kβ satellite lines for the salen complexes as well as 
Cr foil (on the right hand side).  The Kβ2,5 lines involve the highest energy molecular 
orbitals with Cr 3d, 4s and 4p character as well as ligand 2s and 2p character, providing 
information on the nature of the bonding in the sample 40.  The Kβ’’ lines come at slightly 
lower energies and the structure contained in both of these valence-to-core lines makes up 
what is called the ‘satellite region’.  Again the satellite lines show the same trends for the 
salen complexes 3 and 4, a broad peak from 5977.5 eV to 5990 eV with a tail towards lower 
energy from the Kβ main line.  The spectrum for salen 1 is slightly shifted towards lower 
energy and appears at 5982 to 598705 eV.  The spectrum for Cr foil shows a much sharper 
peak at 5988 eV, all the experimental spectra appear noisy but this is due to the low 
intensity of the Kβ satellite lines. 
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Figure 7  Kβ satellite regions of Cr compounds showing the shape and position of 
the cross-over peaks for C, N and O ligands 39. 
 
The spectral shape of the satellite lines for the salen complexes does not appear to show 
the expected features in the cross-over region for samples containing Cr-O, Cr-N or Cr-C 
bonds (as shown for samples in reference 51, reprinted here in figure 7).  It is difficult to 
tell whether the effects seen are due to the more complex bonding to Cr or partly because 
of the environment around the Cr, for example geometry and oxidation sate.   
 
In the case of the salen complexes we expect to see both the Cr-N and Cr-O peaks as the 
chromium is directly bonded to N and O in these complexes.  In fact, we do not see either 
of these.  It might be that there is a complicated mix of orbitals and they are not as nicely 
split and thus visible.  Another factor could be the temperature during the experiment, in 
literature these experiments are carried out at cryogenic temperatures.  In our case the 
samples were not cooled during the experiment, this can have the effect of broadening all 
the features in the spectrum.  Another difference is that in these systems we have a 
mixture of ligands, this may cause an additional broadening to those that are pure ligand 
systems.  
 
The valence-to-core transitions (Kβ2,5 and Kβ”) directly reflect the configurations of 
electron orbitals that participate in the chemical bond and therefore provide valuable 
information.  None of the K emission lines directly reflect the 3d electron configuration 
due to symmetry selection rules41. 
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5.3.4 Cr 1s2p RIXS emission studies 
 
This section looks at the 1s2p Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering spectroscopy of the 
salen materials.  This second order process looks at both the X-ray absorption and X-ray 
emission of the sample under investigation.  The RIXS experimental set-up (see chapter 2) 
results in the removal of the 1s core-hole lifetime broadening and therefore allows the 
measurement of the K-edge with greater resolution 42, with the removal of the 1s core-hole 
lifetime the spectrum is now broadened only by the 2p core-hole lifetime (which is longer 
than the 1s core-hole lifetime) and the experimental broadening.  The pre-edge features in 
the K-edge XANES region are weak compared to the main edge and for the early transition 
metals the energy separation between the pre-edge and main edge is low.  The 1s lifetime 
broadening of more than 1 eV 23 means that the calculations of the metal K-edge only need 
to be accurate to this resolution.  This means that often a detailed analysis of the K pre-
edge spectral features in XAS is limited and contains a certain degree of uncertainty due to 
a strong background from dipole allowed transitions at higher energies 43.  In such cases 
Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering spectroscopy (RIXS) can be used to provide 
information on the low-energy unoccupied electronic states. 
 
The electronic states that produce the edge of an absorption spectrum are resonantly 
excited states that subsequently decay.  In the case of Cr the decay process with the highest 
probability after the initial excitation is the 2p to 1s transition or the Kα fluorescence line 
41.  The figure below (figure 8) shows the initial excitation and subsequent radiative decay 
processes that make up this second order process.   
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The 1s2p RIXS shown in figure 8 involve the measurement of the 1s2p X-ray emission 
spectra at the excitation energies related to the 1s pre-edge energies 31b.  These 1s2p RIXS 
planes can be viewed as the transition from the 3dn ground state to the 2p53dn+1 final states 
via the 1s13dn+1 intermediate states, these transitions are shown in figure 8.  In the RIXS 
experiment, along the additional energy transfer axis, the same final state is reached as in 
L-edge absorption (figure 8), this allows the L-edge to be probed indirectly combined with 
the advantages of using bulk sensitive hard X-rays (allowing in-situ experiments).  
Although the plots may not exactly coincide they will still contain information on the 
metal ion electronic structure that is complementary to K-edge absorption.  RIXS uses 
hard X-rays to probe the 2p→1s fluorescence lines that are emitted after the 1s core hole 
creation, in doing so we are looking at the 3d shell indirectly by analysing the multiplet 
interactions between the 2p core-hole and the 3d valence electrons, in the case of Cr these 
interactions are large.  RIXS is a powerful tool for the study of the electronic excitations in 
solids and provides site, element, and orbital selective information.  The RIXS data 
provides detailed electronic information on organometallic complexes including charge 
transfer within the systems making it a useful technique for the study of catalysts. 
 
The second energy axis, energy transfer, allows the removal of the strong background that 
is present at the main K-edge in the range of the pre-edge structure.  This enables the 
separation of the pre-edge features from the main K-edge along the incident energy axis 40.  
These effects can be seen when looking at the 1s2p RIXS spectra of the Cr salen 
compounds shown below.  By measuring both the absorption and emission processes we 
obtain a 2D contour plot from the RIXS experiment. 
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Figure 9   Experimental and theoretical Cr 1s2p RIXS spectra for Cr(salen1), 
Cr(salen3) and Cr(salen4) complexes. 
 
The Cr 1s2p RIXS experiments were performed by selecting the incident energy whilst 
scanning a range of possible emission energies.  This gives rise to the 2D contour plots 
shown in Figure 9.  These experiments allow a separation of the pre-edge features through 
a reduced life-time broadening affecting the spectra.  The spectrum for Cr(salen1) complex 
shows two pre-edge features occurring at about 5991 eV and 5993 eV incident energy (575 
eV and 577 ev energy transfer) along the KαI emission line.  The main edge starts at 5996 
eV incident energy.  There are also two pre-edge features along the KαII emission line; Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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however these appear less intense than the pre-edge features along the KαI emission line, 
and appear at 5991 eV and 5993 eV incident energy, these two emission energy maxima 
occur at 585 eV and 587 eV energy transfer.  The main edge appears at 5997 eV incident 
energy.  The first pre-edge feature along the KαI emission line at 5991 eV incident energy 
(575 eV energy transfer) is spread over 2 eV, this implies that two electronic resonances 
make up the feature 43.  The second pre-edge feature at 5993 eV incident energy (577 eV 
energy transfer) is also spread over 2 eV but appears less intense in comparison to the first 
pre-edge feature.  There appears to be an absorption tail leading to the main edge at both 
Kα emission lines, the broadening in the diagonal direction is caused by the experimental 
broadening and core-hole lifetime effects.  The broadening of the pre-edge peak is 
essentially symmetric in the incident energy axis but appears asymmetric in the energy 
transfer direction.  This indicates that the final state is not a single state and that there are 
additional states at the higher energy transfer side of the main peak 44. 
 
In the calculated 1s2p RIXS spectra the two pre-edge features are reproduced, with the 
first pre-edge feature at 5991 eV incident energy (100 eV in the theoretical case) being the 
most intense.  When comparing the experimental and theoretical spectra a difference in 
intensity of the pre-edge features is observed, this may be due to orbital hybridisation and 
as it is not included in the calculations 43.  Both pre-edge features are also spread over 2 eV 
in the calculated spectrum.  The experimental spectrum shows a splitting of 10 eV in the 
energy transfer direction; this splitting is slightly lower in the calculation at around 9 eV.  
This splitting value can be compared to the energy difference between the L3 and L2 edges 
in the soft X-ray absorption experiments, as the same final states are probed.  In this case 
the energy difference in the soft X-ray experiments is also approximately 10 eV.  The L3 
and L2 lines are generally split by the 2p spin-orbit interaction 45.  Again for the calculation 
we observe the asymmetry in broadening of the pre-edge peak in the energy transfer 
direction.  This follows from the existence of more than one final state 44.  These RIXS 
simulations only cover the pre-edge region meaning that the main edge is not reproduced, 
this is because the calculations to produce the main edge are very complicated and, in the 
case of chromium, leaving out the main edge does not affect the quality of the pre-edge 
region. 
 
The 1s2p RIXS spectrum for Cr(salen3) also shows two features in the pre-edge region of 
the experimental spectrum.  These two features appear at 5991 eV and 5993 eV incident 
energy along the KαI emission line.  The main edge rise appears at 5995 eV incident energy.  
There are also two pre-edge features in the KαI emission line, these appear at 5991 eV and 
5993 eV incident energy however they appear less intense than for the KαII emission line.  Chapter Five                 Systematic Spectroscopic Study of Cr(salen) materials 
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Again, for the KαI emission line the main edge starts at 5995 eV incident energy, but 
appears less steep than in the KαI emission line, as seen in the contour spacing.  The two 
emission energy maxima for the two pre-edges occur at 575 eV and 577 eV energy transfer 
along the KαI emission line and at 585 eV and 587 eV energy transfer along the KαII 
emission line.  The first pre-edge feature along the KαI emission line at 5991 eV incident 
energy is spread over 2 eV, this is an indication of how many electronic transitions make 
up the feature, in this case two.  The second pre-edge feature at 5993 eV incident energy is 
spread over 1 eV, and appears less intense than the first pre-edge feature.  The first pre-
edge feature along the KαII emission line is also spread over 2 eV, the second is spread over 
what appears to be 2 eV but is very broad.  The exact position of the pre-edge features as 
quoted above is determined by the peak maxima.  As with the other experimental spectra 
for the 1s2p RIXS experiments, there is a diagonal absorption tail in the direction of the 
emitted energy.  This absorption tail could be a consequence of the experimental 
broadening and the core-hole lifetime effects as mentioned above.  As in the case of 
Cr(salen1), the broadening in the energy transfer direction can be explained by the 
existence of multiple final states 44. 
 
The calculation for the 1s2p RIXS spectra of the Cr(salen) materials is only shown once as 
the resulting spectrum is the same for all three of these catalyst materials.  Only one 
calculation was performed as this nicely reproduces the features present in the Cr(salen3) 
spectra as well.  This is shown by the two pre-edge features at 5991 eV and 5993 eV 
incident energy in the experimental spectrum also being present in the calculated 
spectrum.  The absolute energy is not reproduced, as with most of the techniques in this 
study, the calculations do not accurately reproduce these.  We can compare the relative 
energy positions; in this case we can look at the energy splitting of the pre-edge features 
along both the KαI and KαII emission lines.  Along the KαII line the separation of the pre-
edge features is approximately 2 eV in the experimental spectrum, in the calculation the 
separation is also 2 eV.  The same observation is true along the KαI line, the splitting in 
both spectra is 2 eV.  The calculation shows the same relative intensity between the two 
pre-edge features, with the first being more intense.  The broadening in the vertical 
direction is present in the calculated spectrum as well as in the experiment, but the 
broadening in the diagonal direction is no longer visible going from the experiment to the 
calculation.  This could be due to the fact that the main edge is not calculated so the 
absorption tail is not present.  The experimental broadening may not be fully corrected for 
in the calculation. 
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In general, all of the experimental spectra for the salen materials appear to show the same 
peaks and patterns.  With the Cr(salen4) complex also showing two pre-edge features in 
the 1s2p RIXS appearing at 5991 eV and 5993 eV incident energy and the main edge at 
5996 eV incident energy.  Again the two pre-edge features along the KαII appear more 
intense than the two features along the KαI emission line.  Both of the pre-edge features in 
each case are spread over 2 eV and separated by 2 eV.  The energy maxima for the pre-
edge features along the KαII line occur at 575 eV and 577 eV energy transfer and 585 eV 
and 587 eV energy transfer for the KαI emission line.  As for the other Cr(III) complexes, 
the calculation reproduces the two pre-edge features and the splitting of the two peaks.  It 
also reproduces the relative intensities of the two peaks.  
 
If we compare the 1s2p RIXS plot shown in figure 9 with the normal K-edge absorption 
XANES spectrum we can see the increased level of separation of the two pre-edge features 
from the main edge, especially when compared to the normal XANES spectrum.  In the 
normal XANES spectrum there is a small peak at 5991 eV and a second more intense 
feature at 5993 eV, when we look at the RIXS spectrum these two features become 
completely separated out with two distinct peaks at 5991 eV and 5993 eV and the contours 
returning to base line in-between. 
 
5.4  Conclusions 
 
In this project one of the main aims was to analyse the difference in electronic structure 
between the different catalysts structures.  With all of the X-ray techniques used in this 
chapter we do not observe any significant differences in the features observed for the salen 
structures.  The Cr K-edge XAS can instantly provide a certain level of information about 
the geometry of the catalyst, this is evident in the shape of the pre-edge.  The interesting 
observation with the salen materials is that they show a relatively clear pre-edge, which 
would normally be indicative of a higher symmetry order when in fact they have a lower 
order of symmetry (C2).   
 
The Cr L-edges provide us with direct d-orbital information about the central metal, the L-
edge spectra for the salens show a similar peak pattern to the Cr(III) reference samples in 
chapter 4.  They are also well reproduced by the CTM theory, but we are not able to extract 
the different electronic information between the salens.  In future studies it may be of 
interest to use multiple scattering methods (FEFF) to simulate the L-edge spectra, in this 
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The Kβ emission studies focus on the filled density of states rather than the empty density 
of states (as in XAS), this means that we can obtain information about the first 
coordination shell of the central Cr.  For the salens this turns out not to be hugely useful as 
the direct bonds to Cr are the same in all complexes.  We do however see small differences 
in going from salen 1 to salens 3 and 4; this suggests that the extended ligand structure 
does affect the emission spectra to some degree.  The broad satellite region visible in the 
salen spectra may also be a result of experimental conditions in that the temperatures 
were too high. 
 
The intensity of the pre-edges in a XANES experiment is much weaker in comparison to 
that of the main edge and so by using RIXS we are able to achieve a greater separation of 
these features from the main edge along with greater resolution.  We cannot accurately 
calculate the electronic differences in the RIXS experiments based on the charge transfer 
theory used in this study as it reduces all systems to the same point group symmetry.  It is 
not possible to include different ligand systems and thus look at this effect as such as 
RGAss does not include a detailed 3D structure.  There are theoretical advances that 
would lead to an improved electronic analysis; the first is that new developments in 
FEFF9 now allow RIXS calculations and since FEFF9 uses full structural information 
(from crystal structures) it may now be possible obtain more detailed and structure 
specific information.  Performing different calculations with different broadenings may 
also provide insights into what resolution is needed to see the differences in the 
electronics as expected. That would give an indication in how the experiment will need to 
be improved to obtain this level of information.    
 
Although with further calculations, and the inclusion of more structural information, we 
may see more detail in the spectra than we currently do, it is likely that there will always 
be a limit to the level of differences between the spectra for these complexes.  This is 
because the immediate structure around the central Cr atom will always be the same for 
the salen complexes; this has the largest effect on the spectra as most techniques consider 
the first coordination shell.  The techniques are sensitive up to four bonds away from the 
central absorber and so this would be an important consideration when planning further 
work, making sure that the substitutions were within this range. 
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Chapter Six: Catalysis 
6.1  Introduction 
 
Due to the advances in synchrotron radiation and third-generation beam lines providing 
such high fluxes we are able to make the most of the advantages that X-ray Absorption and 
secondary X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (XES) offers.  Technical developments enable the 
production of smaller and smaller beam sizes, this along with the ability to carry out 
experiments under extreme conditions as well as in-situ, time resolved studies make this a 
perfect technique with which to study catalytic systems.  In the field of catalysis it is often 
the aim to use such in-situ characterisation techniques to determine the structure of the 
active site.  There is now also the possibility of time-resolved spectroscopy being used to 
undertake kinetic studies on catalytic systems. 
 
In this current research project it is the Cr(salen) mediated alkene epoxidation reaction 
that is of particular interest.  Over the last two decades there have been a number of 
important advances in the development of general methods for catalytic asymmetric 
alkene epoxidation 1.  One of the difficulties when looking at the chromium series is that 
rates are slow with the unsubstituted salen complexes and essentially only alkenes which 
are electron rich can be epoxidised.  This is due to the fact that the reaction mechanism 
consists of an electrophilic attack of chromium on the alkene 2.  One of the major 
limitations of Jacobsen’s catalyst is that low selectivity is observed in the epoxidation of E-
1,2-disubstituted alkenes 1c, 3.  Work was then undertaken to develop epoxidation catalysts 
based on a chromium salen template 4 to overcome some this problem.  These systems 
have shown a contrasting selectivity pattern to their manganese analogues in that they 
allow the asymmetric epoxidation of E-1,2-disubstituted alkene, with iodosylbenzene as a 
stoichiometric oxidant.  This is the reaction that we have chosen for this study. 
 
The work by Gilheany et al reported the use of an optically active (salen)chromium(III) 
complex bearing a chloro-substituent at C3, C3’, C5 and C5’ that showed high asymmetric 
induction of 83% enantiomeric excess (ee) in the epoxidation of trans-β-methylstyrene, 
when triphenylphosphine oxide was added to the reaction medium 4b.  A reduction in ee of 
about 10% was observed when going from a chloro substituent to a hydrogen.  An 
asymmetric mix of one chloro substituent and one hydrogen atom showed the same 
selectivity as two hydrogen atoms.   
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6.2  Mechanistic studies 
 
 
Due to the interesting observations made as a result of ligand effects and reaction 
conditions there are a few mechanistic pathways often considered for the epoxidation of 
alkenes; one of the more popular ones being the side-on approach model 5, this results in a 
less hindered approach pathway for the cis-alkene.  This idea was originally proposed by 
Groves 5a, 6 and became a useful working model in the design of transition-metal based 
epoxidation catalysts 5b.  If we are to find that this side-on approach mechanism is the only 
one taking place then we can assume that the epoxidation of trans-alkenes with high ees 
will always provide a challenging problem. 
 
To complicate matters however, the work by O’Mahony et al has called into question the 
side-on approach model for chromium system because for chromium, higher asymmetric 
induction was observed with the trans-alkene 7.  They did also however, propose an 
explanation that the Cr complex was non-planar, this gained some support by other 
research groups 8.   
 
Figure 1    Approach trajectories towards the Cr=O bond 7. 
 
 
Figure 1 shows the different approach pathways that have been put forward to describe the 
mechanism of epoxidation for Mn and Cr(salen) catalysts in the epoxidation of alkenes.  
Jacobsen 1c, assuming a flat geometry, considers alkene approach to the metal-oxo bond 
along either pathway ‘a’ or ‘b’ (see figure 1).  Which one occurs depends on the nature of 
the imine bridge and on the presence or absence of large groups at the X-position.  
Pathway ‘b’ would therefore apply to the tetra-tert-butyl catalyst (Jacobsen’s catalyst) as 
this is the most sterically hindered complex 7.  In this case for the chromium system, 
approach mechanism ‘d’ is currently favoured for the stepped conformation of the 
complex 4a.  It is also thought that approach along ‘c’, similar to that suggested by Katsuki Chapter six    Catalysis 
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5c, 9 may also be in operation.  This is because of the slightly beneficial effect of W-
substituents, which is not additive to the beneficial effect of the Z-substituent 7.  This 
would suggest that changes at the two different positions might independently affect the 
two different approaches.  Approach along ‘c’ might be favoured by Z-substitution while 
that along ‘d’ is favoured (to a lesser extent) by W-substitution, substitution at X and  Y 
would then have little effect as observed in studies by O’Mahony et al 7.  Another 
consideration is that substitution at Z, especially by large groups, will have an effect on the 
degree of non-planarity of the complex, which will in turn influence selection 7.  The 
stepped conformation is shown in figure 2.  In this research project we hope to obtain 
detailed electronic information on the active species in order to assign one of these 
pathways to the reaction. 
 
 
 
Figure 2    Stepped conformation of metal-salen complexes 7 
 
Figure 2 shows the structure of the stepped metal-salen structure as proposed to explain 
some of the selectivities observed with varying substitution.  Houk 10 proposed a non-
planar complex approach along pathway ‘d’.  An attractive aspect of his analysis was that it 
unified the explanations of the selectivities given by complexes with different imine 
bridges.   
 
The study of these metal(salen) mediated epoxidation reactions is becoming increasingly 
popular1b, c, 11 both in terms of determining the mechanistic pathways12 as well as the 
practical improvements 13.  There are a lot of ideas about what is happening at the 
mechanistic level; multiple pathways have been proposed, the concept of more than one 
active species taking part and also more than one oxidation process 14.  There is currently 
no definitive proof either way and different theoretical explanations have been used to 
explain different data sets and relationships.  Hopefully throughout the course of the 
catalytic study we will reveal information about the active Cr species that will enable us to 
draw some conclusions about the mechanistic pathway for the Cr system. 
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6.3  Catalytic studies on Cr(salen) systems (activity and 
(enantio)selectivity as a function of ligand) 
 
In this study we will investigate Cr(salen) complexes in the asymmetric epoxidation of 
alkenes.  Salen ligands can be easily modified and significant effects of different 
substituents on the catalytic activity and (enantio) selectivity have been observed 4c, 7, 14-15.  
The wide range of applications of such an area of the enantioselective catalytic redox 
processes is obvious because the properties of the metallo-salen complexes make the 
preparation of a large variety of chiral organometallic reagents possible 16.  The series of 
salens that have been prepared for this particular study are shown below in figure 3. 
 
 
 
Figure 3  A typical salen template is shown on the left, and the substitutions for 
the samples studied on the right. 
 
The exact reasons for the different enantioselectivity and activity are not proven, but we 
hope to provide insights into this with the use of X-ray Absorption and X-ray Emission 
studies.  Catalytic studies have shown that the Cr(III) complexes are very effective 
catalysts with regard to both reactivity and enantioselectivity.  A clear dependence in 
enantioselectivity is found upon subtle changes in the ligand systems of the chromium 
complexes (while the direct Cr coordination remains identical).  These Cr(salen) systems 
have shown a contrasting selectivity pattern to their manganese analogues in that they 
allow the asymmetric epoxidation of E-1,2-disubstituted alkene, with iodosylbenzene as a 
stoichiometric oxidant. 
 
The work by O’Mahony et al found that in the stoichiometric asymmetric epoxidation of 
E-β- methylstyrene with chromium-salen oxo complexes, enantioselectivity is increased by 
halo-substitution at the 3,3’- and 6,6’- positions and decreased at the 4,4’- and 5,5’- 
positions on the salen rings 7.  Substituting different groups can have varying effects 
Salen 1: X,Z = tBu 
Salen3: X,Z = CH2N(CH2)4O 
Salen4: X,Z =  CH2N(CH2)5 Chapter six    Catalysis 
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depending on which position undergoes substitution.  It is thought that the origin of the 
enantioselectivity is mainly due to π – π interactions between the ligand and the substrate, 
causing so-called asymmetric induction 17.   
 
The work by O’Mahony et al 7, McGarrigle et al 14 and Venkataramanan et al 18 are other 
examples of evidence showing that it is necessary to have a substituent in the 3,3’- 
positions in order to obtain high enantioselectivities.  McGarrigle et al 14 observed that the 
addition of more halo substituents to a 3,3’- halo complex results in a decrease in ee.  This 
is in contast to the work by Gilheany et al 4b.  However, after the addition of electron 
donating groups such as methyl or ethyl the ee also decreases 14, contrary to what might 
have been predicted from work on O=Cr(V)(salen) by Rajagopal et al 19.  It was also found 
in this study that the addition of tBu groups at the 5,5’-positions on the salen ring leads to 
ees of up to 90% 14.  The presence of electron withdrawing groups (halogens) is required 
for reasonable rates in the Cr series.   
 
The optimum substituent for the 3,3’-position and the 5,5’-position is quite different.  The 
effect of the bulky tert-butyl group would appear to be (at least partly) of a steric nature 14.  
This may take the form of more effective blocking of the alkene trajectory of approach over 
the 5,5’-positions of the arene ring which otherwise would allow the formation of the 
disfavoured enantiomer of the epoxide 14.  A similar role has been proposed for the tert-
butyl group in the 5,5’- positions in Jacobsen’s Mn(salen) catalyst, while the effects of 
methyl groups in the same positions could be fully rationalised in terms of electronic 
considerations 3a, 20.  It is interesting to look at cases where the 3,3’- substituents are 
different to those at the 5,5’- positions.  There was a decrease in ee observed on going from 
3,3’-dichloro- substituted complex to 3,3’, 5,5’-tetrachloro substituted complex in the work 
by E. M. McGarrigle et al 14.  This decrease could be due to an increase in the reactivity of 
the complex and an earlier transition state and therefore less selectivity 14.  
 
There has also been some investigation into the effect of the diamine backbone on the 
enantioselectivity in the chromium-salen catalysed asymmetric epoxidation 21.  It was 
thought that the Cr analogues would show better results than the Mn series due to the fact 
that the stereoselection obtained using Cr and Mn has been suggested to be related to the 
non-planarity of the N2O2 ligand core of the complex 22.  This non-planarity is a result of 
the sp3 centres on the dimethylene bridge of the ligand.  Thus the N-C-C-N dihedral angle 
is a measure of the resultant twist or step in the complex 22.  Chromium salen complexes 
are thought to facilitate selective epoxidation of E-alkenes by their more stepped nature 4a, 
23.  In this case the methyl groups on the cyclohexane ring, in the place of hydrogens, were Chapter six    Catalysis 
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supposed to cause a conformational change (more twist) in the catalyst resulting in a 
positive effect on the selectivity of the system 22. 
 
There are also associated effects with changing reaction conditions and additives.  It has 
been noted in previous work that the effect of adding Ph3PO also changes depending on 
the position of the substituent on the salen ring 7.  This is in addition to studies that show 
the change in performance of adding Ph3PO over other ligands 7.  The addition of Ph3PO 
seems to be most beneficial to stereoselection when X or Z (5,3 position), or both, are 
substituted.  
 
The effects of L also impact on the degree of non-planarity as well as on the rate of 
reaction.  It was previously thought that the effects of both L and the salen substituents are 
to cause an increase in non-planarity, with the latter being more effective – hence the 
‘ceiling effect’ 7.  This means that the more enantioselective a system is without the 
additive ligand, L, the less benefit gained by the addition of L.  It is important to note that 
the preparation of the catalytic complex is also a key issue.  In fact (a) using Jacobsen’s 
methodology i.e. starting from CrCl2, lower levels of enantiomeric excess have been 
obtained in the catalytic procedure 24; (b) using stoichiometric conditions starting from 
anhydrous CrCl2, no reaction between allyl chloride and benzaldehyde was recorded at all 
and (c) small traces of water completely stop the reaction 16.  Point (a) can be easily 
explained considering that commercially available CrCl2 contains water, therefore it is not 
surprising that (in the light of point (c) some of the published results collected using the 
catalyst prepared with the Jacobsen’s protocol were poor. 
 
Although it is difficult to see how variations in conformation can lead to an almost 
complete loss of selectivity, this means an alternative explanation is required.  It could be 
that there are in fact multiple species present, the work by Kerrigan et al have found that 
the mass spectrometry data of their complexes showed the presence of a substantial 
amount of species, the masses of which would correspond to dimeric and higher 
oligiomeric complexes.  There could be the possibility of dimeric or polymeric 
contaminants resulting from different metal atoms co-ordinating to the salicylaldiamine 
moieties 25.  In turn these complexes could act as alternative oxidising species in the 
reaction, potentially lowering the selectivity obtained 22. 
 
Studies using Cr(III) salen complexes derived from trans-1,2-dimethyl-1,2-
cyclohexanediamine have also shown disappointing results in the stoichiometric 
asymmetric epoxidation of E- and Z-β-methylstyrene 22.  This was explained by the Chapter six    Catalysis 
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presence of multiple oxidants in the system.  This hypothesis is supported by recent 
experimental and theoretical evidence 12e, 26 which suggests that there are other oxidising 
species in the reaction in addition to (salen)M(V)=O.  It is entirely possible that the 
addition of electron donating groups to the ligand causes a different oxidation pathway to 
come in to play; or a different alkene approach trajectory may become competitive since 
electron donating groups are expected to reduce the reaction rate 14.  The observation 
made with enantioselectivity and solvent also supports multiple pathways being in place 27.  
Evidence has also been found that there may be multiple oxidation pathways in the 
catalytic mode of Cr(salen) mediated alkene epoxidation 4c.  Bryliakov et al reported 
evidence that there were two semi-stable oxygen-bearing Cr(salen) species present in 
solution under catalytic conditions, although they proposed that only one of these species 
was involved in oxygen transfer to the alkene 12g, the presence of two species could make it 
difficult to analyse the X-ray spectra obtained. Interestingly, Linde et al and Adam et al 
have published evidence to support the existence of multiple oxidation pathways in 
Mn(salen) alkene epoxidation reactions as well 26a, 26d.  Recently in the manganese series 
both theoretical and experimental evidence has been reported which suggests that there 
are other oxidising species in the reaction 26a-c.  Further theoretical and experimental data 
is needed on the chromium systems to see if this is indeed the case in the system under 
investigation in this study. 
 
From this we can see that there is now an increasing amount of evidence for the presence 
of multiple oxidation pathways for the epoxidation reaction using Cr(salen) complexes.  
The work by McGarrigle et al also uses the theory of multiple oxidation pathways to 
explain the observation that there was no simple correlation found between the electronic 
character of the salen substituents and the enantioselectivity 14.  Daly et al 4c also observed 
a reduced ee and a higher yield in the catalytic mode of Cr(salen) mediated epoxidation of 
alkenes.  They explained this by the possible presence of a second oxidation cycle in which 
they major oxidant reacts with its reduced form 4c. 
 
The key issues that studies of the catalytic reaction cycle need to address are: a) the nature 
of the oxygen-transfer species; b) the mechanism of oxygen transfer to the organic 
substrate; c) the highly efficient stereochemical communication between catalyst and 
substrate; and d) tuning the catalytic activity of the metal-ligand system 18.  In summary, it 
appears that the enantioselectivity in epoxidation using oxo-chromium salen complexes 
depends on the identity of substituents at all positions on the salen rings.  This complex 
set of relationships must be accommodated by any theory of stereoselection for these types 
of system 7. Chapter six    Catalysis 
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6.4  In-situ characterisation XAS and RIXS  
 
In this part of the project we decided to monitor the stoichiometric epoxidation of trans-β-
methylstyrene with cationic chromium-salen oxo complexes, as described in the literature 
7, 14, 22.  For this investigation we mainly focused on salen ligands substituted in the 3,3’- 
and 5,5’- positions (see figure 1).  As we have the opportunity to monitor the 
stoichiometric variant with the Cr system it is possible to study the stereoselection in the 
absence of factors related to the catalytic cycle.  In this study we have decided to use 
iodosylbenzene as the oxidant to form the active Cr(V)=O species.  This is because it has 
been shown to be the most effective oxidant in previous studies 4c, use of bleach as the 
oxidant (which would be desirable) produced only low selectivity and favoured the 
opposite enantiomer than with iodosylbenzene.  This along with the fact that the 
characteristic deep green colour of the iodosylbenzene derived (salen)Cr(V)=O species is 
not observed when using bleach, suggests that the bleach and iodosylbenzene systems 
follow different pathways 4c.  The salen ligands and associated Cr(salen) complexes were 
synthesised according to literature procedures (see chapter 3).  To carry out the in-situ 
studies the catalyst was first pre-formed and filtered to remove excess oxidant, this was 
then added to an EXAFS cell and the alkene was injected on the beamline.  The setup of 
the cell on the beamline is shown below.  These experiments were carried out at room 
temperature. 
 
 
Figure 4    Setup of the cell for the in-situ catalysis studies. 
 
Figure 4 shows the cell in the path of the beam, 45° to both the incident beam and the 
analyser crystals.  The position of the sample and the detectors are determined by 
Rowland geometry 28.  The common Rowland geometry uses spherically bent crystals with 
a suitable Bragg reflection at a specific X-ray emission energy and the X-rays are focussed 
onto a detector 28. 
 
 
 
Analyser 
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Table 1   Rates of reaction and substitution for salen 1 with the Ph3PO 
additive. 
 
  X,Z Substituents  End of reaction (with Ph3PO) 
Salen 1  tBu 2hr  56min 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5  Reaction scheme showing Cr(salen) mediated alkene epoxidation 
(L=Ph3PO). 
 
The reaction scheme in figure 5 describes the Cr(salen) mediated alkene epoxidation.  The 
first step of the process is to form the Cr(V)=O species, this is done using iodosylbenzene 
as the oxidant.  In the mechanism of oxygen transfer, the oxygen-re-bound mechanism 
suggested by Kochi et al 29, the metal complex first picks up an oxygen atom from the 
oxidant (PhIO in our case) and is converted to the oxo-chromium(V) species.  This is the 
catalytically active species that transfers the oxygen to the double bond.  This process is 
repeated with chromium going from the Cr(III) and O=Cr(V) state.  For the stoichiometric 
variant, once we have formed the active Cr(V) species we now need to filter the solution to 
remove excess iodosylbenzene (the active species is soluble) to prevent further oxidation.  
The Ph3PO ligand is added and then the alkene, resulting in the formation of the epoxide.  
The epoxide product is soluble and is obtained by removing the solvent in vacuo and 
treating the residue with diethyl ether.  The salen complex under study in this chapter is 
the Cr analaogue of Jacobsen’s catalyst, the X, Z -di-tert-butyl substituted salen ligand. 
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Both High Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detection X-ray Absorption Near Edge 
Structure (HERFD XANES) and Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering Spectroscopy (RIXS) 
experiments were carried out on the salen complex in solution, this enabled direct 
comparison with previously obtained powder HERFD XANES and RIXS.  The HERFD 
XANES of the solutions appeared to be the same as that of powders.  At this stage X-ray 
beam damage tests were performed on the solutions, like the powders they showed no sign 
of beam damage. 
 
 
Figure 6  HERFD and normal XANES spectra of salen complex 1 in solution. 
 
 
Figure 6 shows the normal and HERFD XANES spectra of the Cr(salen1) complex in 
solution, from this we can clearly see the increase in resolution going from the normal 
XANES to the high energy resolution fluorescence detection experiment.  Although three 
broad features are visible in the normal XANES at 5991 eV, 5992.5 eV and 5995.5 eV these 
become much better resolved into distinct peaks in the HERFD spectrum.  The normal 
XANES also displays a higher level of background noise than the HERFD.  The main edge 
for the salen 1 complex is at 6001 eV. 
 
The pre-edge region and the features contained within it, tell us a great deal of 
information; including an idea about the geometry of the complex.  For complexes of 
lower symmetry there is a greater degree of hybridisation between the p and d or s-orbitals; 
this mixing of orbitals means that dipole allowed transitions to the p-orbitals contains d- 
character and this results in intensity in the pre-edge due to this dipole-quadrupole mixing Chapter six    Catalysis 
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30.  This is demonstrated in chapter 4, where we can clearly see that the tetrahedral 
complexes contain a great deal more intensity in the pre-edge.  The spectra in figure 6 
more closely resemble a complex with higher degree of symmetry as there is only a small 
amount of detail in the pre-edge. 
 
     
 
Figure 7  The figure shows a comparison of the 1s2p RIXS spectra of different 
salen complexes in solution. Cr(salen)1, 3 and 4 from left to right. 
 
Cr(salen) complexes 1, 3 and 4 show very similar features in the pre-edge region of the 2D 
1s2p RIXS planes (figure 7).  The 1s2p RIXS of the powder samples (chapter 4) and the 
solutions (figure 7) are the same; this tells us that there are no solvent effects that we have 
to consider in terms of interpreting the X-ray data.  Both of the salen complexes shown 
above have two pre-edge features along both the KαI and KαII emission lines; these appear 
at 5991 eV and 5993 eV Incident Energy (IE) for both complexes.  Along the KαI the first 
pre-edge feature at 5991 eV appears to be more intense than the second (5993 eV), this 
can also be seen in the HERFD XANES for the salen complexes in solution.  The first 
feature is spread out over 2 eV; this implies that the peak results from two transitions.  
The second feature at 5993 eV is less intense and is only spread over 1 eV.  The KαII 
emission line also contains two pre-edge features; these appear at the same IE; 5991 eV 
and 5993 eV.  Both of these pre-edge features are less intense than their KαI equivalents.  
Along the KαI the main edge intensity begins at 5997 eV with the absorption tail stretching 
towards lower energy.  The broadening observed in the diagonal direction of the Chapter six    Catalysis 
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experimental spectrum is caused by the experimental broadening.  In the Energy Transfer 
direction (indirect L-edge - see schematic in chapter 2) the splitting between the two 
features at 575 eV and 585 eV ET relates to the energy difference between the L3 and L2 
edges in the soft X-ray XAS experiments, as the same final states are probed.  In this case 
the energy difference in the soft X-ray experiments is also approximately 10 eV. 
 
The next stage was to look at the isolated Cr(V)=O species in solution, it was possible to 
take XANES for all variations of the (salen)Cr(V)=O complexes, but obtaining full RIXS 
planes was not possible as we observed changes in the XANES spectra upon beam 
exposure, i.e. meaning the Cr(V) sample is fairly beam sensitive.  The RIXS planes take a 
lot longer than the HERFD XANES to acquire (For XANES we are able to run quick scans 
in 30 seconds, a full RIXS plane requires 1.5 hours) and so if the complex is not stable in 
the beam for long periods of time the species will decompose, this is visible in the shape of 
the pre-edge region in the XANES as well as the position of the main edge.  Figure 8 shows 
a comparison of the HERFD XANES of the Cr(salen) complex and the active Cr(V)=O 
species, where we can clearly see the difference in shape at the pre-edge and the shift in 
the edge position which is indicative of a change in metal oxidation state. 
 
 
Figure 8  HERFD XANES of Cr(salen1) complex (black) and the oxidised active 
species (red) in solution. 
 
The HERFD XANES of the salen complex and the associated active species are shown in 
figure 8.  The XANES spectra clearly show two different Cr species, the change in the pre-Chapter six    Catalysis 
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edge and the shift in the edge position are both indicative of a change in oxidation state.  
This is in agreement with the proposed active species of Cr(V)=O from the Cr(III)(Salen) 
complex.  The HERFD XANES of the starting Cr(III) complex contains three features in 
the pre-edge region, these occur at 5991 eV, 5992.5 eV and 5995 eV respectively.  The 
main edge appears at 6002 eV.  The Cr(V)=O species has two pre-edge features; one at 
5991 eV as in the starting complex, and the second at 5993 eV.  The main edge in the oxo 
species is shifted towards higher energy and appears at 5993 eV.  In the pre-edge region of 
the active species the second pre-edge feature at 5993 eV is the most intense meaning that 
there are a larger proportion of transitions to that particular final state.  The density of 
states plot for Cr(salen1) in chapter 5 shows orbital contributions from N p, O p, O s, C p 
and Cr s density of states in that region.  There is no Cr p contribution in this region (in 
the calculated spectra) and so no feature in the calculated XANES, there is however a 
small feature in the experimental Cr(salen1) and the larger peak in the oxo-complex that is 
slightly shifted from the calculation.  It could be that the structure used in the FEFF 
calculation is not accurate enough to reproduce the relative peak positions or all of the 
density of states and that the second peak is a result of the bonding interaction between Cr, 
N and O atoms.  This then means that a conformational change on forming the active 
species leads to Cr p-orbitals being in a different orientation and so allowing mixing with 
the orbitals seen in the density of states.  Without a full and accurate structure 
determination of the salen 1 complex and the oxo-species it is difficult to fully assign the 
origin of these peaks.  Although the Cr(V)=O species was stable in the beam long enough 
to obtain XANES spectra we were unable to obtain the full RIXS planes. 
 
The observed shift of the edge towards higher energy would could be explained by the 
change in oxidation state going from a Cr(III) complex to a Cr(V) complex.  The absolute 
position of the X-ray absorption edge is dependent on the energy difference between the 
initial state and the final state.  The trend of an increase in edge shift with an increase in 
oxidation trend is followed by most transition metal systems, when the final state is 
localised on the ligand.  Normally the increase in the coulomb potential with an increase in 
oxidation state is felt mainly by the metal valence orbitals 31.  With the final state focused 
on the ligand this is no longer the case.  The interesting observation with the shape of the 
pre-edge is that normally in a spectrum with a relatively clear pre-edge we would expect a 
complex of higher symmetry, as the degree of orbital mixing in a higher order complex 
would lead to less intensity in the pre-edge compared to a complex with lower symmetry.  
Although the symmetry will have changed going from a five coordinate to a six coordinate 
species, it will not be as high as octahedral. 
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In the next part of the investigation the catalysis was monitored in-situ by running quick 
60 second HERFD scans over the first 20 minutes of the reaction and then longer 120 
second HERFD at intervals of 5 minutes for the remainder of the reaction cycle.  The first 
XANES scan of the reaction looked comparable to the isolated Cr(V) oxo species; from this 
we made the assumption that the six minute delay from adding the alkene in the lab to 
recording the X-ray spectra did not cause us to miss any significant changes in the 
complex structure. 
 
 
Figure 9  Continuous in-situ HERFD XANES during the Cr(salen) mediated 
alkene epoxidation with trans-β-methyl styrene. 
 
Figure 9 shows the progress of the alkene epoxidation monitored in-situ with HERFD 
XANES scans.  The initial XANES scan (with the most intense second pre-edge feature) 
looks the same as the XANES of the active species; this means that we did not miss the 
start of the reaction.  As the reaction progresses we can see that the intensity of the second 
pre-edge feature (at 5993 eV) decreases.  This would tie in with the active species being 
consumed in the reaction producing a Cr species with a different oxidation state.  On first 
observation it may appear that the final XANES spectra resembles that of the starting 
complex, but when we directly compare the XANES we can see that we end up with a 
slightly different species to that which we started with, so we can deduce that the catalyst 
is possibly not completely re-generated in the reaction. Chapter six    Catalysis 
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Figure 10  HERFD XANES spectra of salen complex 1 in solution and the end 
species after the epoxidation reaction. 
 
The figure above shows the HERFD XANES spectra of the starting Cr(III)(salen1) complex 
in solution compared to the resulting end species after the alkene epoxidation reaction has 
taken place.  As we can see from the spectra the two species appear similar.  The first pre-
edge feature at 5991 eV is present in both the Cr species, as well as the second pre-edge 
feature at 5993 eV, although in the end point this feature trails off rather than returning 
towards the base line.  The rest of the pre-edge for the end point is clear and the main edge 
occurs at 6002 eV.  For the starting complex in solution, the second feature at 5993 eV is a 
more defined peak and then there is also a third peak at 5995 eV.  The edge position for 
the end point is slightly shifted towards higher energy; this is normally associated with an 
increase in oxidation state (see chapter 4).  As the shift is only very small, this could be a 
mix of species (Cr(III) and Cr(V)) or just a distorted geometry of the original Cr(III).  It 
would be helpful to compare with a Cr(IV) spectrum to see if there is a mixture of states 
present, unfortunately we did not measure a Cr(IV) sample. 
 
The same pattern was observed for all complexes, with an edge shift and change in the 
pre-edge features showing the decline of the peak characteristic of the Cr(V)=O species.  
The reactions were also carried out ex-situ (out of the beam) so that any beam damage 
occurring in the in-situ reactions would be highlighted.  Both HERFD XANES and RIXS 
were carried out on the resulting end species (figures 11 and 12).  
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Figure 11  HERFD XANES of the Cr end species after epoxidation in-situ (red) and 
ex-situ (black). 
 
As we can see from figure 11 the end species is the same after both the in-situ (in the X-ray 
beam) and the ex-situ reactions, meaning that the reaction pathway and intermediates 
were not affected by the beam.  Compared to the starting Cr(V) complex, the second pre-
edge feature has almost completely disappeared, however the first peak at 5991 eV 
remains unchanged by the reaction.  This means that the transitions forming this peak are 
still allowed by the geometry of the end species.  There are references to say that the 
geometry of these complexes is C2 32 and others that say square pyramidal 33 or square 
planar for the starting and oxo species 16, these geometries are lower in symmetry 
octahedral and do not contain inversion symmetry, however we still see a relatively clear 
pre-edge.  A detailed structural determination of the oxo species is required. 
 
We also performed 1s2p RIXS experiments on both the end species from the in-situ and 
ex-situ catalytic runs, these were compared with the initial starting Cr(III)(salen) complex.  
The resulting RIXS spectra are shown below in figure 12. Chapter six    Catalysis 
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Figure 12  1s2p RIXS of the starting complex and the in-situ and ex-situ end 
species.  
 
The 2D RIXS planes in figure 12 show the pre-edge regions of the complex in solution 
compared to the end points.  All of the spectra above are very similar to the RIXS spectra 
of the Cr(III) salen samples, in the case of the end-species we see the appearance of one 
additional feature.  The two spectra for the end points (in-situ and ex-situ) show the same 
pattern of features.  The pre-egde region for the end points contain three features; one at 
5991 eV (575 eV ET), 5993 eV (577.5 eV ET) and 5993.5 eV (579 eV ET).  As with the other 
1s2p RIXS there is an absorption tail leading back from the main edge, caused by the 
experimental broadening.  The intensity of the additional feature does appear to be 
slightly reduced in the in-situ reaction, this could be an experimental factor though or a 
result of delay in measuring the ex-situ reaction.  The feature at 5993.5 eV (579 eV ET) is 
an additional peak, compared to the complex in solution, that appears off the diagonal line 
in the RIXS plot for the end species.  This off-diagonal peak appears at 5993.5 eV Incident 
Energy and 579 eV Energy Transfer, the feature stretches over 1 eV, suggesting that it is 
caused by only one transition.  There are no additional features that line up with this 
additional peak in the vertical direction, which makes this an interesting feature.  This is 
because we would normally expect to see two peaks in the vertical direction split by the 
core hole spin orbit coupling 34.   
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We were unable to obtain RIXS spectra for the Cr(V) species as it was not stable in the 
beam for long enough to run the experiment, as of yet no spectra for Cr(IV) or Cr(V) RIXS 
have been found in literature to compare with this experiment to identify whether the 
spectra is formed from mixed oxidation states.  The peak is not present in the starting Cr 
(III) complex and comparing to the RIXS of the references we can see that a peak from 
Cr(III) in Cr2O3 appears at 5994 eV incident energy and 578.5 eV energy transfer.  For 
Cr(VI) in CrO3 a peak appears at 5994 eV incident energy and 579 eV energy transfer.  
These both show peaks in a similar position to the additional peak but we still have the 
problem that there is no extra peak in the vertical direction of the RIXS plane.  We also 
wouldn’t necessarily be expecting to see a Cr6+ species in the reaction mixture.  As there 
have been studies suggesting a Cr(IV) species at the end of the reaction it would be 
extremely helpful to compare to the RIXS of Cr(IV) to see whether there is Cr(IV) 
character present in the final species.  Having Cr(III) present is also expected, the change 
in features compared to the starting complex could be due to some distortions in the 
geometry of the complex but we would expect to see another feature in the vertical 
direction (L-edge). 
 
One possibility is that this peak could be a non-local peak formed due to the presence of a 
neighbouring Cr atom bonded through an oxygen atom ((IV)Cr-O-Cr(IV)).  This has been 
suggested to be the catalyst sink in the manganese series 35.  The pre-edge region is a 
mixture of dipole and quadrupole transitions that is difficult to unravel.  Transitions to a 
valence orbital, that is formed between neighbouring metal atoms, have been referred to 
as non-local excitations 36.  In oxides this non-local effect arises from weak 1s→3d 
transitions to off-site metal 3d states 36b, this transition is made possible by the presence of 
O 2p states (this could be possible with a bridged dimer).  The O 2p states of the oxygen 
atom hybridise with 3d-orbitals of neighbouring Cr atoms, allowing off-site dipolar 1s→3d 
transitions 36a through 4p-O-3d intersite hybridisation 37.  These local and non-local 1s3d 
transitions are separated in XAS due to the fact that the core hole screening will be 
different in both cases 37.  The absorption spectrum is relatively clear for our end species 
but this is also observed for non-local peaks in literature 36a.  The understanding of the 
interactions between p and d-orbitals of neighbouring metal atoms is not completely 
understood.  This hybridisation is expected by symmetry and band structure theories 36b 
and can be predicted by density of states calculations 37-38.  With an accurate model of the 
salen species FEFF 9 should be able to reveal overlap of neighbouring Cr orbitals.  
Applying these methods to our systems may show whether the additional peak is predicted 
and indeed due to neighbouring metal atoms. 
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Table 2  Rates of reaction for salen 1 with and without the Ph3PO additive. 
 
  End of reaction (with 
Ph3PO) 
End of reaction 
(without Ph3PO) 
Salen 1  2hr 56min  2hr 10min 
 
We only have data from in-situ stoichiometric XAS/XES studies of alkene epoxidation for 
one type of salen structure.  At this stage therefore, we are unable to compare the effects of 
different ligand substitution on the structure of the active species, other intermediates that 
may or may not be present or the reaction pathway.  As different reaction pathways 
and/or oxidised species have been proposed for different substitutions, this would be 
something that would need to be examined in more detail to ascertain whether, or not, 
multiple species and pathways are in play.  This data was obtained on the last synchrotron 
trip of the project, this leaves an area open for development in subsequent studies.  We see 
interesting features in the spectra for the di-tert-butyl substituted ligand; further studies 
are needed to see how this changes on substitution and how that explains the different 
catalytic effects in literature. 
 
6.4  Conclusions 
 
It has been observed in literature that the catalytic system with Cr results in a lower ee, 
this could be indicative of the presence of more than one oxidising species in solution 4c, 
this is mentioned above in the introduction and has gained support from other authors.  
An alternative proposal is that a dimer is formed between two metal species to form a μ-
oxo Cr(IV) dimer 35, 39.  This was also a reason for the assumption that the additional peak 
in the X-ray spectra was from a non-local Cr atom.  A similar μ-oxo Mn(IV) dimer has 
been postulated to be in equilibrium with (salen)Mn(V)=O in the catalytic manganese 
system29.  The formation of the μ-oxo Cr(IV) dimer does not result in the production of the 
epoxide, or regeneration of the active species 4c and therefore is a sink for the 
(salen)Cr(V)=O rather than as a reservoir as in the manganese based system 4c; for this 
reason low yields are not unexpected in the stoichiometric mode 4c, 12g.  The work by 
Bryliakov et al has shown evidence of the presence of two discrete (salen)Cr-oxo species 
starting from Cr(salen)Cl complexes and iodosylbenzene, these are the monomeric 
(salen)Cr(V)=O species and a dimeric mixed valent Cr(III)Cr(V)-oxo  species. They 
proposed that only the former species was acting as an oxidant under their conditions, 
while the latter species acted as a reservoir for the catalyst 12g. 
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The structural relationship between the Cr(V) complex and its chromium(III) precursor 
has been noted in literature.  There are conflicting references to the point group of the 
complex; some studies show that in each complex the metal shows a square planar 
coordination geometry, but the presence of the oxygen in the Cr(V) system displaces the 
metal by 0.5 Å above the salen ligand 16.  From the X-ray absorption and emission data we 
can see that the structure of the pre-edge implies a complex with relatively high symmetry 
(higher than tetrahedral), with just a few small pre-edge features present.  Comparing the 
starting complex and the active species we can see that there is not a huge difference in the 
XANES, not enough to imply significant changes to the geometry.  The increase in the 
peak at 5993 eV can be explained by distortion effects causing more overlap with Cr p 
density of states.  The XANES spectrum of the end species is also very similar in shape to 
that of the complex in solution, this implies no change in oxidation state or geometry and 
that a Cr(III) complex is reformed at the end of the reaction.  It is only when we look at the 
2D RIXS planes that we see the appearance of the additional peak. 
 
Currently the most promising explanation for this peak is that it is a non-local peak 
formed from intersite transitions of neighbouring Cr p-orbitals through hybridisation with 
O 2p-orbitals.  This supports the theory that an oxygen bridged dimer is formed at the end 
of the reaction, or exists as a reservoir in the reaction, but without comparing to the 
HERFD XANES of a Cr(IV) species it is difficult to draw firm conclusions on the oxidation 
state.  The fact that the spectrum looks a lot like the Cr(III) complex and the active species 
supports the suggestion that there could be a dimer formed from mixed oxidations states 
as proposed by Bryliakov et al 12g. 
 
In order to conclusively reveal the structure of the active species and the oxidation 
pathway in operation in this reaction we would need to further optimise the theoretical 
modelling of the data obtained.  For accurate FEFF calculations a crystal structure of the 
end species is necessary to calculate the density of states and to identify any neighbouring 
Cr d density of states that mix with O p (and Cr p).  Alternatively it has been observed that 
band structure calculations are also successful in reproducing the non-local peak, these 
methods could be applied to the data obtained in this study.  This would provide further 
insights into the structure of the species present and the electronic transitions occurring.  
At present the capabilities are there to perform these kinds of studies but unfortunately 
this did not fall within this period of research. 
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Chapter Seven: Conclusions and Future 
Recommendations  
7.1  Introduction 
 
Throughout the course of this project the aim was to develop the relatively new X-ray 
technique, Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering spectroscopy (RIXS), as a tool in catalysis 
providing more insights into electronic properties and related performance.  This started 
with the testing of a series of well known chromium reference materials (oxides and 
chlorides) with a range of X-ray absorption and emission experiments.  The next step of 
the project was to apply these X-ray techniques, and the data obtained from the reference 
study, to a more complicated family of chromium materials; the Cr(salen) catalysts.  A 
combination of the observations from the references and detailed theoretical calculations 
subsequently allowed the in-depth analysis of the electronic structure of the salen 
complexes as a function of ligand substitution, as well as providing preliminary insights in 
reaction intermediates in the Cr catalysed epoxidation reaction.  
 
7.2  Experiment versus Theory 
7.2.1 K-edge XAS 
 
The Cr K-edge XANES experimental spectra for the reference materials studied in chapter 
4 are well reproduced using the FEFF9 package.  The FEFF package is an automated 
program for ab initio multiple scattering calculations of X-ray Absorption Fine Structure, 
X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES), X-ray Emission spectroscopy and 
various other spectra for clusters of atoms.  The FEFF calculations rely on the use of basic 
and established principles without the inclusion of extra assumptions, a 3D input 
structure is necessary so a proposed structure of the material is required.  It also involves 
the simultaneous calculation of excitation spectra and electronic structure (density of 
states). 
 
In most cases the calculations shown in chapter 4 accurately reproduce the structure of the 
pre-edge as well as the position and shape of the main absorption edge.  In other cases it 
has been more difficult to exactly replicate the position and intensity of all the features but 
the number and shape are correct.  For example the simulation of Cr2O3 in figure 3 
(chapter 4) does show the correct number of pre-edge features; however these are slightly 
distorted from the experimental spectra.  The pre-edge features in the calculation appear Chapter Seven   Conclusions 
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sharper than in the experiment.  Obviously experimental broadening can be included in 
the calculation but it is hard to optimise this without losing all of the structure underneath 
for the calculation.  Materials, such as Cr(CO)6 are more complicated as FEFF does not 
always reproduce charge redistributions and π-systems in materials well, FEFF does not 
include multiplets either.  Oxides and chlorides are normally easier to simulate but when 
organometallic systems are considered it becomes more difficult.  The spectrum for 
Cr(CO)6 shows a large number of features in a narrow energy region of the pre-edge.  
Again the optimised calculation does show higher resolution of some of the features but 
the complicated topography remains in the calculation. 
 
By looking at the XANES and empty density of states calculations it is possible to 
determine the orbitals involved in the transitions forming the pre-edge features.  Figure 6 
(chapter 4) shows the Cr p density of states that form the K pre-edge, any orbitals that mix 
with Cr p-orbitals will also appear in the XANES.  The other orbital contributions are Cr 1s, 
Cr d and ligand 2p-orbitals that form a bonding interaction with Cr p-orbitals.  In the case 
of the dichromates the additional feature on the low energy side of the first pre-edge peak 
shows contributions from Os, K s and O p-orbitals.  The presence of features in the pre-
edge region is due to hybridisation with Cr p density of states.  In complexes of lower 
symmetry quadrupole transitions become dipole allowed due to Cr p and d-orbitals 
hybridisation.  This degree of orbital hybridisation is more pronounced in structures 
without inversion symmetry.  This means the dipole and quadrupole transitions reach the 
same final states, and so their peaks are visible at the same energy, as shown in the empty 
density of states.  In the case of the references we already know their structure and 
geometry so this is a case of finding out which electronic information can be obtained from 
the technique.  These observations mean that we can gain a fairly detailed understanding 
of the electronic structure and geometry of an unknown.  This is more useful when 
studying increasingly complex catalysts systems. 
 
Chapter 5 contains the study of the Cr(salen) materials with the same X-ray techniques.  
The salen materials are all the same oxidation state and geometry so there are not many 
differences in the XANES to observe and compare.  Any electronic effects should be visible 
in the XANES region but only if they coincide with the Cr p density of states.  We can 
however compare these spectra to those of the other Cr(III) samples and see how the 
spectra differ.  The pre-edge region of the salen materials is relatively clear when 
comparing to the tetrahedral Cr reference compounds.  For complexes of lower symmetry 
there is a greater degree of hybridisation between p and d-orbitals.  This mixing of d-
orbitals with p-orbitals means that dipole allowed transitions to the p-orbitals contains d Chapter Seven   Conclusions 
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character and so are also visible in the pre-edge.  In this way we can gain insights into the 
geometry when visibly inspecting the XANES spectra.  The more structure in the pre-edge 
the lower the symmetry.  Any electronic effects that are not visible in the XANES (do not 
overlap with Cr p-orbitals) may become apparent in the 2p XAS due to influence on the 
charge redistribution between states. 
 
The salen materials may in fact be more complicated to analyse by K-edge XANES at this 
stage due to the distance of the substituents on the salen framework from the central Cr.  
Although the substitutions happen on the salen framework rather than at the Cr itself, any 
charge transfer through the system will affect the chromium, as charge transfer effects 
don’t affect the K-edge then we will need to look to L-edge and RIXS experiments to see 
any effects. 
7.2.2 The Benefits of High Energy Resolution (HERFD) 
 
We can see the benefits of the High Energy Resolution Fluorescence Detection XANES 
method by comparing the HERFD experimental data with the normal XANES data.  This 
is true for the reference materials in chapter 4 (figure 3) and the salen materials in chapter 
5 (figure 2).  The HERFD spectra allow a much better resolution of the peaks, making 
them appear sharper than in the normal XANES experiments.  In some of the samples 
studied this makes a huge difference.  In Cr2O3 an extra feature appears as a broad hump 
in the HERFD but was not visible at all in the normal XANES, instead it was masked by 
the underlying peak.  Again in the spectrum for CrO3 one of the peaks is resolved from a 
small hump to a sharp peak on the low energy side of the first pre-edge feature.  This 
quality is essential when carrying out a detailed analysis of the pre-edge.  The dichromate 
samples figure 3 (chapter 4) also show this to be true with an additional feature visible on 
the low energy side of the first pre-edge feature, at around 5992 eV.  This provides 
additional information about the orientation of orbitals in space, and therefore their 
overlap, by showing the allowed transitions in the density of states.  The more detail that is 
obtained in the experiment, the more detailed the resulting analysis can be.  Identifying 
the orbitals that take part in the bonding between the Cr and the ligand and the space that 
they occupy could be a useful property when looking at future applications. 
7.2.3 L-edge XAS 
 
The L-edge XAS spectra were simulated using a different theoretical approach, the Charge 
Transfer Multiplet program (CTM4XAS).  The Charge transfer multiplet (CTM) theory 
includes both the charge transfer and multiplet effects, which makes it a very effective Chapter Seven   Conclusions 
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theoretical approach that is especially useful in the calculation of most 2p XAS spectra in 
transition metal systems 1.  The reason that CTM theory is important at the L-edge and not 
the K-edge is that the K-edge is not affected by charge transfer multiplets.  These multiplet 
coupling effects are caused by interactions between the core hole and the 3d valence 
electrons.  The 1s core hole has essentially no effect (other than its charge) on the multiplet 
states 2.  In 2p XAS, in the final state of the X-ray absorption process there is a partly filled 
core state (2p5).  When looking at a system with a partly filled 3d shell the final state will 
have an incompletely filled 3d band.  The 2p hole and the 3d hole have radial wave 
functions that overlap significantly in 2p XAS 3 and so these cannot be reproduced with 
single particle methods. 
 
In the CTM approach the symmetry of the complex is reduced to the symmetry of the 
central atom, treating all ligands as point charges.  This reflects the point group of the 
central metal, and no further ligand effects are taken into consideration.  In FEFF however 
a full crystal structure is present in the input file.  When calculating the L-edges we also 
assume either octahedral or tetrahedral geometry, this means that any distortions from 
perfect geometry are not accounted for in the calculation.  This is again, in contrast to the 
FEFF simulations where distortions can be accounted for in the central atom coordinates. 
 
The calculations of the L-edges of the reference materials have worked very well, in all 
cases the L3,2 peak patterns are well reproduced.  Figure 7 (chapter 4) shows the 
CTM4XAS calculations for the Cr reference materials.  Generally the L3:L2 ratio is 
theoretically calculated at being 2:1 based on the degeneracy of the states, however in 
practice the experimental value has been shown to deviate from 2:1.  It was found that the 
electrostatic interactions between the core hole and valence electrons also has an affect on 
the branching ratio 4.  The fact that the multiplet effects, as well as the metal spin state, 
can influence the branching ratio leads to a variation in the branching ratio across the 
transition metals 3.  Other than the intensity ratio being different the peak shapes and 
splittings match up nicely.  The spectrum for Na2CrO4, in particular, is very nicely 
reproduced with the small feature in the centre of the L3 edge being picked out in the 
calculation as well.  The main issue across the simulations appears to be that the 
calculations are broader than the experiment; this could be due to the presence of an 
increased level of noise in the experimental spectra. 
 
It is evident when comparing the L-edges of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) that the multiplets do 
change with the differing number of d-electrons, we can see this in the experimental 
spectra shown in figure 7 (chapter 4).  There is a shift to higher energy as well as a visible Chapter Seven   Conclusions 
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change in the pattern and appearance of the peaks forming the L3,2 edge.  In this way we 
are able to obtain information on the d-electrons and apparent oxidation state of the 
compound and the charge transfer effects, this is again useful when looking at compounds 
about which less is known.  Straight away when looking at the L-edge spectra of the salen 
materials we can deduce information about the oxidation state, in a similar way to how we 
can predict the geometry at the K-edge XANES.  The salen materials all show the same 
edge shape as the Cr(III) reference materials, which is what we would expect.  The Cr(III) 
samples tend to have a more intense first peak at the L2 edge whereas the Cr(VI) show the 
opposite with a more intense second peak.  The  salen L-edge spectra look very similar 
except for a shift in the edge positions, the salen 3 complex is shifted to slightly lower 
energy.  Although the substitutions at the salen framework are small any charge transfer 
effects caused should be visible in the L-edges. 
 
Any distortions from perfect Oh and Td symmetry for the references are not big enough to 
show a significant disagreement between the experiment and theory, as shown by the fact 
that for all the references the experiments are well reproduced (even in the distorted Oh 
examples) and all calculations are performed assuming pure Oh or Td symmetry.  This 
makes it harder to distinguish between complexes that are not either Oh or Td.  Although 
the experimental spectra have been simulated to a high degree of accuracy, in this way 
there are still some limitations to this approach.  This and the fact that only the direct Cr 
environment is considered  means that the surrounding ligands are not included, it is 
therefore not possible to look at neighbour and ligand effects.  Only the crystal field 
splitting is included. 
  
7.2.4 K β XES 
 
The Kβ emission studies are also simulated with the FEFF9 program, as mentioned above 
the FEFF package is able to calculate the emission spectra and electronic spectra 
simultaneously.  Non-resonant X-ray emission spectra are treated in the same way as the 
X-ray absorption process for states below the Fermi level.  This means that we are able to 
use the same input files and parameters as for the optimised K edge XANES, but just 
change the XANES card to the XES card. 
 
The simulations of the XES of the references in chapter 4 show fairly good agreement with 
the experimental data.  For the Kβ main lines the experimental spectrum is extremely 
simple and we are only looking to reproduce one peak.  The leading tail of this peak is at 
slightly higher energy than the experiment which is the case for all samples; this may be Chapter Seven   Conclusions 
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caused by the tail of the transitions at lower energy (main lines).  The cross-over peaks 
contain more structure and so require more optimisation.  The calculated spectrum for 
Cr2O3 (chapter 4) does show the Kβ’’ (at 5968 eV) and Kβ2,5 (at 5984.5 eV) peaks that are 
also present in the experiment, the relative intensities of the peaks however is not so well 
reproduced.  For both the oxide and chloride samples the calculated cross-over peak 
intensity does not correspond to the experiment.  However for the chromate and 
dichromate samples the relative peak intensities are a good match.  The cross-over peaks 
are prone to be affected by background intensity from the tail of the Kβ main line, as it is 
much more intense (see figure 10 in chapter 2, this puts the relative peak intensities into 
perspective).  This causes the cross-over features to become buried in noise and appear as 
broader peaks.  This is one reason for the discrepancy in the calculation, further 
calculations could be attempted to apply additional broadening to the cross-over region of 
the spectrum to see if a better match can be obtained.  It may also be beneficial to look at 
additional theoretical approaches to calculating the filled density of states, Density 
Functional Theory for example. 
 
In chapter 5 we look at the XES experiments for the Cr(salen) materials; unfortunately we 
were unable to perform an accurate simulation of the experimental data from theory.  This 
may be in part due to the lack of an adequate crystal structure, or because of the complex 
nature of the structure with a number of heteroatoms around the central Cr.  The presence 
of heteroatoms in the sample produces a characteristic cross-over peak position and shape 
in the XES spectra (chapter 5, figure 6).  A combination of multiple heteroatoms in the 
sample could confuse this region, causing the appearance of one broad peak in this energy 
range. 
 
7.2.5 1s2p RIXS 
 
The 1s2p RIXS performed throughout this study have been analysed using a program 
called RGAss.  The RGAss program is a PC interface to the Atomic Multiplet Code written 
by R. D. Cowan (LANL) with extensions by B. T. Thole and others.  The program consists 
of different components used to produce the final simulation.  RGAss includes the 
electronic configurations for the ground states, intermediate states and final sates in the 
excitation and emission processes as well as parameters for the local geometry of the 
central atom, crystal field splitting value, the type of transition probed, charge transfer 
effects, p-d / d-d interactions and a Gaussian broadening of full width at full maximum 
(FWFM). 
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The theoretical 1s2p RIXS spectra for the references (figure 11, chapter 4) only reproduce 
the pre-edge region and not the main absorption edge.  This does not matter for the 
calculation as subtracting the main edge from the experiment does not make too much 
difference in the case of chromium.  The calculations of the pre-edge actually match the 
experiments very closely, as we can see in figure 11 (chapter 4).  The Cr2O3 spectra, for 
example, both show two features in the pre-edge of the same shape and size.  From the 
spectra we can deduce how many transitions form the peak by measuring the width of the 
feature in electron volts.  Again with the pre-edge in the RIXS spectra we are also able to 
deduce the geometry of the complex by looking at the number, position and intensities of 
the pre-edge features.  Complexes of lower symmetry possess a higher degree of orbital 
hybridisation and therefore more structure in this region.  It is also possible to tell the 
difference between oxidation states due to the appearance of the pre-edge, Cr(III) and 
Cr(VI) have very different patterns in the pre-edge.  The Cr(VI) spectra (K2Cr2O4) contains 
only one large pre-edge feature with absorption tails in both the horizontal and vertical 
directions compared to the Cr(III) samples (oxides, and salens) that show two features 
each with an absorption tail in the vertical direction.  The salen materials are also well 
reproduced, all being Cr(III) they show similar features to that of the Cr(III) references 
with two features present in the pre-edge.  The RIXS spectra do not show many 
differences for the salen complexes, the differences in the structures do not appear big 
enough to be measured using these techniques.  They do however show the appearance of 
additional features for the end species in the catalysis, this feature appears to be formed 
from non-local Cr s→d transitions with neighbouring Cr atoms.  The appearance of the 
XANES spectra and the non-local peak support the theory that there is a Cr(III)Cr(V)-oxo 
species present at the end of the reaction or as a reservoir 5.  More analysis is needed to 
prove the presence of this species but this has given us further insights into the structure 
of the end species in the epoxidation reaction. 
 
The RIXS experiments provide HERFD XANES spectra with reduced lifetime broadening; 
however the L-edges measured with the RIXS technique showed decreased resolution 
compared to the soft X-ray experiments, this was highlighted in figure 8 (chapter 5).  The 
soft X-ray experiments typically show a resolution of 0.1 eV 6 compared to 1 eV in the 
RIXS process.  Although the final states probed are the same the transitions involved are 
different.  In the soft X-ray experiments the final states are probed directly in a 2p→3d 
transition, whereas in the RIXS experiment the final states are reached in a two step 
process (s→d excitation followed by p→s decay). 
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7.3  Catalysis 
 
During this project we also tried to monitor the reaction in-situ to study the starting 
species, intermediates and end-species during the reaction.  The same X-ray techniques 
were used as in the reference and solid salen studies; however there was not time to 
calculate the spectra as some of the features observed during the reaction and in the end 
species were not typical to what had previously been observed for ideal geometries and 
oxidation states.  These species are more complicated to analyse due to the fact that a 
model will have to be made and optimised to represent the different species in the reaction.  
As mentioned above other theoretical approaches may also be necessary to produce better 
agreement with experiment.  There is a new version of FEFF that is able to calculate the 
RIXS spectra.  The fact that one would then be able to include the full structural detail 
would make this a promising option for the analysis of these more complicated systems.  
Employing other characterisation techniques will help to gain a more detailed 
understanding of the structure of the intermediates and end species.  EXAFS and UV-vis 
are some of the techniques that could be beneficial for this system, this would help in 
developing an accurate model to use in the FEFF program. 
 
It is in the catalytic study that we perhaps see the benefits of the RIXS plots over the 
HERFD XANES.  When looking at the HERFD XANES spectra of the end species, in 
particular, it is hard to tell the difference between the positions of the second pre-edge 
peaks figure 10 (chapter 6).  However, when looking at the 2D RIXS planes you can clearly 
see that in the end-species the second peak is off the diagonal line, figure 12 (chapter 6).  
This non-local peak may provide evidence of a Cr(III)Cr(V)-oxo dimmer in the reaction.  
Further theoretical development is needed to confirm this, as discussed in chapter 6. 
 
Any effects, decomposition or otherwise, are not caused by the beam.  We ran experiments 
both in-situ and ex-situ and the resulting product was the same according to the XANES 
data.  However we would obviously need further theoretical study and characterisation to 
deduce exactly what the structure of the resultant species is.  Full catalytic studies with the 
ligands present, and more are needed in order to assess the affects on catalysis; there was 
not time for this in the current research, the focus of which initially was the analysis of the 
features present in the XAS and RIXS data.  The associated differences in electronics can 
be measured in-situ with K-edge XANES, the possibility of complementary 
characterisation techniques could also be investigated.  
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7.4  Recommendations and Further Work 
 
One of the first areas that I would recommend for further work is in the synthesis of an 
extended series of catalyst materials.  Originally this part of the study was to include 
investigations of asymmetric salen complexes to observe any electronic effects on 
changing heteroatoms at the 3,3’ or 5,5’ positions, due to the reactivity of the half unit in 
the reaction it was the double substituted symmetric salen product that was formed.  By 
optimising the synthetic procedure this would be an extremely desirable series of salens to 
investigate.  In this series there would be a greater chance of observing more pronounced 
electronic differences. The changes occurring in the ligand structure are, in some cases 
more than four bonds away from the central metal across aromatic systems.  Although 
XAS methods have been used in literature to study aromatic systems 7, for a development 
technique like this it may be easier to start with a more simple series of catalyst structures.  
Using the salen framework we have the added advantage of keeping the structure constant 
around the central metal and changing only the ligands attached.  It may also have been 
easier to use materials for which one can obtain a crystal structure.  The difficulty in 
obtaining crystals of the salen materials meant that there was only one published structure 
that we could use to perform the theoretical calculations. Clearly from the references we 
have learned that small changes in the structure can leads to significant changes in the 
XANES/XES/RIXS features obtained. 
 
When looking at the L-edge XANES we were able to see good correlation between 
experiment and theory.  However, in future studies it would be beneficial to look at the 
individual resonances that make up the over all L3,2 edges to see exactly which final states 
correspond to the features at the edge.  This would involve detailed theoretical calculations 
and a deep understanding of multiplet theory to unravel.   
 
The calculation to reproduce the L-edges is based on either pure octahedral or pure 
tetrahedral geometry; this could be another variable to test with the experiment.  So far we 
have good agreement with Oh and Td based calculations for our samples but not all 
samples are perfect Oh or Td geometry.  It could be interesting to test the limits of theory 
by studying complexes with more extreme distortions from perfect geometry.  It would 
then also be possible to see if there was a degree on Oh and Td character that was visible in 
the shape and appearance of the edge, like in K-edge XANES where we can see differing 
levels of intensity at the pre-edge. 
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Although the RIXS data obtained from the reference and salen solid samples is 
reproducible by theory and we are able to make some structural and electronic deductions 
upon inspection, it would have been extremely beneficial if it had been possible to 
measure the full range of oxidation states as planned.  This would allow us to see if there 
are noticeable differences in all oxidation states, rather than comparing just Cr(III) and 
Cr(VI).  The problem faced in the current study was that Cr(CO)6 was not stable enough to 
run the full RIXS experiment.  We were able to measure XANES by moving around in the 
beam but this was not possible for RIXS and the sample sublimed in vacuum conditions, 
which is why we were unable to measure an L-edge.  A chromium(II) sample (CrCl2) was 
also measured but this also damaged too quickly in the beam, it becomes slightly more 
difficult in the transfer and manipulation of air and/or moisture sensitive samples, even 
with a cryostat.  The chromium (V) sample measured was in the form of the salen active 
species; this was stable in the beam long enough for XANES but not for full RIXS planes.  
It is impossible to predict how samples will react in the beam but finding beam stable 
Cr(IV) and Cr(V) references would also be beneficial when looking at the end species of 
the catalysis as Cr(IV) dimmers 8 or mixed Cr(III)Cr(V) have been suggested in literature 5. 
 
The catalysis section needs extensive further study; in order to fully understand the results 
we obtain from the X-ray studies we would need to fully characterise the reaction and the 
species involved outside of the beam.  Unfortunately we did not have time to do this 
properly as the catalysis was started towards the end of this research project, with the 
developmental X-ray work in chapter 4 being the initial focus.  The results obtained have 
provided some interesting observations and promising spectra; however we cannot draw 
many firm conclusions about the reaction pathway without being able to fully analyse the 
intermediate and end species. 
 
The RIXS spectra of the end species would need further analysis to assign the origins of 
this ‘non-local’ (Cr-O-Cr) type peak.  It may be that band structure calculations are needed 
to simulate this off-diagonal peak in the spectrum of the end species.  Definitely the 
application of additional theoretical approaches is needed in order to obtain more insights 
into all the intermediates.  With the possibility now to calculate a RIXS spectrum 
including a detailed structural description, the development of models for the different 
species could provide significant advances in this area. 
 
This study has allowed us to gain some interesting insights into both RIXS and the 
Cr(salen) mediated epoxidation reaction.  To fully assign features observed I think that a 
great deal more characterisation on the catalysis itself needs to be performed.  Chapter Seven   Conclusions 
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Unfortunately this was not possible in the time available towards the end of the research 
project.  There is also the possibility of  carrying out complementary techniques in-situ, for 
example with an appropriate cell it may be possible to measure the UV during the reaction 
as the reaction times are relatively long (long enough to obtain HERFD XANES spectra). 
This would also provide additional electronic information on the species. Chapter Seven   Conclusions 
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